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INTRODUCTORY 

A recent leading article in The Times 1 e~phasizes that the 
rebuilding of Europe must be effected not by a patching up ol 
existing frontiers but by building anew on the basis of the 
" practical necessities of modern life ". A letter in The T uneJ 

(March3, 1944) from Mr. A. L.Ro~se carries this point ofview 
further with special reference to Germany. He urges that the 
new federal states into which Germany will presumably be 
divided should be based on the" natural provincial groupings", 
which he describes as " substantial entities with their own local 
traditions ", which already exist with " their roots in the 
country". 

Both this leading article and Mr. Rowse, reflecting, we 
believe, the general viewpoint. emphasize the historical aspect ot 
the problem, 1 but its geographical character is even more funda
mental. The structure of such " groupings " or regions has 
been the particular concern of geographers in recent years in 
Germany, Britain, France and the United States, and they have 
a substantial contribution to make to the elaboration of prin
ciples in defining the frontiers of the European States and the 
divisions inside them. Modem geography regards such a natural 
grouping, not as a mere physicAl unit, but as a socio-economic 
unit with common economic, cultural and historical associations. 
The principles and technique of such geographical investigation 
are well established, but require fuller recognition , in this 
country. 

The problem of creating a federal Germany on the basis of 
regional needs is one to which German scholars and statesmen 
have given much attention, for the revolution in the economic 
and social structure of Germany in the last two generations has 
brought into being new entities of human space relationships 
that have outmoded the old historical units and their numerous 
detached territories. In the early years of the \V eimar Republic, 
official schemes were put forward for the creation of new States, 
about twelve in number, on federal principles, though they failed 
through the opposition of the Prussian government. These sug
gested divisions adh.ered closely to· the existing political units 

1 •• Policies for Europe "• F~bruary 29, 1944. 
• ~also an article by Lord Vansittart on" The Real Way to Permanent Peace, .. 

in the Sunday Express, December 19, 1943· 
vii 



viii INTRODUCTORY 

and, as is now generally recognized by students of the problem 
in Germany, did not pay sufficient attention to the geographical 
realities of modern life. Since then a vast body of research has 
been undertaken, by official and semi-official bodies and by 
private persons, especially by geographers, on the economic, 
social and cultural associations, and their integration into natural 
provincial units. Exhaustive studies were undertaken during the 
Weimar regime. More recently the Nazis have encouraged such 
research. They have also abolished many territorial anomalies 
and created major units for purposes of national planning and 
Party organization. The Reich departments and many other 
nation-wide concerns also have such divisions, independent of 
the Lander and the Prussian Provinces. All these units ignore 
the numerous small territories that are anachronisms in the 
modern world. 

Eleven major natural provinces, with two smaller city units, 
are now recognized. Several of these correspond with existing 
political units but only broadly. There are, however, consider
able divergences from these, and, in fact, several provinces cut 
right across the political boundarieS. Thus, for example, Mittel
deutschland includes the Lander of Saxony, Thuringia, Anhalt, 
part of Brunswick and the Prussian Province of Saxony south 
of Magdeburg. Niedersachsen has its nucleus in the Provmce of 
Hanover. Rhine-Main is centred on Frankfurt. Rhineland
Westphalia has its nucleus in these two provinces, but with modi
fied boundaries. The Hansa Cities of Hamburg and Bremen, 
together with contiguous areas linked with them, are generally 
considered as separate entities. These natural provinces exist 
in the corporate life of Germany, and their adoption as new 
political units has been advocated for many years. . 

The aim of this short book is to portray in a series of essays 
the salient features of these " natural " provinces . of Germany 
as opposed to political provinces, emphasizing the fundamental 
associations upon which their unity is based. The broader 
general conditions affecting the country as a whole have been 
dealt with in my Penguin Special, The German Lebensraum, to 
which the reader is referred, and only the broader and specially 
relevant aspects are treated here. More detailed discussion of 
the concept of regionalism, with specific reference to the United 
States, Britain, France and Germany, will be found in my forth
coming book in this series on Ciry, Region and Regionalism. 

The maps have been chosen to cover, in the main, Germany 
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as a whole, and in reading the chapters on the separate regions, 
reference can be made to these. Several detailed regional maps 
have been added to illustrate specific points. 

Figures g, 10, 11, 14. 18 and lg are reproduced from the 
Geographical &view by permission of the American Geographical 
Society. Figures 12 and 16 are reproduced by permission of 
Penguin Books. Figures 20, 21 and 25 are reproduced from 
the Geographie Unioerselle, Tome IV, Europe Centrale, Premiere 
Partie, by Emm. de Martonne. 

I am deeply indebted to Mr. J. N. L. Baker, Reader in· 
Historical Geography, University of Oxford, for correcting the 
proofs. Unfortunately, it has not been practicable to adopt all 
his suggestions, and certain defects of style and exposition, due 
to rapid writing when one's time is more than fully occupied 
with official matters, have had to stand in order to ensure speedy 
publication. • 

ROBERT E. DICKINSON. 
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CHAPTER I 

REGIONALISM IN GERMANY 

I 

It is widely held that one of our prin~ipal war aims is the 
destruction of Prussia~m and the dismemberment (or " split
ting up " as it is popularly called) of the Reich. This view 
demands it thorough understanding of the structure and needs 
of Gentian society if its application is to have enduring results. 
For German scholars· themselves have been contending with 
precisely this ·problem for many years, and especially since the 
formation of the Weimar Republic. The Reich is dominated 
in area, population, and policy, by Prussia. The boundaries of 
the German states and the Prussian provinces often show no 
relation to modern social and economic associations. From 
these two basic facts arises the need for a form of federalism in 
the· Reich based upon the existing homogeneous units of human 
associations. This is the essence of what is called Regionalism 
and German thinkers have striven hard to solve it. The 
problem was in the forefront of the programme of the National 
Assembly of the Weimar Republic in 1919, but its deliberations 
came almost to nought, except for stimulating much research 
in the inter-war period, as well as giving rise to many fantastic 
schemes of territorial . reorganization put out by both public 
and private authorities. The Nazis, through their totalitarian 
powers, have made important steps on these lines. The idea 
of the dismemberment of the Reich on a federal principle is 
nothing new. It is something for which German statesmen 

·have been striving for many years, and which the Nazis in 
their peculiar way are carrying into effect, at the expense, 
however, of all semblance of genuine democratic government. 
This aspect pf the ntitter should figure large and loud in our 
propaganda, for the United Nations' war aim closely tallies 
with the aims of old standing of many German scholars and 
statesmen. 

The problem of Regionalism in Germany is far more com
plicated than in France or Britain, fo~ it is tied up with the 
tremendous problems of the political reorganization of the 
Reich, in the government of which Prussia has always been 
the dominant partner. The term Regionalism is not used in 

B 



2 THE REGIONS OF GERMANY 

, Germany ; its nearest equivalent, expressing the particular aspect 
l of the. German problem, is .Neugliederung: The problem, however, 
of establishing new political-diVisionS and a clear-cut machinery 
of government within the Reich, gives rise to all the same issues. 
In essence, the problem is to establish a group of federal states 
or provinces within the framework of a central government 
in Berlin. This problem is made very complex owing to the 
dualism of government as between that of the Reich and that of 
its dominant partner, Prussia, which covers 6o per cent. of the 
area of the Reich and includes 6o per cent. of its population. 
Ideally, the Reich should be divided into independent political 

' units and the dualism at the centre abolished. This would mean 
abolishing the identity of Prussia as a state and raising its com
ponent provinces to the same political level as the old states of 
the south. It is generally agreed in Germany that such provinces 
are needed ; it is not agreed what the status of Prussia should be. 

The other side of the problem is the necessity for creating 
· new large provinces in such a way that they could serve as 
effective units of government. The ex.isiting political pattern is 
a legacy of the past. (Fig. ·2.) In 1933 there were seventeen 
Lander-formerly called Free States (Frei Staaten). Prussia has 
fourteen divisions, including the city of Berlin and the small 
outlying province of Hohenzollern in the heart of lVurtem
berg. The average area of each of the remaining provinces is 
about 25,000 square kilometres with a population of 3 millions. 
The other states range from Bavaria with 78,ooo square kilo
metres and 8·3 million inhabitants to Schaumburg-Lippe with 
340 square kilometres and 54,000 inhabitants. Among them are 
also the free cities of Lubeck, Bremen and Hamburg. 1 These 
States and Provinces have many detached outlying pieces of 
territory situated in a State from whose local government they · 
are independent, hut with which they have the closest social and 
economic. associations. Some of these small territories are States 
in themselves and have long had the apparatus and authority of 
an independent government. 

During the past hundred years Germany has undergone 
a revolution in its economic and social structure, and the geo
graphical distributions of human activities and space relation
ships cut right across these medieval frontiers which impose 
ridiculous and harmful restrictions on the free development of 

1 Lubeck was deprived of this liraditional status by a Nazi decree in 1937 and 
absorbed into the province of, Schleswig. See p. 141. 



REGIONALISM IN GERYANY 3 
these relationships. Thus, it is necessary that new political 

· provinces be established, an? that these provinces, in order to 
be effective units of human activity, governinent and adminis
tration, should be so defined as to combine a maximum of social 
and economic interest, although at the same time respecting, . 
wherever possible~ the existing . political boundaries-for the 
problem of establishing the basis and machinery of the new . 
government is far greater and far more urgent than that of 
defining entirely new boundaries throughout the Reich. Such 
is the problem. It came to the front ·or the programme of the 
National Assembly at \Veimar, but was shelved. It has been 
given much attention by government authorities and by scholars 
during the inter-war period. Theories and .facts bearing on' it 
have given rise to a large literature which has carried the scientific 
analysis of the patterns of geographical or space relationships 
much further than in any other country. Abortive attempts were 
made to recast the major political divisions in accordance with 
the \Veimar constitution of I 9 I g. In the early 'twenties general 
schemes for a new division of the Reich were put forward, without, 
however, an adequate basis of fact. In the following years 
numerous public authorities and· scholars published elaborate 
investigations of the varioris aspects of the general problem and 
of particular regions. Important regroupings of administrative 
areas were effected under the \Veimar regime. The Nazis have 

· also removed some of the old territorial anomalies which have 
been ma~rs of bitter contention for many years--notably die 
creation of a single administrative authority at Hambllr&_ and 
the elimination of the many small outliers of territory betWeen 
Lubeck and Hamburg and along the Mecklenburg border. They 
have established a new framework of administrative regions for 

· regional planning and party organization, following the prin
ciples we have suggested. They have standardized the adminis-. 
tration throughout the Reich and standardized the status of the 
Lander by depriving them of their rights of democratic sclr-govern
ment. They are working towards a solution of the problem of 
Regionalism in Germany, though it would appear to be the 
very antithesis of the democratic ideal_envisaged by the United 
Nations. · 

The problem of the territorial reorganization of the Reich is 
one of combining the organs of government of Prussia, the 
,dominant State, with that ofthe Reich, and of establishing the 
provinces of Prussia on the same ~evel as the old States of the 
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south ; and, in the process of territorial reorganization, to abolish 
the numerous outliers and inliers of territory. But these existing 
diVisions are of various sizes with various population totals, and 
are, in fact, in their present outline, of relatively recent origin. 
(Fig. 2.) The largest are the States of south Germany-Bavaria, 
'Vurtemberg, and Baden; the States of central Germany
Saxony, Thuringia, and Hesse ; all the Prussian provinces west 
of the Elbe-Saxony, Hesse-Nassau, Rhineland, 'Vestphalia and 

· Hanover. · Each of these corresponds with the type of new unit 
that is ~generally envisaged. This also applies to the Prussian 
provinces east of the Elbe-Brandenburg, Pomerania, East 
Prussia and Silesia. Entirely different States (Lander) are, how
ever, the remnants of the old historical units-Oldenburg, Bruns
wick, Anhalt, 'Valdeck (absorbed by Prussia in 1929), the two 
Lippe states, the two Mecklenburgs (united in 1934), and (until 
19:20) the Thuringian states. There are also many small terri
tories, which like the small states, have no place in the economy 
and administration of the modern State. \Vhat is far more 
important to-day in defining a regrouping of these territories 
into effective administrative units and effective units of demo
cratic government is not merely the past history of their extent 
and associations, but the existing natural economic and social 

· associations, coupled with an approximate similarity in their 
populations. Even the older and larger units, with the possible 
exception of Bavaria, do not form entities in this sense. 

At this point we should like to emphasize certain broad 
divisions in the geographical structure of Germany which, 
omitting details, may perhaps be described as " Prussia versus the 
Rest "-a duality in the whole structure of German civilization 
which also finds broad geographical expression. This duality is 
based on the contrast in historical development between the 
Latinized lands of western and south-western Germany, and the 
"pagan" Germanic lands of north-eastern Germany. \Vest and 
south in the Rhinelands were deeply impre~ted by Roman 
and early Christian culture. Roman culture was absorbed by 
the German Franks, who had their chief centres of settlement 
in the Rhinelands and their chief capital in Frankfurt. These 
west German lands also became the lands of territorial dis
integration in the ~fiddle Ages and of independent small 
states. These, too, in the main, became Roman Catholic at the 
time of the Reformation, and, always, especially the southern 
States, offered stout resistance to the power of Prussia in the 
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north and over the fate of the Reich after 1871 and again in 1919. 
On the other hand, the essentially German tradition, as many 
Germans would describe it, has its roots in the life and organiza
tion of the Saxon tribes in the lowlands east of the Elbe with their 
chief town centres on the northern edge of the Harz, the first 
capitals of the Saxon Emperors in the tenth ·and eleventh cen
turies, moving later eastwards to Brandenburg, and finally 
settling in Berlin. Here, the Saxons were the most recalcitrant 
of all the German tribes to be . conquered and converted by 
the Franks. They retained and cheruhed much of their old 
pagan tradition, legal code, customs and so on. It was from this 
nucleus that the· lands· of Brandenburg and the Baltic shores 
and East Prussia were colonized. It was these territories that 
became the kingdom of Prussia with its historic nucleus in Brand
enburg on the Elbe as an outgrowth from Lower Saxony 
(Niedersachsen). These lands were for the mosf part large un
divided territories, under the direct control of their kings, where 
feudalism on the large estates died. hard, as opposed to the 
small peasant holdings in the west-both the productive vine 
areas in the Rhinelands and the poorer farm lands in the uplands. 
These northern lands were gradually incorporated into Prussia, 
which also managed to push westwards into the Romanized lands 
on the lower Rhine. The Prussian spirit of totalitarianism and 
autocratic control stands in marked contrast to the more ·demo
cratic spirit of the west and the south-west, especially in the 
Rhinelands. And it is this spirit which is now not simply 

. inherent in Nazism, but blatantly announced as its basis-the 
revival of the \Vagnerian cult of the early Saxon, the revival of 
pagan customs, and of tribal, so-called •• folk " traits with roots 
in so-called " tribal differences ". All this is a direct attack on 
\Vestem Christianity and it is difficult to see how the traditionally 
independent and self-governing States of the south can sincerely 
blend their ideals and aspirations with such a cult. German 
civilization, therefore, is a double thing with many geographical 
variations, and in large measure it can be traced to the contrast 
between the Romanized Franks, who settled in the Rhineland 
after the German folk migrations, a:nd the Saxon civilization of 
the north-eastern lowlands, which spread in the :Middle Ages 
eastwards, was crystallized in the amalgam of Prussianism 
under the Hohenzollerns, and finds its culminating expression in 
the Nazi doctrines and its paganistic cults. This broad contrast 
is emphasized, not complicated, by the usual distinction that is 
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drawn between north Germany and south Germany, with their 
differences in dialect, tradition: and the like, and the emergence 
of the Prussian State covering all the Northern Lowland. For 
the whole of the south was deeply affected by Roman Christianity, 
in spite of the fact that Munich was the birthplace of Nazism. 
The problem for the Germans is to permit the free development 
of the democratic spirit, if such we may call it, in the south and 
west, and to crush the unity of Prussia, and bring its component 
Provinces · to the same level of government and democratic 
consciousness as the southern States. At any rate, this is the 
logical alternative to the trend of centralization in Berlin, which 
has been emphasized under the Nazis. 

II 

What then shall be the basis of a new set of political units as 
component elements in the new Reich ? The proposals of the 
various bodies adopted, in general, the exisiting political pattern, · 
with the absorption into it of all the small territories. T)lis, as 
we have just indicated, is not enough. Others have sought a basis 
in the tribal areas of the old Volksstamme which show the regional 
differences in dialect, tradition, temperament and folk-lore. 
Special investigations of particular areas are based on various 
criteria, sometimes with the deliberate aim of supporting a con
tention for territorial gain. Many schemes for such a division 
of the Reich have been made. The most effective units are to 
be found (subject, however, to a clearly defined policy as to area 
and population), not in historical units, nor in existing divisions, 
nor in cultural associations, but in the natural entities of modern 
activity, interests and organization that are inherent iri the struc
ture of society. These afford the widest basis of assessment for 
measuring that homogeneity which is the essential basis for an 
effective political unit. Professor Hugo Preu~ prepared a consti
tution in November 1918 for the new Weimar Republic. This was 
to be a federal State with Free States or Lander of roughly equal 
size, with at least a million inhabitants. He envisaged sixteen 
States (Fig .. 3)-Prussia (East and West), Silesia, Brandenburg, 
Lower Saxony, Upper Saxony, Hesse, Thuringia, Westphalia, 
Rhineland, Baden, Wurtemberg, Bavaria, Austria, Berlin, Vienna, 
and the Hansa cities of Hamburg, Bremen and Lubeck. Preuss' 
scheme failed owing to the opposition of the existing State govern
ments, notably that of ~russia, and of the National Assembly in 
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1919. The question of a Neugliederung raised so many difficulties 
that the National ASsembly shdved it. The root difficulty 
seems to have been that it was held, on the one hand, that the 
new central. Reich government should displace the Prussian 
government, and the Prussian provinces should rank as the other 
Lander ; while, on the other hand, it was argued that in view 
of the international situation, the strength and unity of the 

FIG. 3.-New Political Divisions proposed. by H. Preuss (1918). 
(After Vogel.) 

Prussian government should be maintained at any price. The 
last view won, and Preuss' scheme for the new territorial organiza
tion of the Reich failed in its immediate purpose .. The National 
Assembly, however, recommended the establishment of a Central 
Committee for the New Territorial Organization of the Reich 
(,(,entralstelle fiir Gliet!erung ties Reiclus) in 1920, but this body 
produced no tangible results and was abolished in 1929. The 
only impc:)rtant change it effected w~ the creation of Thuringia 
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as a unified Land out of many small fragments by a Reicksgesetz 
in 1920. 

Other schemes have· been put forward to remedy the defects 
of the constitution and the territorial organization. A conference 
of leading ministers from each Land was called by the Reich 
government in 1928 to discuss the problem. -It declared that a 
new territorial organization was neCessary, that the dualism of 

FIG. 4.-New Political Divisions proposed by Dr. Luther. 
(After Vogel.) 

Reich and Land should be abolished, and that twenty-one Liinder 
roughly of equal area and population, should be established "With 
the provinces of Prussia standing as equals with the old States. 
Another scheme was elaborated for the Bund zur Emeuerung des 
Reiches, founded in 1928, by the Reichschancellor, Dr .. Luther 
(Fig. 4). This scheme differed fundamentally from that of Preuss 
in that Prussia was to remain as a single political unit (Reicksland), 
directly controlled by the Reich government. This new Reicksland 
was to consist of twelve existing provinces of Prussia (with Berlin 
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as a separate province), together with Thuringia, Hesse, Mecklen
burg (Schwenn and Strelitz) and the two Hansa cicies of Hamburg 
and .Bremen. Other small LandeT were to be absorbed into the 
neighbouring Prussian provinces to form five new divisions. · In 
addition, there were to be four proVinces outside the Reichsland, 
with a greater measure of administrative independence-
Saxony, Bavaria, Baden and \Vurtemberg. 

The schemes of Preuss and Luther both adhere closely to the 
existing divisions, grouping some of them and abolishing all the 
outliers. They have the great advantage of adhering to the exist
ing framework rather than elaborating an entirely new system 
. with entirely new boundaries as some radical schemes ·suggest. 
Nevertheless, such schemes cannot give adequate recognition in 
detail to the facts of the distribution of population: and social 
and economic associations, such as is essential for the creation 
of effective political units. 

\Valther Vogel 1 suggested in 1932, in summing up the spate 
of literature and discussion on the subject, that the existing 
political units be adhered to as closely as possible ; tha\ local 
studies be undertaken to examine the distribution of settlement, 
traffic movements, economic and social relations, and the 
historical development of the existing political divisions, in order 
to facilitate the definition of new provinces and the clear delinea- . 
tion of their boundaries. The new province, he also stipulated, 
should conform to a standard population rather than a standard 
area, and this not only so that the province should be adequately 
represented in the Reichsrat, but so that it would be able to lead 
a balanced economic and cultural life, that is, it should be able 
to support a University, technical schools, museums, libraries, 

. theatres, concerts, etc., and, ~e would add, the complete apparatus 
of representative government. He also lends support to the 
view that Berlin, Hamburg and Bremen should be independent 
provinces. 

During the last twenty years the central Reich goversunent 
has established its own nation-wide organization for many at/ Jwc 
purposes independent of the Under-partly because the latter 
vary so much in size, partly to short-circuit the governments of 
the Liiruler which might grow too powerful. This applies to 

I Walther Vogel, professor of h;;,torical geography in the University of Berlin, 
has made a special study of this problem in all its aspects in Reichsglietknmg IINI Rnuu
riform in Vergangmnnt rmd Gegmwart (r93.1>}. He was a friend of Preuss and took an 
imponant pan in the proposals for the framing of the new politico-geographical 
pattern in 1919. 
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finance, administration, social. administration (unemployment 
insurance, etc.), control of waterways, education and so on. The 
following are some examples given by Vogel.I 

Prussian Provinces and LiirukT outside Prussia 
Prussian Regienmgshezirke 
Bavarian Regierungsbezirke 
Other LiirukT • 
Landes.firumztimter • 
Landesarbeitsamter • 
Hauptversorgungsiimter 
Reichsbalmdirektion 
Oberpostdirektion • 

Number of Divisions. 
. 30 
• 35 

8 
14 

. 26 
• 13 
• 14 

30 
• 45 

This process, known as AuslWhlung, by establishing an independent 
regional system of Reich government, parallel to and independent 
of that of the Liinder, has undermined and weakened the authority 
of the latter, and has been the cause of a great deal of friction. 
It has also resulted in greater concentration of authority in 
Berlin. In the realm of taxation, " Reich and Land are like a 
married couple,- when the husband earns the money, the wife 
pays it out, but they do not tell each other what the income is 
and what the. money ·is spent for." 2 

The Reich is divided into provinces for a great variety of 
purposes-by departments of the Reich government as noted 
above, by industrial concerns for· the transaction of business or 
the distribution of supplies from central offices, and by trade. and 
professional organizations. Although these provinces differ con
siderably and are naturally based on the existing political divisions, 
they often reflect a necessary regard for such considerations as 
community of economic interest and activities. One of the most 
significant groups is the JVirtschaftskammer, the regional chimbers 

_of commerce that are subordinate to the Reich.swirtschaftskammer. 
Each provincial chamber has on it representatives of local indus
trial and trade interests for each Bezirk in the province, and it also · 
cares for the interests of all employed persons. There are seventeen 
of these regional groupings : East Prussia, Silesia, Brandenburg, 
Pomerania,. Nordmark, Bremen, Lower Sa.~ony (Jruilersachsm), 
DUsseldorf (Regierungshezirk), ,,~estphalia and Lippe, Rhineland, 
Hesse, Central Germany -(Afituldeutscldand), .Saxony (Sachsm), 
Bavaria, Karlsruhe, "'urtemberg and Reginungshezirk Sigmar
ingen, and the Saar-Palatinate (Saarpfa/z). In addition, there are 

1 W. Vogel, Dnmchl RridugliednwrK IINl ~font~ ill J""KtmKnWilaJ {dgnr:nlrl, 
1932. p. g6. 

1 Vogel, op. cit., p. 97· 
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the lndustrU- and Handelskammern which cover smaller districts and 
embrace all employed persons ; they also have legal authorities 
and care for the interests of industry and trade in their districts, 
functioning directly under the control o( the Reichswirlsclzafts
kammer. These small districts give a particularly clear indica
tion of local economic rdations, and to their wider economic 
rdations in the major provinces with which they are associated. 
There are nearly a hundred of these districts. A related body is 
the :Ministry of Labour (Reichsarheitsministerium), which handles· 

. labour questions, such as unemployment, insurance, etc., in 
each of its districts (I;Andesarheitsiimter). These districts of the 
Reichsarbeitsministerium are thirteen in number with 359 smaller 
Arheitsiimter. They are as follows : East Prussia, Silesia, Bran
denburg, Pomerania, Nordmark (Schleswig-Holstein, Ham
burg, Lubeck, Mecklenburg, part of Oldenburg( and the dis
tricts of Niedersachsen lying on the. south bank of the Elbe 
opposite Hamburg), Nietkrsachsen {most of Hanover, Brunswick, 
Bremen, .Oldenburg, Schaumburg-Lippe), \Vestphalia, Rhine
land, Hesse, Central Germany ( Afitteldeutschlantl) (broadly· 
Province Saxony, Land Thuringia and Land Anhalt}, Saxony, 
Bavaria, South-west Germany. The ·organization established by 
the Nazi government for the settlement of labour disputes-the 
Treuhiinder tier Arheit-also has a Reich-wide division into the 
following districts-East Prussia, Silesia,- Brandenburg, Pomer
ania, Nordmark, Lower Saxony (Nietkrsachsen), \Vestphalia, 
Rhineland, Hesse, Central Germany (MitteldeutschlaM), Saxony, 
Bavaria, South-west Germany, and Saar-Palatinate. These are 
impoi'tilnt examples of the many divisions of the Reich adopted 
for purposes of Reich ad~tration and for the care of economic 
interests. 
· Another important sphere of regional organization is eon
nected with regional planning (Landesplanung), although such 
organizations differ in origin from-the above in that they are 
groupings of local government authorities formed, as in Britain, 
volu:o.tarily for the purpose of fact-finding and making recom
mendations for joint problems of physical planning-or, more 
correctly, inter-town planning. As in other countries, these 
were in the first place voluntarY; with, however, one very im
portant exception. Such organizations came into being entirely 
since the last war, although Dr. Robert Schmidt just before the 
last war put forward the case for the formation of a single planning 
authority for the Ruhr industrial area. Such a body, known as 
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th.e Ruhrkohlenbezirk Siedlungsverband, was established in I 920, with 
Dr. Schmidt as its first President, with full legal powers for 
dealing with traffic, housing, open spaces and railway traffic for 

. the region as a whoie. The region extends as a belt from near 
Hamm in the east, across the Rhine westwards to the Belgian 
frontier, and has a population of about 4! million inhabitants on 
s,ooo square kilometres. Voluntary regional planning organiza
tions, without any legal authority to carry their proposals into 
effect; were established afterwards in the Reich, and these usually 
have their centres in the great cities. Thus, to quote a few 
examples, a Greater Hamburg regimial planning aut:!lority was 
formed in the 'twenties, covering the area within 30 kilometres of 
the city centre, and similar bodies were established around the 
other great cities, such as Frankfurt and Cologne. Many of 
these authorities took as their geog:t;aphicallimits the boundaries 
of the political divisions, usually the Regierungshezirk. Of special 
interest are the elaborate investigations and recommendations 
made by the Mitteldeutschland regional planning body for the 
future development of the recently and rapidly developed brown
coalfield in the middle Elbe basin, an entirely new industrial 
area that overlaps the boundaries of Prussia, Saxony, Thuringia, 
Anhalt and many small territorial outliers. Its report and 
problems will be discussed later. All this development, as in 
Britain, is piecemeal and voluntary and without central co
ordination, and the Nazis have "organized the whole of the Reich 
mto regions, incorporating these planning authorities, for pur
poses of physical and economic and social planning. 

It will also be obvious that for statistical purposes, the State 
or Land and the Prussian Province, with their interlocking terri
tories, are inadequate for the appraisal of conditions in compact 
geographical areas. For this reason, for example, the German 
census uses, in addition to the existing political divisions, a set 
of economic units (Wirtschaftsgebiete), grouping together all the 
separate political territories in each unit. These are as 
follows: East Prussia, Pomerania, Berlin-Brandenburg, Silesia, 
Saxony, Mitteldeutschland (Province Saxony, Anhalt, Thuringia), 
Bavaria together with the Palatinate, North Elbe (Hamburg and 
Schleswig-Holstein), Niedersachsen (including roughly the pro
vince Hanover, and the Lander of Brunswick, Oldenburg, Bremen 
and Lippe), Rhineland-,Vestphalia, Hesse (Hesse-Nassau and the 
province of Hesse), and the South-west. 

From this brief enumeration of regional divisions used for a 
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variety of purposes one notices at once the recurrence of names 
and groupings that have no political existencq. This is the kind 
of geographical grouping that is inherent in the organization of 
modern society, and is, in fact, based upon the actual areas of 
modern regional assqciations. In east Germany, the tul /we 
units consistently conform to the Prussian provinces. Elsewhere, 
we may note in particular several groupings that do not appear 
on the political map. Central Germany or Mitteldeutscklantl, it 
will be noted, is the name usually given to the whole or parts of 
the Lander of Anhalt, Thuringia and Province Saxony-the new 
brown-coal industrial area. Lower Saxony or .N"udersacksm has 
its nucleus in the Province of Hanover and includes many small 
political divisions in and around it: The ~uth-west includes 
usually the Lander of 'Vurtemberg and Baden. Rhine-Main or 

, Rhein-Main includes the area around Frankfurt, comprising Hesse 
and Hesse-Nassau, with variations in limits. 

'Ve have already said that a vast amount of work has been 
done by both public and private authorities in Germany on the 
geographical structure of the regions of Germany. Public· 
bodies have financed such investigations. There are numerous 
bodies attached to the Universities that have encouraged researeh 
on an aspectS of regional problems. There are comprehen
sive atlases for several of the regions . that are models of their 
kind and might serve as examples for the preliminary work 
in regional reconstruction that is needed in this" country as a 
basis for future planning in all its aspects. Thus, there are 
atlases of Lower Saxony (.N"udersacksm), Silesia, Pomerania, 
'Vestphalia, Alsace-Lorraine, Saar, Rhenish Palatinate, and 
Rhine-Main. There are several exhaustive and authoritative 
atlases for the ·Reich as a whole sho\\ing economic data
agriculture, industry and commerce-in which ·respects we 
in this country have only just made a start. Studies of regional, 
physical, economic and commercial problems are numerous in the 
publications of scientific societies. Another aspect of this work 
is the proposals actually put forward by individuals, based on 
various criteria, for the regional division of the Reich that is, 
in their view, best suited to serve the needs of a new regiortal 
reconstruction of the Reich. Post-war political reformers, as we 
have seen, aimed at the creation of regions that should be effective 
political and cultural units, but should also, in the interests of 
expediency, fit as closdy as posSible with existing political units. 
These schemes in varying measUr-e fail to give adequate weight 
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to the facts of regional' economic activity and orientation. How
ever, in the last twenty years a good deal of work on these lines 
has been done. Thus, Erwin Scheu, professor of geography ~t 
Konigsberg, •has thoroughly examined the- innere Verjlechtung of 
the Reich (Fig. 8). He recognizes twenty-two smaller regions 
(Wirtschaftsbe;:;irke) and nine larger provinces (Wirtschaftsprovin;:;en) 
basing his study mainly on the facts of industrial and agricultural 
production and commerce. The larger provinces are the Baltic 

- - --
FIG. 5.-New Political Divisions proposed by A. Weitzel (Frankfurter 

Entwur.f) {1928) on basis of spheres of influence of chief cities. 
(After Vogel.) 

province (Schleswig-Holstein, Mecklenburg, Pomerania, East 
Prussia), Niedersachsen, Berlin-Brandenburg, Silesia, Central 
Germany, Rhenish-Westphalia, Rhine-Main, South-west and 
Bavaria. \Veitzel, a public administrator of Frankfurt, made an 
investigation of the Rhine-Main region in 1928 and, using this 
as·a basis, suggested a division of the Reich into twelve regions 
(Fig. 5) as determined by " the economic interests of the separate 

'sections of the Reich, their geographical contiguity, their social 
structure, and cultural unity ". Many other schemes have been 
prepared-some taking account primarily of the historic units, 
others of cultural dat~ (Fig. 7), others of the sources and distri-
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bution of power as the basis of·economic 'activity and orientation 
(Fig. 6), and still others on other assessments in an attempt to 
fit a particular point of view or to suit particular desiderata.1 

The Nazis placed in the forefront of their pro~amme in 
I 933 a co--ordinated plan of regional and. national development. 
On March 29, 1935, a National Board (Reichsstelle) was created 
to regulate the land requirements of public bodies "in a· way 
that suits the needs of people and state". On June 26, 1935, 

FIG. 6.-New Political Divisions proposed by Baumann on basis of 
services of power and railway traffic. 

(After vogel.) 

the title of National Planning Board (Reichsstelle for Raumordnung) 
was conferred on this body, and to it was entrusted the " com
prehensive co-ordinated planiung of the whole Reich". To 
facilitate this, the Reichsstelle was made responsible for the 
organization and control of all national and regional planning 
authorities. 

A framework was established by the National Planning Board 
sIt &bould be noted that such proposals ap~ in great numbers in the 

'twenties, when the whole problem. as raised by the first Weimar Asolembly, was 
right to the fore. The Nazis have discouraged the private publication of such 
proposals. but research has gone on and solutions have been dli:cted from the 
centre, dealing IIUiniilalily widl questiooa oi heated controveny. 
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in Fehruary 1936 (Fip-; g). The Reich was divided into twenty
three planning regions (Planungsrtiume) which generally coinc;:ide 
with the provinces of Prussia and the Lander. The Ruhr region 
(Ruhrsiedlungshe;:;irk), Berlin, and Hamburg remain as separate 
regions. In each region the chief planning authority was the 
supreme representative of the Reich (Reichstatthalter, or, in the 
provinces, Oherpriisident), who was directly responsible to the 

Fro. 7.-New Political Divisions proposed by W. Tuckermann on 
basis of cultural criteria (naturgemiisse Stammes;:;usammenhiinge). 

(After Vogel.) 

National Board. The main or~anization was the Regional 
Planning Federation (Landesplanungsgemeinschaft), a body with 
statutory and executive powers, on which were represented all 
facets of activity in the region-social, economic, political, 
administrative and academic. · This body was to be responsible 
for examining the conditions and needs of its region and for 
constructing a comprehensive regional plan. The actual work 
of planning lay in the hands of the Regional Planner. The Board 
also established ·a central body for the direction and co-o'rdination 
of planning research (Reichsarheitsgemeinschaft fiir Raumforschung). 



.F1o. B.-Economic Provinces. 
(After Scheu.) 

Twenty-two economic regions, including Berlin. The boundaries follow the limits of the smaller administrative unita 
(Kreis• and Oberi.imllr). These twenty·two regions are grouped by Scheu into nine major economic provinces (from 
Erdl 11114 Wirtschaft, Heft 1, 19117). -
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·subordinate to this body groups were formed in most Univer
- sities to co-ordinate the investigation of general conditions and 

specific probl~ms of their regions. · 
The purpose of these regional planning regions may' be 

'gleaned from one of the many public speeches made at their 
inception by Reicpsminister Kerrl, ,head of the Reichsstelle fiir 
Raumordnung, on January 21, 1936. 

Fundamentally it is our endeavour to direct all changes in 
the German State, whether effected by settlement, commercial 

.... 
~ 

!-.r~..,;: ... ~~::-;:..,=wc~Za-

FIG. g.-Nazi Regional Planning Districts (1936). 
(From American Geographical Rnliew, 1938.) 

developments, or the erection of industrial establishments or 
througlr other demands on the land, on a basis of planning and 
foresight, in the common interests of the people and State; and 
also to place all such developments under the guidance and 
security of the State. In this connection, three great problems 
may be emphasized: a thorough clearance of the urban 
agglomerations in the industrial areas and great cities, a legacy 
from the unregulated, planless growth of the past ; the planned 
penetration and economic development of those regions that 
hitherto have been relatively neglected and unprotected, and 
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particularly those in the east ; and finally, the working out of , 
(X)IJlprehensive plans. such ~ organically must emerge if the 
guiding tenets and principles of planning by the State are to 

k find logical application for the common good of people and State.. 

The Reichsstel1e in Berlin demanded just before the outbreak 
of war a general planning report from each of the twenty-three · 
planning regions (Allgemeine R.tnmun-dnungsskiuen). According to 
an article published in 1939, these plans were to serve a double 
pUrpose. FII'St, the regional Plammgsgemeinschaftm will have a 
general survey of the existing conditions, which will serve as a 
basis for future detailed research and proposals ; second, the 
central Reichsstelle will have a composite view of the conditions 
in the various regions and the priority of their needs. l\'hile 
freedom of exposition was left to. the regional authorities, the 
follo~ing topics were briefed for special emphasis housing 
shortage; uncertainty, scope. and duration of emplo~t in 
industry and building ; deficiencies in agriculture owing to the 
lack of technical resources ; soil fertility ; and _any increase of 
rural emigration, or of growth of cities and industrial areas. 
Special attention was to be given to frontier districts. This 
programme aimed at the security of the food supply, the revival 
of depressed areas (NotstanJsgebiete), and the u strengthening" 
(Sichnung) of frontier districts. Its political and strategic motives • 
are obvious. 

It is of the utmost importance to realize that the appropriate 
scientific authorities have been marshalled by the Nazis for the 
systematic study of geographical relationships (Ramnfont:lumg) 
"'ith a view to plannipg-in the short run, the· programme was ~ 
undoubtedly designed to serve strategic as well as social needs. 
Ramn~ or Landf.mclumg and Raum- or Landesplmumg have been 
catchwords in Germany since 1933 and have attracted the energies 
of scientists and have reached the wider public as an urgent 
social problem. But this is not a Nazi innovation ; they have 
canalized and organized through centralization trends that had 
been nident since 1919. They have established a framework 
for the co-ordinated physical and social planning of the Reich,. 
which will undoubtedly figure large in the regional reconstruc
tion of Germany at the peace, although in a spirit very differents 
we must assume, from that of the Nazis. 

A second unit of regional organization established by the 
Nazis before the war affords the basis for the elaborate structure 
of Party organization (Fig. 10). This unit is the G~, which 
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is the highes~ in size and authority, of a descending series of 
five areas. · The main considerations in forming these districts 
or Gaue were evidently equal population, a large measure of 
group feeling, and ease of accessibility to a central administrative 
headquarters. They adhere closely to political divisions by 
groupings, but frequently cut across them. Some changes have 
been made in these areas during the war, notably in the 
expansion of the Silesian area to include all Upper Silesia to 

THE GAUE 

Fm .. 10.-Nazi Party Districts (Gaue) (pre-"'ar). 
(From .AmericQn Geograplri&aliUriew, 1938.) 

the pre-xg18 frontiers, and the realignment of Gaue in the '''est 
with the absorption of Alsace-Lorraine and Lu."<.emburg into the 
Reich. 

These two units, the Planning Region and the Party Region, 
are clearly of fundamental importance in the life of the Nazi 
Reich. The planning regions are as follows (spelled in German) 
-Rheinland, Saarpfalz, \\·estfalen, Haru.over, Rhein-~1ain. 
Kurhesse.n, Baden, \ \"i.i.rttemberg, Thtiringen, Bayern, Sachsen, 
Anhalt, Schleswig-Holstein, Mecklenburg-Ltibeck, Brandenburg, 
Pommern, Ostpreussen, Sachsen, Schlesien, Oldenburg-Bremen, 
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and the Ruhrgebi~.t, Berlin and Hamburg, the last including the 
whole of the agglomeration of Greater Hamburg. The Party 
Gaue are generally similar to the Planning Regions except in the 
populous areas in. western Germany where they are smaller. 
Thus, Rheinland falls into the Gaue of Essen-Dnsseldo~ Koln
Aachen. and Koblenz-Trier. In the north-west there are 
lVeser-Em5, Nord-lVestfalen. Sud-lVestfhlen. Ost-Hannover. Sud
Hannover. The planning region of Sachsen-Anhalt forms two 
Gaue, Magdeburg-Anhalt and Halle-Merseburg. B~varia, one 
planning region, falls into five Gaue, ~lain-Franken. Franken. 
Bayrische-Ostmark, Schwaben, and ~filnchen-Oberbayern. In 
eastern and south-eastern Germany planning regions and Gaue 
are coincident with the political provinces~ 

Thus, to sum up. Mter I8]r the new Reich was a loose 
federation of States, each of which had a large measure of real 
self-government, though the federation was completely dominated . 
by Prussia. Mter the last war, in spite of the strong 'movements 
for decentralization from Berlin and a large measure of autonomy 
free from the control of Berlin, the- pendulum swung in the op
posite direction. Thus, the \Veimar National Assembly decreed 
virtually complete control oftaxation by the Reich government, 
a most momentous decision, and established a Defence .~finistry. 
and centralized all the State railway concerns as a single State 
organization (R.eichsbahngesellscluzft). The States or Lander as'they 
were called in the lVeimar Republic, remained responsible for 
justice, education, police and social welfare, but controlled 
virtually no taxation. In effect, the whole system of taxation was 
controlled by .the Reich and the Lander received their finances 
from the pocket of the central Treasury. 

This centralization has become even more marked under the 
Nazi regime, for an avowed and much vaunted a.iJ;p. of Nazi 
domestic policy has been to co-ordinate systems oflaw and govern
ment throughout the Reich, and to regroup the political divisions 
of the Reich within the new framework, though depriving them 
of every sembbnce of real self-government by reducing the status 
of the LiirukT to that of mere units of administration with a greatly 
swollen bureaucratic machine. 

< III. THE CoxcEPT oF 'THE REGION 

The problem of regional reconstruction is by no means 
peculiar to Germany. It is common to all the countries of 
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Western civilization, that have experienced a revolution in their 
structure in the last 100 years which has made their centuries-old 
political divisions, and, in large measure, the machinery of local 
government, hopelessly antiquated, and the patching-up methods 
adopted so far in adapting them to the new space-relations are 
inefficient and the system of administrative units and the 
functions of sucli units need drastic overhauling. The whole 
trend of interest in these problems may be summed up under 

.. the two heads; of Regionalism and Regional Reconstruction. 
These problems are not peculiar to Germany, for they have 
found much attention in this country during the war under the 
new sense of urgency, although it must be adinitted that they 
received very little public attention in the inter-war period. In 
Britain, the main question is one of building up units of demo
cratic repr~sentative governmenLrather than units of adminis
tration. In Germany, on the other hand, it is a question of 
creating a federation of Provinces, Liinder, or whatever they 
may be called, that will also perinit some form of democratic 
government and co-operation, in place of the centuries-ol<J 
tradition of sovereign independence, which in its traditional 
trappings· must go, with an up-to-date system erected in its 
place. ' . 

There are three distinct aspects of this general problem of 
creating new political units. First, there is the set of existing 
political divisions, which with all their shortcomings have 
existed for a long time and are, in fact, the basis of the present 
system of government, organization and many associations. 
Such divisions are by no means sacrosanct. The whole problem 
we are discussing is to create new provinces which shall be more 
in accord with modern groupings. But the existing boundaries 
should be used as far as possible, rather than be replaced by 
entirely new ones. Second, there are regions in Germany whose 
peoples have a feeling of co~unity, based upon such facts as 
dialect, customs, temperament and history. It is customary in 
Germany to regard the social groupings as identical with the 
ancient Volksstiimme. They are rather the product of association 
and common experience through many centuries. Frequently 
these groupings have grown from within, and are identical with 
a single state or province: But they also frequently cut across 
these divisions to form units which have 'no political existence, 
but are very real in the public mind. Third, there are the 
modern regions of social and economic associations that are. 
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inhere~t in the structure of societY., their unity being due primarily 
to integration around the great cities, emphasized by the unity 
of practical organization in their economic activities. It is upon 
this ~ set of considerations above all else that a new pattern 
of units should be based. 

'Ve consider a regi;n to be a geographical unit of economic I 
and social activity and organization. \Ve have defined it as 
an area of inter-related activities and kindred interest and 
org.anization. It is an -entity of !!~man space relationships, 
which are effected through the- medium of the route pattern 
and the urban centres. Su~h a region, therefore, embraces 
the complex and' closely woven fabric of intercourse by which 
are effected the transfer of goods, and the distribution of ser
vices, news, and ideas, the very bases of society. This concep
tion does not involve the idea of a water-tight compartment, 
nor does such integration mean that linear boundaries can be 
defined in reality. It does maintain that such a regi9n has a ... 
core and that it is normally centred upon the principal cities. 
Such a region is a unit in the sense that its people aie bound 
together economically and socially far more than with adjaceiJt 
areas. This unity is due to three sets of conditions : first, the 
predominance of a group of activities--agriculture, industry~ 
commerce and service--that are the same or complementary 
and interdependent through the interchange of goods and ser
vices ; second, the dominance of both movements and activities 
by one or more great cities, that are at once the chief centres of 
affairs and the chief centres of radial routes and traffic ; third, 
the common bonds of historical development-political develop
men~ cultural associations and tradition-both in the economic 
and cultural senses, in spite of the fact that these associations 
often cut across old-established political boundaries. 

The unity of such a region is due, however, not merely to 
the radial movements pf persons and goods to and from the 
great city centres.· It is due also to the exchange of goods 
between its parts and, in consequence, t<? the 'common inter
-ests between them. It follows that in rural areas there will be 
no such clearly defined geographical orientation of commerce as 
in a denseJ.y populated industrial area. A densely populated 
industrial area shows a clearly defined pattern of settlement and 
a close and complicated network of routes, which, in the form of 
population and traffic density maps, may serve as main bases of 
regional characterization. Such a region should not, we repeat, 
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be envisaged as an area with clearly defined limits. It has a core 
and wide indeterminate zones between it and the neighbouring 
regions. It is in the nature of things that the heart of a region 
should be its nuclear cities and that towards the periphery rela
tions should be more complex and areas transitional. The 
transitional areas often are centred around a town which has 
relations with two or more big metropolitan cities or regions. 
Boundaries, however, may be defined in detail, after the main 
nucleus of the region is determilled, by following some vital rela
tionship-and this, of course, will vary from place to place-
such as local community feeling, a change in the character of in- -
dustry or the distribution of population, or a marked break in 
local associations as between one town and another. Moreover, 
political boundaries of long standing are, for that very reason, 
often real cultural and economic divides, and it is in any case 
most practicable to follow wherever possible the boundaries of 
districts of the order of the German Kreise. 
. From the point of view of assessing these regional associations 
we may pursue each aspect a step further. 
· The distribution of agriculture and industry by small statistical 
units gives a basis for the location, extent and main activities of 
what may be called the static or fixed activities-in the sense that 
each is tied down to a particular place, be it a farm or a factory, 
as opposed to the dynamic or mobile activities, that is, the activities 
concerned with moving goods and people from place to place 
along the road and the railway and the waterway. The factory, 
or the farm, or the residence, can, if accurately mapped, give 
no clue as to integration although this is necessary as a basis to 
its investigation. Thus, the idea of an industrial region is an 
area that in all its parts has a dominant group of inter-related 
industries. The movement of persons, from the point of view of 
regional integration, is concerned with the movement from home 
to work-place, be it factory or office, and this may range up to 
a distance of a one-hour journey-time and cost being the 
determining factors. The movement of goods is concerned with 
the movement of specialized production goods from factory to 
factory, port to factory, etc., and with the collection and distribu
tion of goods from producer to producer or factory to factory 
and from producer to consumer. In the latter sense, in particular, 
the whole apparatus of transport, commerce, and finance, is 
concentrated in towns. The movement of ideas and services is 
in a different category and can best be assessed by the area 
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covered by services and organizations, and here one has to con
sider the boundaries of the State and its divisions, both in the 
past and in the present, as frames for the organization of these 
functions and as deterrents to their efficient execution. 

The distribution of towns shows a fairly regular spacing 
according to their size. Every town is essentially and basically 
a centre of commerce, administration and culture (in the broadest 
sense) for a surrounding, vaguely defined territory. The smallest 
centre of this kind is the market town. Towns of different 
grades offering an ever-greater variety of services are 11\0re widely 
spaced in such a way that a town of lower order tends to develop 
equidistant from the two of higher order. In ,this way we may 
envisage an ideal pattern of distribution in which every town, 
and especially the bigger cities with which we are primarily 
concerned, tends to have a series of six towns of next lower order 
on the borders of its zone of service and influence, and the 
latter in virtue of their relative remoteness have a high measure 
of independent status for their territories, free from outside com-

, petition. This has been true of the past; it is true to-day. 
It is a fundamental law of the distribution of towns .as service 
centres. 

While it is true that every town has a service area, the nature 
and potency of its influence varies normally with increasing 
distance from it and is extremely vague and indeterminate in 
a wide outer zone, where its relations merge with those of other 
local towns and more distant towns of the same rank as itself. 
Only one kind of territory provides us with a framework which 
is clearly defined with a rigid frame for aspects of administration 
and economic life-namely, the political unit. Throughout the 
history of Germany, as in other countries, the pattern of political 
divisions reveals a changing kaleidoscope of small units, forming ' 
on the map a crazy-coloured quilt. But closer scrutiny will 
reveal that many of these divisions· in their central areas, and 
frequendy their frontiers, are permanent. Often, too, one can 
trace in their historical and cultural development the close 
association of geographically contiguous sectors of the mosaic. 
Such areaS through centuries of history have been closely 
associated in their political, cultural and economic development. · 
Many of these historical features are ·still a part of popular feel
ing and usage and these must count as real factors of modern 
regional associations in addition to those that are more narrowly 
ddined as economic. Scattered territories have far more in 
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common with the States in which they are embedded than with 
their parent States from which they are often geographically 
remote. Such is the case, for example, With the Prussian dis
trict of Hohenzollern that lies in Wurtemberg. Clusters of con
tiguous political territories, as, for instance, in the Rhinelands 
around Frankfurt, though administratively separate, have com
mon traits of culture and history. The politico-cultural province is 
almost always traceable by a permanent political core, such as the 
old kingdom of Hanover and its predecessors. Very often there 
occur on its borders smaller territories that, like the towns noted 

- above, may be closely interrelated and are largely independent 
units, but have dose relations with the two or more contiguous 
major provinces. Indeed, the political pattern sometimes reveals 
a veritable " shatter belt " between two politico-cultural units. 
This is pre-eminendy illustrated by the territories of the middle 
and lower W eser lands betw~en the lower Rhinelands and 
Niedersachsen or Lower Saxony. 

Mter a thorough investigation on the above lines we have 
prepared a map of the economic regions of Germany together 
with their chief city centres (Fig. I 1). This book is a more 
detailed elaboration of the structure and essential unifying 
characteristics of each of these regions. A word is. needed on 
the method of compilation of the regional divisions, as shown on 
this map. It is gready reduced and generalized and involved 
careful study of the regional associations throughout the Reich 
and· the definition of each region as to its characteristics and 
limits. This is the subject of each of the regional descriptions in 
the following pages. Each region w~s determined by consider
ing the various nation-wide regional divisions,· the proposals for 
new political divisions, the existing distribution of industry, agri-

"\ culture, and, above all, the commercial relations_hips between 
adjacent areas as defined by the movement of goods and persons, 
and general regional organization. The boundaries were drawn 
so as to follow the existing political divisions wherever possible, 
but they are smoothed out on this diagram, since our object is 
not to define new political divisions, nor to mark hard-and-fast 

. lines, but to emphasi4e the_ location and character of the nuclear 
areas. . Boundaries on this basis are often indeterminate. 
l"urther, the city centres are classified according to their 
importance as centres of regional integration. This may be 
estimated from the importance of their_" regional" or, as they 
are called here, their " centralized " urban services. These are 



taken to include the_ total number of people, according to the 
census cla.ssi.6.catio~ engaged as officials (Beamtm) and employees 
(Angesklltm) in the following ind'l\5tries and handicrafts that are 
essentially regional in character : all engaged in the wholesale 
trades and publishing; banking, _insurance, etc.; commerce; 
and public and :wivate service, excluding domestic service. 1 

It is the purpose of this book to give a brief pen-picture of 
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FIG. 11.-Economic Regions and their city centres as prepared by 
the present author. 

(From ~ C.grti/Jhiall ~. 1938..) 

each of the regions in Gqmany which have a large measure of 
unity in their history, and present activities and organizatio~ and, 
consequendy, in their interests and aspirations, regions which, 
by common agreement among German students, should, in 
principle, be adopted as Provinces in a new Reich. w· e are not 
concerned 'with the political or constitutional aspects of the 
problem, but with indicating the make-up of these regions and 
the basis of their unity. :Moreover, quite apart from the question 

• Otto Scblier-. Jr.~ <mJrr~Ua Ort. ties Da.tsWa Rndu, <ftlsdrrift t/6 GesJlsdtltftfiir 
Erdb.M 01 &rlia. Nr. s/6. 1937· 
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of territorial reorganization, this method of description provides 
a sound geographical basis upon which to portray the lands and 
peoples of Germany to the general reader. 

The method of presentation of each region is the same, 
though there are naturally differences of emphasis. The extent 
of the region is determined primarily by th<4 present and past 
regional circulations as shown by the political divisions, cultural 

FIG. 1 I A.-Main Relief and Soil Regions. 
(After Vogel.). 

associations, economic activities and ~he dominance of the big 
cities as outstanding foci of human movements and organization. 
This assessment is basic to the, presentation. But in each region 
there are also stressed the elements of unity within it that make 
up its sub-divisions. Thus, there are described the broad physical 
background, emphasizing the character and importance of the 
natural routeways and the chief seats of settlement ; the distribu
tion and character of the chief types of farming and industry ; 
the political divisions ; and traffic flows. Each major region is, 
of course, characterized by considerable intrinsic diversity in 



,espect of_ each of these sets· of conditions- and these regional 
divisions are brought out. Fmally sioce in all these respects the 
present can only be understood in terms of the past, the approach 
is throughout histo~ and we have endeavoured to strike a 
balance between the econoiili<; cultura.l, and political aspects' of 
the probleni of regional differentiation. The definition of specific 
boundaries, we repeat, is not a primary concern, but it should 
be pointed out that in stud)ing each region, the existing bound
aries of States, Provinces or their divisions are followed 
~-herever practicable. 



CHAPTER II 

GERMANY AS A \VHOLE 

ln this chapter we shall deal broadly with those aspects of 
land and economy in Germany as a whole upon which regional 
differentiations within it are based. These are as follows: the 
physical build of the land ; the politico-cultural units in the 
State, formed through the geographical association of peoples in 
history ; the present distribution of population as giving the fullest 
indication of present regional differentiatiol).S ; and the modern 
economic bases of these differentiations-agriculture, industry 
and commerce .. 

I. THE LAND (Fig. I) 

Germany falls into two great physical divisions, the Northern 
Lowland and the Centra.! Uplands. The Uplands are bordered 
to the south by the great mountain system of the Alps, but only 
the long narrow belt of lower mountains called the Prealps come 
into, Germa~ in southern Bavaria. The drainage is _to the 
north, by the Rhine, Weser, Elbe and Oder. The. Danube in 
the south is the only river flowing eastwards through south 
Germany, leaving by the gorge between the Bohemian Forest 
and the Alps before reaching the more open country near Vienna. 

The Northern Lowland falls into two parts. In the west, the 
land is flat, almost at sea-level, with heath, moors, meadows, and 
coastal marshes, and occasional patches of fertile,' and in con
sequence, early settled land. In the east, there is a great con
centric arrangement of types of country, convex ~o the south and 
parallel to the Baltic shore-a level and fertile coastal plain ; 
wooded and lake-strewn hummocky uplands ; a zone, covering 
the greater part ofBrandenburg, of wide, flat, marshy, lake-strewn 
valleys, and intervening, better drained, cultivated land ; and, 
:fiD.ally, a wide belt of heath-and forest-covered uplands, forming 
a great crescent from the Liineburg Heath, south of and parallel 
to the lower Elbe, the Flaming and Lusatian heaths, and their 
continuation in northern Silesia and central Poland. 

On the southern border of this northern plain and merging 
into the Central Uplands is a· zone, varying in width ·and occa
sionally interrupted by different types of country, ofwell-drained, 
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rolling country 1 with no forest or marsh, and forming a zone of 
prehistoric settlement and of human movements. It is the tillage 
zone par exullence of western and central Europe. This zone 
extends from northern France to southern Russia. In Germany 
it has three great embayments stretching sohthwards into the 
uplands, called the Cologne cc Bay "• the Leipzig •• Bay " an4 the 
Silesian " Bay n. It is known locally as the Borde and, for that 
reason, is sometimes called generally the Borde zone. ' 

The Central Uplands consist of'an alternation of wooded 
upland blocks and sheltered lowlands and plains. · In general, the 
latter are below 2,000 ft. high, and the plateau blocks do not 
exceed 4,000 ft. at their highest. Thus, the lowlands and lower 
parts of the upland blocks are within the reach of 1=ultivation-=:: 
the upper limit of rye is about 2,000 ft. and the plateau blocks ar<i 
usually thickly wooded, nowhete reaching the treeline though 
they often have extensive tracts of grass on their upper slopeS .. 
They offer no real barrier to movement or settlement. 

The Central Uplands fall into three belts. In the north there 
are the wooded upland blocks of the rectangular Middle Rhine 
Plateau, and the uplands radiating from the Fichtelgebirge in 
the north-west corner of the Bohemian plateau. These include 
the Thuringian uplands and. the Erzgebirge, while the Harz 
form an oudying isolated block to the north. . Between these· 
blocks are the \ V eser uplands drained by the river of that name 
and its tributaries and the Leine. These uplands form a wide 
zone of easy _movement and fertile soils stretching, in patches, 
from northern Germany to the upper Rhine plain at Frankfurt. 
The lowland of Thuringia lies between the Harz and Thuringian 
uplands and from it lowland routes lead west to the Leine trough 
and the w· eser at Gottingen and l(assel. The Rhine gorge itself 
from Bingen to Bonn offers the only easy passage from south to 
north across the !.fiddle Rhine Plateau. 

To the south of this belt are the smaller plateau blocks and 
. more extensive and productive lowlands and plains of southern 
Germany. The lowlands include the fertile plain of the Rhine 
from Bingen upstream to Basel in Switzerland and of its 'right 
bank tributaries, the hlain and the Neckar. _The latter are 
enclosed by wooded rolling plateaus sloping gendy outwards to 
the Dantlbe in the south and to the basin in which Niirnberg is 
situated in the east, which is bounded to the east by the Bohemian 
Forest. The warm, dry climate of these sheltered lowlands makes 
them the lllOSt productive lands in Germany and the vine is 
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their most important crop together with grain in the rolling 
plateaus of the middle basins of the Main and Neckar. 

Finally, south of the Danube, there is the south Bavarian 
plateau. This has an average altitude of some 2,ooo ft. rising 
gently to the foot of the Alps. It is roughly triangular-shaped, 
lying between the Danube and the Alps, narrowing westwards 
between the Alps and the Black Forest and eastwards between the 
Bohemian-Bavarian Forest and the Alps. Owing to its high 
altitude it has a relatively cool climate and has a cover of forest, · 
marsh and lakes, with several fairly extensive patches of fertile hmd. 

II. THE HISTORICAL PROVINCES (Fig. 12) 

In the early Middle Ages with the end of Charles the Great's 
great empire, the Treaty of Verdun divided the Empire into 
three parts. Of these the central and eastem' parts became the 
medieval German Reich. In the tenth century this fell into 
a number of great dukedoms, loose political units based in 
a large measure on 'common traits in the origins and history of 
their people, and well defined as to their central populous areas, 
and bordered by wide natural barriers of forest, mountain and 
marsh. Each of these dukedoms had as its nucleus the area of 
settlement of related tribal groups, settled in the forest-free, 
fertile areas, that had been oceupied from prehistoric times. 
The main divisions of the dukedoms also corresponded with the 
areas of the bishoprics. · The boundaries of these dukedoms, 
though at first vague and ill-defined; frequently became, with 
the closer settlement of the bar~er zones between them, real and 
permanent cultural barriers, separating peoples with different 1 

dialects, culture forms and traditions, though all were members of 
the common Germanic stock. These dukedoms were Friesland on 
the northem coast lands ; Saxony, with two divisions, Eastphalia 
and Westphalia ; Franconia in the :Main basin with two divisions, 
East and \Vest; Swabia in the south-west; Bavaria from the 
Lech to the Enns and from the Alps to the Danube ; Upper and 
Lower Lorraine west of the Rhine to the Scheidt and the Argonne 
uplands beyond the river Meuse. · A zone of border provinces 
(or marks)-like the marches: in England against Scotland and 
Wales-were established against the Slavs beyond the Elbe and 
the Saale rivers on either side of_ the kingdom of Bohemia. East 
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of this belt lay the Slav dukedoms of Pomerania and Silesia that 
were early incorporated ~to the Reich ; and Prussia, \\"est and 
East, beyond the lower VI.Stula, that became the main field. of 
conquest and colonization of the Teutonic Knights. 

FIG. 12.-Historical Provinces. 

Pnhioces bucd 011 the 1815 frontien. The pre-1815 boundarici shaw the old 
kingdom of Sanmy aDd the city tnritmi5 of Niim.bc:q aDd 8aylanh. The 
bisbopria• tempanl powas "Wa.: •bnlisbed in 1815-

This medieval pattern in eastern: Germany has remained 
permanent to this day although the border pm\inces, while per
manent in their cores, waxed and waned on their boundaries. 
Two powen and states became dominant, Brandenburg, the 
nucleus of Prussia, and Saxony in the middle Elbe basin, that 
was finally whittled down in 1815 to the small state of Saxony. 
In the west, on the other _hand, in the early thirteenth centllrf 
there came about a confused pattern of " rags and tatten •• of 
land owing to the break up of all semblance of unity in the Reich 
and the uncontrolled powen of feudal lords. The bishops had 
the most extensive territories, many cities were independent, 
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and secular lords sought by warfare to increase and consolidate 
their territories. There was lacking any common system of 
Imperial law and order. Attempts were made by regional 
combinations of towns to protect their own interests, and in the 
sixteenth century and onwards the Emperors divided up the Reich 
into about a dozen areas or Kreise for the financing and recruiting 
of troops. The political map of I 790 revealed four great States, 
Prussia, Saxony, and, in the south, Bavaria and Wurtemberg. In 
addition, there were the extensive territories of the bishops and 
the Free Cities, that were found mainly in the south-west, together 
with the three city ports of Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg. 
This confusion of nearly four hundred sovereign units was reduced 
to about forty in I8I5. At this time, too, the political divisions 
within the States were reorganized (as in France) in a hierarchy 
of units varying in name but all resembling the Prussian system, 
The latter included the Province, the Regierungsbezirk or Govern
ment . district ( cf. French departement) and the Kreis or circle 
( cf. French arrondissement), with below it tke Amt, which con
sisted of a group of several parishes (gemeinde) (cf. French canton). 
This set the pattern which, with a few changes, exjsts to-day. 
In r8ii there were twenty-five States. These included Prussia, 
the greatest of them all ; Anhalt, Brunswick, Lippe and Schaum
burg-Lippe, all in the centre; Mecklenburg-Schwerin and 
Mecklenburg-Strelitz ; the Free Cities of Lubeck, Bremen and 
Hamburg ; and, to. the south of Prussia, Hesse, Baden, \Vurtem
burg, Bavaria and Saxony. There were in addition numerous 
small detached parts of these States in western Germany. 

Through this changing political pattern one can trace the 
permanence of certain units and boundaries and recognize areas 
which through their permanence can·be regarded as real cultural• 
units with a feeling of kinship and unity based on tradition and . 
temperament and a common culture heritage-house types, 
architecture, folk-lore, dress, an<i the like. These we have called 
politico-cultural provinces. In the west, these provinces show 
a close relation to the boundaries of the early tribal duchies. 
Bavaria has always retained the shape of its medieval dukedom, 
adding in 1815 the bishoprics of \Vurzburg and Bamberg in the 
valley of the Main in the north. From franconia there emerged 
the bishoprics just noted, and, west of the Odenwald and Spessart 
uplands, at the northern end of the Rhine plain around Frankfurt, 
there appeared in 1815 five ·political units which together form 
one politico-cultural province that may be called, for convenience, 
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Hesse-Nassau. Beyond the Rhine appeared in 1815 the Rhenish 
Palatinate, an outlier of Bavaria. Swabi<!· in the south-west split 
up into a bewildering pattern in the :Middle Ages but has re
tained its cultural unity, though forming in 1815 the political 
divisions of Alsace, Baden, \Vurtemberg and German Switzer
land. Each of these units is of old standing and is separated 
from its neighbours by natural barriers of wooded uplands-
th~ Franconian Jura, the Black Forest and_ the Vosges. In 
central Germany, Hesse had its nucleus in the lowland routes 
which ran from Frankfurt northwards ; and Thuringia was centred 
on the lowland commanded by Erfurt.. The latter lowland was 
united to form one geographical unit, the State of Thuringia, 
in 1920. 

· The middle Elbe basin above Magdeburg falls into seve~al 
units with their chief nuclei in the State of Saxony, the 
ancient agglomeration of small States in Thuringia, Anhalt and 
the Province of Saxony, and Upper and Lower Lusatia on the 
eastern border. 

In the Northern Lowlands, the southe~ limit of the dukedom· 
of Saxony is still traceable in the map of 1790· and the same line 
appears in 1818. It is the southern limit of Low German 
dialects and of the Nordic racial type, as well a.S being a cul- • 
tural divide. The dukedom of Saxony early fell into two parts, 
each of which was culturally, though not politically, .a unit. 
\V estphalia did not emerge as a political unit until created ~ a 
new province of Prussia, combining a number of interlocked terri
tories, although with a common cultural heritage. Niedersachsen 
or Lower Saxony is a. real cultural unit, although in this sense 
it includes Schleswig-Holstein and western Mecklenburg. Its 
traditional nucleus is the State, under various names, finally 
emerging as the province of Hanover with its capital in Hanover. 
These two areas, \V estphalia and Lower Saxony, are distinct, 
in their religion, the one Catholic, the other Protestant, in the 
form o~ their settlements, their house types, and their folk-lore. 
The independent political units of the Weser Uplands are allied 
to both, but more decisively with Lower Saxony. In the lower . 
Rhinelands, ·the boundary between the two new provinces of 
Westphalia and Rhineland was a very old one, and separated areas 
with marked cultural contrasts, although these have been consider
ably obscured in the economic sense since the modern growth of 
industry and population in this region, especially in the Ruhr. 

East of the Elbe and the Saale there is little to be said, for the 
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medieval units were absorbed into Prussia and adopted as 
provinces in I 81 5· 

The last hundred years have brought profound changes in 
the structure of society. Geographical specialization of function 
and mobility are the key-notes to the new regional orientations 
that arise from these changes. The increase in the functions of 
the State means that its political divisions have a great variety 
of new functions devolved upon them, a fact that makes the 
existence of scattered territories a serious hindrance to efficient 
organization and service. Further, circulations and general re
lations are more closely knit geographically and often cut across 
these divisions. . The broad pattern of the new distributions 
and space relationships is evidenced by four sets of facts-the 
distribution of population, of agriculture; of industry and of com- ' 
merce. These will be sketched very briefly so as to present the 
broad basic picture to the problem as a whole, before describing 
the individual regions in more detail. 

III. THE DisTRIBUTION oF PoPULATION (Fig. 13) 
The population of Germany in 1939, including the Saar, was 

69·6 millions on an area of 472,605 square kilometres, a density 
of 14 7 persons per square kilometre. Of this total one-third 
lives in rural areas and two-thirds in urban areas, rural and 
urban being defined as parishes with below ·and· over 2,ooo 
inhabitants. Nearly two-fifths of the total population live in 
towns with under 1 oo,ooo inhabitants, and just over a quarter in 
towns with over I oo,ooo in\l,abitants. The main features of this 
geographical distribution are shown on Fig. 13. 
. It will be noticed at once that there are two broad belts of 
high density of both rural and urban populations. These may 
be called the Mid-German belt, running west-east right across 
the centre of Germany ; and the Rhineland belt, running north
south across the west of Germany, the two converging in north
west Germany and the Low Countries. Consider each of these 
belts separately for a moment with regard to the so-called rural 
population. It will be evident that high rural densities must be 
due above all to the proportion of the land that is under cultiva
tion and to the productivity of farming, and these in turn depend 
mainly on the fertility of the soil and the nearness to great 
consuming markets-namely, the big urban centres. Of second
ary, but also of very ,great importance, are the facts that many 
places with under' 2,000 people have many of their inhabitants 
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engaged in industry, and m·any places near cities include the 
homes of people 'working in office or factory in the cities.~ 

The Mid-German Belt is a part of the great belt that stretches 
across Europe from northem France and Britain to south Russia. 
It includes the fertile soils of the Borde zone that lie on the 
northem border of the Central Uplands, though such soils also 
occur in these uplands to the south. This has been a great axis 
of historic settlel!lent and movements with old-established towns, 
and with domestic industriell in the uplands-at first metal work
ing, then textiles and other industries to give employment to a 
large skilled labour' supply, eager to supplement the scanty returns 
of the poor soil of their tiny holdings. It also coincided with the 
great coalfields and, in more recent years, the brown-coalfields. 
The belt ~pers out westwards and is linked up with the Rhineland 
belt by the isolated area around Osnabriick. It broadens out 
in the great populous area of the middle Elbe basin and Silesia, 
and extends south to include the encircling uplands, stretching 
nght across the upland frontiers of the Erzebirge and the Sudetes 
uplands without a break into Bohemia. Eastwards, beyond 
Upper Silesia, it continues on the northem border of the Car
pathians in Poland to the Ukraine and south Russia. _ 

The Rhineland Belt has its axis on the river Rhine, as the 
name ~!lggests, and includes extensive aieas of lowland and 
wooded uplands. Like the Mid-German Belt, it is a great area 
of early German settlement, a great historic highway with many 
ancient cities, and a seat of rural industries, developed particularly 
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in the uplands. Its 
greatest urban centres to-day are on the coalfields along the 
northem border of the Central Uplands, and along the Rhine ~ 
waterway and its connections. The belt extends from Flanders 
and central J!elgium and the populous areas of north-westem 
Germany up the Rhine as far as Bonn. In effect, this is one 
vast populous area. To the south, there is a narrow strip along 
the Rhine gorge including the eastem part of the Rhine 
plateau. · Then this strip widens out southwards beyond the 
southem edge of the Rh.j.ne Plateau in the Upper Rhinelands. 
This second great area includes the Rhine plain from Bingen to 
Basel, as well as the uplands flanking it-Alsace, the Vosges, the 
Palatinate on the west side of the Rhine, and the Neckar basin 
(Wurtemberg), Hesse and Baden on the east side of the Rhine. 
It ends in the south against the Alps, including the populous 
area of Switzerland. 
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These two belts, the :Mid-German and the Rhineland belts, 
included the most populous areas a hundred years ago-namely, 
the areas of handicraft industries and' machine-driVen industries, 
using the running water in swift flowing upland streams and 
the fertile lowlands along the Rhine and along the Bortle zone. 
Here, too, were the great historic highways and the chief cities. 
In the Mid-German Belt, the occurrence of coal and brown-coal, 
and the proximity of ~erals in the adjacent uplands : and, in 
the Rhineland Belt, the great waterway of the Rhine, that allows 
these materials to be brought upstream, have greatly furthered 
modern industrial development and the clustering of urban 

- populations around the medieval cities. -
There is a marked concentration of towns with over 10,000 

inhabitants in these belts. IT we consider those towns only that 
are dominantly industrial, with over a half of their people depen
dent on industry, this fact·is even more striking, for there then 
stand out three areas of town clusters: Rhineland-\\~estpha1ia, 
the middle • Elbe basin, and the South-west. The middle Elbe 
area has extensions from Magdeburg to Berlin, and eastwards 
to Lusatia and northern Silesia, and westwards into Thuringi3. , 
The intermediate belt between the middle Elbe and the Rhine 
has a-sprinkling of smaller industrial towns, including as its chief 
centres Hanover and Brunswick. The South-west has marked 
concentrations along the Rhine itsel4 notably the cluster ;uound 
Frankfurt and }.fainz at the northern _end of the plain, with 
Man.Dheim, Karlsruhe, Strasbourg and Basel to the south, and 
a marked cluster in Baden and 'Vurtemberg. Apart from these 
industrial areas, there are large cities, isolated, as it were, in the· 
midst of relatively thinly peopled rural land. These are }.lunich, 
Breslau, Stettin, Konigsberg, Bremen, Hamburg and Kiel, and, 
biggest of all, Berlin. Towns with less than half their people 
dependent on industry (that is, those that are mainly seats of 
service for their surroundings) are evenly distributed over the land. 

These two populous belts are separated by more thinly 
peopled, and predominantly agricultural areas. A great area 
of medium density, triangular in shape, with its southern base 
against the Alps, and its _apex in the lower w· eser uplands, has 
an average density of 40 to 70 persons per square kilometre, and 
covers the heart of the Central Uplands between the two popu
loW~ belts. \\!thin this great ru:ea there are patches of higher 
density around the cities of Erfurt, \\~iirzburg, Niirnberg, Augs
burg and Munich. To the north of the Mid-German Belt the 
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thinly peopled zone of the Northern Lowland has a rural density 
of only 20 to 40 persons per square kilometre. Higher densities, 
however,' are found in the northern· coastlands and in the north
west against Holland. 

' IV. GENERAL EcoNoMic STRUCTURE (Fig. 14). 
In 1939 the occupations of the Reich were as follows: 

Percentage, 
1939· 

I. Agriculture and Forestry I 8 
2. Industry and Handicrafts 41 
3· Trade and Transport. 16 
4· Public Service . 12 
5· Independent Means without occupation. 13 

Three facts may be stated as keys to the economic structure 
of modern Germany and the revolutionary changes in its develop
ment since 1871. First, the numbers fully engaged in agriculture 
have increased from 7 to 9t million (1882-1933), while the 
numbers dependent on agriculture (workers and their dependants) 
decreased from 16 million to 13·6 million (40 per cent. to 21 per 
cent. of the total population), although agricultural production has 
increased enormously. Second, there has been a tremendous 
increase in the numbers of persons employed in industry, though 
the proportion dependent on industry has increased little--indica
ing an. almost complete change in industrial structure through 
the advent of the factory, large units, and mechanized processes. 
Third, the accompanying concentration of population in cities 
has reversed the geographical distribution as between rural (in 
parishes with under 2,000 inhabitants) and urban (both in small 
towns with 2,ooo to Ioo,ooo inhabitants and large cities with 
over 1oo,ooo inhabitants). In 1875, 61 per cent. lived in rural 
areas, and 33 per cent. in small towns and 6·3 per cent. in large 
cities. In 1925, 35 per cent. was classed as rural, with 37·6 per 
cent. in rural towns and 27 per cent. in large cities. Thus, there 
has been a reversal of population distribution as between the 
open countryside and the large city. 

These facts mean that ( 1) · Germany is the greatest single 
industrial nation in Europe (outside Russia), with the greatest 
production of the bases of modern industry-coal and iron; 
(2) Germany has prodigiouslY. transformed and increased her 
agricultural output, and under normal conditions produces about 
85 per cent. of her own food requirements, the remaining 15 per 
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cent. being relatively small, but nevertheless a vital proportion, 
essential to her national life (grains and fats and tropical 
products) ; {3) Germany's output and demand for goods and 
sen-ices is primarily concerned with the home market, but 
foreign markets are equally vital-markets in the border
states in Europe, and markets overseas in tropical lands, and 
especially in the countries of East-Central Europe and the Balkans 

-
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FIG. 14.-Distribution of Industrial and Agricultural Occupations 
(1925), prepared by lnstitutflir Konjunktuiforschung and reproduced 
by M. Pfannschmidt in Standort, .Landesplanung, Baupolitik, 1932. 

(After Anreri&tm Geographiud Reoiew, 1938.) 
Key to areas: 1, acricultural; "• exclusively ind.-ial; s. dominantly induotrial; 4o Ruhr. 

that primarily produce agricultural products in exchange for 
industrial products. · 

. The extent of the main agricultural and industrial areas in 
Germany is shown on Fig. 14. This is in large measure a replica 
of the distribution of population. The area in which agricultural 
occupations are dominant covers one-half of the total area and 
contains about a quarter of the total population. It corresponds 
with the areas oflowest population density with under 8o persons 
to the square kilometre. In these areas from 50 per cent. to 
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6o per cent. (including the small towns) of the entire population 
is dependent on agriculture, and -a similar proportion lives in 
rural areas, i.e. villages with under 2,ooo inhabitants. 

In the remaining half of the country, the industrial exceeds 
the agricultural population. Here, too, the density of population 
exceeds 100 to the square kilometre and here are concentrated 
the majority of the great cities and the towns·. But within it the 
density of population and the economic structure varies widely. 

Thus, we may recognize four types pf economic_ area. 
The first type has an average rural_ <:lensity (about 30 .. to 

35 person.S per square kilomet:reY;-and a high proportion in 
industry and commerce, _these _two together giving_ occupation _ 
to three times as many people as agriculture ; . while about 
40 per cent. of the population is rural, the remainder is iri towns. 
This type is found especially in the :Mid-German Belt; frpm 
:Munster to the industrialized upland· districts of the Sudetes in 
Silesia. Its widest extent is found in the middle Elbe basin 
where it extenas from the Elbe river as far west as the Thuringian 
Forest. _ 

The second type is· also highly industrialized, but it has __ a 
high agricultural density- {40 to- 5o per square kilometre), a fact 
which is to be a5sociated with its eXceptionally small holdings. 
This type is found mainly in the Rhinelands and especially in 
the south-western -districts. It is characterized by a close rural 
settlement, highly developed domestic handicraft industries, and 
a concentration of related factory industries in many urban 
centres. 

The third type is found in the ·highly industrialized areas in 
which there is an average density of agricultural population, but 
agriculture- is completely overshadowed by industry and com
merce. These are the great indust:ri.al areas of Germany, the 
Lower Rhinelands with its chief nucleus in the Ruhr ; Saxony ; 
the Saar ; and the small section of the Upper Silesian. area 
which lies in Germany. These areas together accommodate some 
15 million people, nearly one-quarter of the total population of 
the Reich, on one-tenth of the area. The Ruhr is completely 
urbanized, with a total population of some d· millions. Saxony 
is a land in which industrial towns are scattered in a rural 
countryside ; the s~me type of economic structure and population 
distribution is found in the coalfields of Northern France and 
Flanders. Upper Silesia is an exclusively industrial area. In 
the Saar, on the other hand, mining and industry are interspersed 
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with farming, and the ·miner often has/a bit of land which he 
works as a subsidiary occupation. . ' 

L~stly, the great city forms a distinct entity in its social and 
economic structure. Most of the cities are intimately.bound up, 
in historical development as in present functions, with the lands 
which surround them ; others are outgrowths of modern industry. 
Still others are great historic cities placed in the midst of thinly 
peopled areas, whose a~tivities they integrate, but which certainly 
did no,t call them into being. All such cities perform special 
services of a national character. The chief of them are Berlin, 
and the lower \Y eser and Elbe areas, with their capitals in Bremen 
and Hamburg. Of somewhat similar character are Breslau and 
Munich. 

v. AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL REGIONS 

Turning to the character and extent of the chief types of 
farming, we may first note the size of holdings (Fig. 15). ·.Hold
ings of under 5 hectares (one hectare equals about 2·5 acres), 
take up I I :5 per cent. of the farmed areas and are dominant 
throughout western Germany. On the other hand, large hold
ings and estates with over a hundred hectares take up 20 per cent. 
of the farm area and are dominant in eastern Germany, east of 
the Elbe and the upper Oder. The Junker or large landowner 
on these great estates depends upon the hired labour of a rural 
proletariat. \Vith a high birth-rate among its rural folk, a lack 
ofnon-ruraloccupations, and the spread oflarge-scale mechanized 
farming, this has been a main reservoir for the urban centres. 
Intermediate holdings (5 to 50 hectares) are dominant between 
these two main areas throughout central Germany. The very 
small holding of less than 5 hectares is normally not adequate to 
.meet all the requirements of the farmer and his family, and he 
usually has another string to his bow, working for another peasant 
with a larger holding, engaging in a handicraft, or working 
ill; a factory. The intermediate-sized holding of from 5 to 
50 hectares, which is the type held by the typical peasant farmer, 
provides sufficient for the livelihood of the farmer and his family 
and some outside labour at harvest time. 

Mixed farming everywhere predominates, and no farms 
depend exclusively on grain production.• Even the largest farms 
of the great grain-growing lands in the Borde zone draw at least 
a third to a half of their income from the sale of animal products, 
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while those depending on the sale of livestock products only, 
carry an intensive arable cultivation on about .a third of their 
land. For the Reich as a whole two-thirds of the agricultural 
production is derived from animals and animal products, and 
one-third from crops. It is according to the proportions of crops 
and animal production and sales that the classification of 
agricultural regions shown on Fig. 16 has been based. 

The chief livestock farming areas -coincide with, the grassland 

FIG. t6.-Agricultural Regions. 
· (After N"Iehaus.) 

aa, Nortb-westeru Lowlands : dairying and beef productioa ; pastures, hay, rve and oats, forage 
cropo ; omall holdings. r6, Baltic Uplands : rolling land; products u ••; large holdings and estates. 
•c. Low Mountains and Foothill& : dairying, pasture, f01'<5t. 11J, Higb Alps. 2, Hilly Country : rye 
and oats, pot.a..-, livestock. lJ'I, P!airul and Rolling Land: rye, pol&..-, livestoclt, witb forest and 
manh dominanL s6, Plairul and Rolling Land : arable land dominant (over 70 per cenL of total 
area) witb wheat and barley ouboidiary to rye. 4- (Hori>xmtallines), Plairul and Rolling Land : wheat, 
barley, ougar beet, liwstoclt, over 70 per cenL of total al'ea under arable land. 5, Rivcr Valleys and 
Hill Land iD South-_,.. Germany ; wiDe, Cnai ... and grain ; very omall boldiDga. • 

belts, the north-western lowland, the Baltic uplands and the 
south Bavarian plateau, each ha.ving its distinctive type of 
economy. The high plateaus of the Central Uplands have 
a heavy rainfall and are largely forested, and farming is centred 
on the growth of quick-growing crops (rye and potatoes), and 
the use of meadow and grass for the production of butter and 
cheese for sale to distant markets. 
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The areas which draw the bulk of their income from crop 
sales are mainly in the arable lands. Throughout the hill and 
basin country of central Germany from the lower ·w eser in the 
north to the Alps in the south the basins are mainly arable 
farming areas with small holdings, which often do not meet the 
requirements of the farmer and his family. On the other hand, 
in the valleys of south-western Germany, where it is dry, and the 
summers long and hot and winters mild, a variety of crops for 
sale is grown. By far the most important of these is, of course, 
the vine, together with tobacco and hops and orchards. But the 
main areas of crop production and sales are in the Northern 
·Lowlands and the Borde zone on the northern bOrder of the 
Central Uplands. East of the Elbe, rye and potatoes dominate 
on the poorer sandy soils, while in the Borde zone, the greatest 
belt of commercialized farming in Germany, wheat, sugar· beet 
and the production of stall-fed stock and darry produce (especially 
milk near the cities) are dominant. 

The southern half of Germany, south of a line from Dresden 
to the Ruhr is, on balance, an importer of certain food supplies, 
especially grain, potatoes and pigs. The principal surplus areas 
are in the north-western lowlands, the Borde, and the rye and 
'potato provinces east of the Elbe. 

VI. INDUSTRY AND INDUSTRIAL REGIONS 

The industries of Germany are dominated_ by the numerous 
branches of the iron, steel and non-ferrous metal industries, which 
employ over a quarter ofthe total employed population ; and by 
the textile and clothing industries, which employ about one-fifth. 
These two groups of industries thus together acwunt for about 
one-half of the industrial population. ~fining and quarrying 
account for 12 per cent. ·and the food and drink industries 
together with the building trades for about a quarter. Of all 
these industries, about one-third of the occupied persons are in 
industries that are specially localized in particular areas, be
cause of either an early historical development or of the bulky 
materials they handle. The ,remaining two-thirds are related to 
the distribution of population and transport facilities and are 
distributed proportionally to these. In consequence, the localized 
industries form the basis of the pyramid of the occupational 
structure and give rise to marked regional variations in the 
economic structure of the predominantly industrial areas of the 
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country. Let tis note quite broadly the distribution of_ these 
more highly localized industries, oonfining om: attention to the 
production and distribution of coal, iron ore, power, the iron 
and steel industries, the textile industries, and the chemical, 
glass, paper and leather industries. . 

The distribution of mineral resources is shown in Fig. 17. 
Coal production amounts to about 150 million tons in normal 
years {as in 1928). The chief seat of production is in the Ruhr 

Cl::Till Bi.l:umi,.ous E::I1 lJr.,..,, Cou 6a.P~i..,/n..,EtB IYo .. o~ Pot..slt 

Coa.l - B<>undc:ries o} Econ<>mic PrtJ'tfinces Wfs 
_ A.fl:e#' E. Schee&.. 

FIG. 17.-Mineral Resources. 
(After vogel) 
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industrial area, which produces- three-quarters of Germany's 
bituminous coal production. About a quarter ~mes from Upper 
Silesia (20 million tons) and the Saar (10 million tons) together. 
Apart from these three areas, there are several very small fields 
scattered along the northern border of the Central Uplands, 
linked up with the chain of coalfields that extends from Upper 
Silesia through the Ruhr to central Belgium and northern France. 

Lignite or brown coal, with a production reaching 165 million 
tons in 1928, equalled bituminous coal in tonnage in 1937, 
though not in heat value. Brown coal is a low-grade fuel inter-
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mediate between coal and peat. It occurs in thick deposits near 
to the surface beneath the rich farmlands of the Borde zone on the 
northern edge of the Central Uplands. It is obtained from vast 
quarries and the material is deprived of its water and .waste for 
the production of briquettes ; or it is fed direct as a fuel into 
furnaces for the generation of electricity and fm: the manufacture 
of chemicals. It is also distilled by low-temperature carboniza
tion processes for the production of tar, oil and chemicals. The 
great advance in the utilization of lignite during and since the 
last war has been responsible for a new industrial revolution in 
Germany, the importance of which does not seem to be properly 
appreciated in this country. If it were not for Germany's 
production of synthetic oil from this source she would probably 
long ago have used up existing oil stocks. The two chief areas 
of production of lignite are the Lower Rhinelands in the funnel 
of low land south of Cologne on the west bank of the Rhine, 
and sufficiently near the Ruhr to have the closest economic 
relations with the latter ; and Central Germany in the middle 
Elbe basin around Leipzig and Halle and including Lower 
Lusatia. The former produces about 30 per cent. and the latter 
about io per cent. of the total production. 

Iron ore is produced in the Sieg, Lahn and Dill valleys in the 
Rhine Plateau east of the Rhine and south of the Ruhr. Iron 
mining and working is very old-established in these areas, and, 
in spite of the difficulties of mining and the isolation of these 
areas, they still have iron-working plants, as the direct lineal 
descendants of their pre-industrial ancestors. A further area 
was discovered in the nineteenth century in the district between 
Hanover and the Harz and here at Salzgitter (near Brunswick) 
the new Goring works have been established. Before the last war, 
Germany's vast iron and steel production was based on the iron 
production of German Lorraine, that reached 40 million tons a 
year, so that Germany was then nearly three-quarters self-sufficing. 
Since 1918 Germany, deprived of these supplies, has been able 
to cover only a quarter of her needs from domestic sources. In 
order to diminish this dependence on foreign supplies domestic 
production was increased to some I I million tons in 1938. 
Of this domestic production about a third comes from the 
Siegerland, a fifth from Peine-Salzgitter, a tenth from the Lahn
Dill area, and 8 per cent. from each of the Vogelsberg and 
Bavaria. 

· Non-ferrous metals are produced in very small quantities and 
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the bulk is imported. Copper is mined in the Mansfeld district. 
Zinc (70 per cent.) and lead (30 per cent.) are obtained in Upper 
Silesia and the Rhine Plateau (25 and 40 per cent.), although 
6o per cent. of the pre-1g18 production in Upper Silesia was 
ceded to Poland by the Versailles Treaty. Germany is rich in 
salts, the mining of which contributed to the development of the 
chemical industries in the 'sixties and after. The chief are the 
potash salts that occur in a belt around the Harz, this whole 
area yielding nearly three-quarters of Germany's vast production, 
that has favoured both the development of chemical industries 
and the supply of Germany's poor lands with artificial fertilizers. 
Rock salt is mined in the Magdeburg area near the Harz together 
with potash salts, but the chief seat of production is in the Neckar 
basin and near Berchtesgaden. 

Power for the industrial and domestic life of Germany is 
drawn mainly from three source~oal, lignite and running 
water. Especially notable are the dependence of Central Ger
many (the Province of Saxony, and the States of Saxony and 
Thuringia) on lignite ; the. Province of Rhineland by a third 
on lignite, and the Province of Westphalia almost entirely on 
coal and gas from the Ruh:r: ; . while the southern States depend 
almost entirely on the hydro-electric plan~ in the Bavarian Alps. 
Berlin and Brandenburg draw their power in equal quantities 
from coal and lignite. The chief hydro-electric plants are 
situated in the Bavarian Alps although other plants are in con
struction, as on the Saale in Thuringia and the Mulde in Saxony. 
The chief supplies of electricity, however, are derived from 
centralized. thermal (coal and lignite) plants, and networks of 
transmission lines are to be found in the middle Elbe basin and 
Lower Lusatia, which supply Berlin, the Lower Rhinelands, the 
middle Weser lands, the Frankfurt area, and the upper Rhine. 

The distribution of the extractive and heavy industries and 
of the manufacturing industries is shown on Figs. 18 and 19. 
The chief seats of crude iron and steel production and rolling 
mills in Western Europe are situateq in the Ruhr and in Lor
raine, each producing about 10 million tons of pig iron. Since 
1919, having lost the Lorraine supply, four-fifths Of the crude 
iron and steel is produced in the Ruhr, while secondary areas 
are located in the Sieg, Lahn and Dill valleys, the Upper Silesian 
coalfield and in the Salzgitter iron ore district. The Ruhr 
enjoys the supreme advantage of good water transport by the 
Rhine, by which iron ores are imported. Upper Silesia suffers 
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in that its coal is not suited to coking, it has no local ores, and 
its water transport facilities are inadequate. Secondary centres 
of production are found in the northern ports, based normally 
upon imported ores and English coal, which form the basis of 
their shipbuilding industries. 

The older seats of iron and metal working have to some 
extent maintained themselves partly by using local iron, partly 

FIG. 18.-Distribution of Extractive and Heavy Industries. 
(Based on occupations by Kreise.) 

Is heavy industries ; 2, coal ; 3 .. lignite {brown coal} ; f., iron ore; s. salt; 6, qUarrying; 
7, coastal industries (marine en_cineering, shipbuilding, treatment of imported products, etc..) ; 8, peat; 
g, oil. Adapted from YOU Geldern Crispendorf (after ..t.o.rUa ~sp/riul Rmeat, 1938). 

by importing it, and have concentrated on the production of 
goods of high value and great variety, which demand skilled 
labour. Thus the old workshop industry is retained in the metal' 
(cutlery) working of Solingen and Remscheid ; the Sauerland 
retains its production of small iroo. wares, especially wire products ; 
and varied iron-working industries, notably ironmongery, are 
carried on in Saxony and Thuringia. · 

The great bulk of the iron and steel manufacturing industries 
are located on or near the seats of iron and steel production; 
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while a large number are widely distributed in the chief cities. 
The manufacture of rolling stock is situated at the great railway 
foci, thoug_h the greatest centres are in the Lower Rhinelands, 
and in Berlin~- the biggest city and railroad focus_ in the Reich. 
The two other chief centres for the production of railway stock 
are Hanover and Kassel. The manufacture of agricultural 
machinery is located m relation to the consuming market, 
namely, the agricultural regions of the middle Elbe basin (Magde
burg, Hanover, Leipzig), Silesia (Breslau), the Lower Rhinelands 

INDUSTRIES 
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.FIG. Ig.~Distribution of Manufacturing Industries. 
1, heavy industries ; 2, iron and metal working; s, ~icals ; 4, electrica.l; 5, optical..etca; 

6, leather, booa and shoes; 8, wood, paper; g, tobacco; to, mixed industries; 11, toys; 12, musical 
inlttuments; 13, basket work; 14. food preserws. Adapted from von Gelderu Criapendorf (after 
A-u. Geopll/lhiud &ruw, 1938). 

(DUsseldorf, Cologne), but not in the Ruhr area itself. The 
manufacture of vehicles. (bicycles and automobiles) is located 
usually in the place where the founder of the firm started his 
business in a number of medium-sized and large cities. 

The great range of industries producing machinery, tools and 
apparatus, is concentrated in the Lower Rhinelands, Saxony and 
Berlin. In the Lower Rhinelands, concentration is upon goods 
which are needed in the heavy industries (Essen, l\1\.Jheim). 
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The fine· machinery, tool and instruments industries are especially 
characteristic of the whole of west Saxony and part of Thuringia, 
a fact which is to be related to the skill of a large population, 
which, in the latter half of the nineteenth century, was available 
for factory work. Moreover, the fact that the textile industries 
are mainly located in this area has attracted the manufacture of 
textile machinery. Thus, while the Lower Rhinelands specialize 
on bulky goods, which use larger supplies of semi-manufactured 
materials, and cater for the heavy industries, in the Saxon
Thuringian area the concentration is upon fine machine work. 
It should be noted, however, that these finer indUstries are found 
in mqst of the great cities, especially Berlin, which is the chief 
centre of the electrical industries. The machine industries of the 
ports are related to marine engineering. In south Germany the 
chief centres of these light engineering industries (machinery, 
machine tools, and electrical apparatus) are Frankfurt, Niirn
berg, Mannheim, Stuttgart and Munich. 

The textile industries come second to the iron and steel group 
in numbers occupied (20 per cent. together with the clothing 
industries.) They appear as the dOininant' industries in three 
areas in Germany. The first extends from the Sudetes Highlands 
in Silesia, thence through Saxony, west of the Elbe, and into 
north-eastem Bavaria (Hof), and central Thuringia (Erfurt). 
The second is in the Lower Rhinelands and is contiguous ¥.ith 
a similar a~ea across the Dutch frontier (Enschede). The third 
is in the south-west, the Neckar basin, the upper Rhine (Miihl-

•hausen, Freiburg), and between Lake Constance and Augsburg. 
In all these areas the cotton industries are well represented, 

where they developed in the early nineteenth century, fos
tered by the continental blockade, and taking the place of the 

, earlier flax industry which was then decadent. The three chief 
areas are Saxony, the Lower Rhinelands and .'Vurtemberg. 
The woollen textile industries were first domiciled in the eaJ ly 
Middle Ages in Flanders, Friesland and Miinsterland ; and in 
the towns of the south (Regensburg, Augsburg). Under Frederick 
the Great they spread into the Sudetes highlands, depending upon 
local wool, of which Prussia had an export surplus till the middle 
of the nineteenth century. The chief centres to-day are in west 
Saxony and central Thuringia. In the north-west, the old 
domestic industry is now concentrated in factories mainly in the 
towns of Aachen and Duren. The south is to-day of very little 
importance. Through the competition of cotton the ,,,idespread 
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flax industry was displaced in the eighteenth century. To-day, 
its remnants are associated with the cotton manufacturing areas. 
The chief are in Lusatia {Zittau and Lauban), and in the 
Sudetes in Western Silesia and in the extreme south-east corner 
of Saxony. The two chief seats, of knitting and embroidery 
making, which is carried on as a domestic industry organized 
from the town centres, are Central Saxony (Chemnitz andPlauen), 
in a large number of villages and small towns around Stuttgart 
in Wurtemberg. 

The chemical industries, though occupying a small number 
of workers relative to other industries, are of the greatest import
ance in the economic life of an industrialized country. Their 
development has been synonymous with that of modem chemistry 
and extends over less than a hundred years, really taking effective 
root in Germany in the 'seventies. The two chief fillips to 
development were the manufacture of artificial fertilizers and 
of artificial dyes. The production of photographic materials and 
pharmaceutical apparatus followed in the 'eighties. The opening 
of . the twentieth century witnessed the extraction of nitrogen 
from the atmosphere. The distillation of lignite has formed the 
basis of this development. The heavy chemical industries-those 
concerned with the large-scale production of bulky products 
from bulky raw materials-are tied to the location of the raw 
materials or where they can be cheaply assembled by water. 
Thus, there are three main districts with vast modern plants
the Lower Rhinelands (on the coalfield and on the Rhine--e.g. 
the I. G. Farben Plant at Leverkusen) ; Central Germany, near· 
to the lignite quarries and salt works, which provide both raw 
materials and power (fertilizers, explosives, pharmaceutical pro
ducts, synthetic oil and rubber) ; and the upper Rhine area 
on the river front, e.g. I.G. Farben and other chemical plants 
at Ludwigshafen-Mannheim. The light , chehlical industries, 
producing consumer goods (as opposed to productio~ goods in 
the heavy industries) such as pharmaceutical products, photo
graphic supplies, soaps, perfumes, etc~, are not tied down to 
their raw materials by considerations of transport costs. They 
are located for the most part in towns. 

The glass and .porcelain industries, like the iron workings, 
were widespread in the Middle Ages in the uplands near the 
supply of timber, sands and clays. They began to be attracted to 
the coalfields after I 8oo and to the lignite fields after I 850. They 
are now highly localized since, pursued on a much larger scale, 
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they require large quantities of fuel. The chief modern centres 
are now highly concentrated on the Ruhr, the Saar, and the 
lignite areas of Lusatia and Saxony, on the coalfields where they 
can draw at minimum costs. the great supplies of heat required 
in large-scale processes. The porcelain industry only dates from 
the end of the eighteenth century in Germany, when local clays 
were used by two men in Thuringia, encouraged ·by the ruling 
prince of the State. In the early nineteenth century two other 
centres were established in the north-east of Bavaria and in 
Silesia and these three areas now produce all Germany's output. 

The p·aper-mak.ing industry was formerly dependent on local 
timber and running water for both processing and power. The 
chief area in the nineteenth century was in the Erzgebirge in 
the upper courses of the many streams. To-day, nearly a half 
of the timber is imported, mainly from Bohemia via the Elbe, 
and coal is drawn from Zwickau and lignite from the fields to 
the north. Both water power and steam power are widely used 
to-day, and Saxony is still the chief area of paper production, 
occupying a quarter of the persons so employed in Germany. 
Paper-making and the printing industries, apart from the chief 
centre in Berlin, are also highly concentrated in Leipzig, and to 
a lesser extent in other great cities. 

Leather tanning was formerly mainly concentrated in the 
Rhinelands, especially in Hesse, using local hides and the tannin 
from the acorns of the oak forests which are confined to western 
Germany. To-day, tannin extract is obtained from quebracho 
wood and about half the consumption of skins and hides is 
imported. Consequently, new centres have groWn. up at or near 
the ports, notably ·in Schleswig-Holstein. The boot and shoe 
industry which consumes about a quarter of the leather production 
is located in two areas, in the south-west, in \Vurtemberg (the 
town of Pirmasens in the Palatinate has 14_.,000 workers in these 
occupations alone), and a smaller area in Saxony and Thuringia. 

The remaining indus¢es are not markedly l~ed, but are 
widely distributed in relation to the distribution of population. 
The prominence of any one area is to be attributed to economic 
factors and not to the necessity of eliminating the high transport 
cost of bulky raw materials. This is true, for e.-.rample, of the 
clothing industry and the manufacture of foods and drinks. The 
distribution of the latter is a replica of the distribution of popula
tion. There are, however, e.xceptions. The sugar beet industry 
is closely tied up with the areas of beet production. Cigar 
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making is characteristic of the tobacco-producing areas ~ Baden 
and the Palatinate. This general principle holds good for the 
paper industries, wood working (with a special concentration 
in the upland areas ofThuringia, the Black Forest and Saxony), 
clothing, foods and drinks, building trades and utility services. 
Two-thirds of all the industrial occupations come into this general 
category. 

VII. COMMERCE 

The- interchange of commodities. as from one point of the 
Reich to another, across the frontiers and to and from the ports, 
both sea and river ports, is reflected in the main traffic flows 
by water, rail and road. These are shown on Figs. 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24. Road and rail maps reveal the closest network and the 
densest traffic in the industrial areas of Rhineland-Westphalia 
and Saxony, and, thirdly, in and around Berlin. The first two 
are, in effect, the most densely populated parts of the Mid-German 
Belt that extends 1arther east to Silesia. A second belt lies in the 
Rhinelands and extends south to the Swiss frontier.· There is, 
in general, a marked concentration of traffic around the cities 
which are the outstanding t:entres of radial routes. The modern 
Autobahnen (Fig. 24), it may be noticed, are so constructed as to 
feed, but not to add to the congestion of traffic in, the big centres 
of population. Thus, in general, they skirt the big cities to 
which they are connected by side roads. 

Railways carry the bulk of the traffic, both goods and passenger· 
(Figs. 22, 23). \Vaterways (Fig. 20), on the other hand, are 
limited. to a few main arteries, with collection and distribution by 
rail, or to a smaller degree by road, from riverside ports. The 
Rhine (taking 2,5oo-ton barges to Strasbourg), the Weser (taking 
r,ooo-to.n barges to Minden), 1 the Elbe (taking 6oo-ton barges 
t() Prague in Bohemia), and the Oder (taking 500-ton barges to 
Kosel, which is now connected direct by a new canal to the 
Upper Silesian coalfield) ·are the main north-south navigable . 
rivers. I The Rhinct system carries 6o per cent. of the river-borne 

1 The river Werra is being regularized above this town to near Eisenach, and 
improvements farther upstream to Merkers, a potash-producing district, are p~anncd.. • 
It u projected to build a deep canal from the head of the Werra to the Mam, thus 
linking up with the main Danube canal, which is now nearing completion. This, 
however, is still a matter of the future. , 

• In progress are the Saarbriicken-Mannheim canal for 1,2oo-ton barges, the 
Bamberg-Kelheim canal linking the Main and Danube along the line of the old 
Ludwigs canal (which was only available for 12o-ton barges), and the canal con
nection between Halle and Leipzig, that will bring the latter into direct contact 
with the Elbe and Mittelland canal systems. The Main is navigable to Wiirzburg 
and the Neckar to Plochingen. 
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traffic and the Elbe system 27 per cent. The Northern Lowland 
is well suited to the construction of canals from one river to 
another. A crossways of canals intersects at Berlin -and links the 
Oder and the Elbe systems. The recently completed Mittelland 
canal, taking barges of about I,ooo tons, now links the Elbe with 

FIG. ~21.-The Railways of Germany. 
(After De Martonne. 1930.) 

Only the main lines are shown outside Germany. 

the Dortmund-Eins canal and so with the Ruhr and the Rhin'e. 
The total of water-borne traffic is about a quarter of the rail
borne traffic and 40 per cent. of the traffic of both consists of coal. 

It is not necessary to our theme to discuss the overseas·trade 
of Germany except in relation to the functions of the ports as 
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centres for the collection from and distribution to their hinter
lands. Here it may be noted that the Baltic ports were of great 
-importance in the Middle Ages for their trade with eastem Ger
many and western Russia and the Baltic lands, but to-day they 
are completely dwarfed (though they are still important in the 
aggregate) by the two ports ofHamburg an~ Bremen and the third 
small North Sea port of Emden. The last rose to importance 
with the construction of the Dortmund-Ems canal in the 'nineties, 

"""\..~ .... -....., 
Fm.[22.-Railway Goods Traffic, based o_n number of daily trains, 

1925· 
(After Pfannschmidt.) 

that was designed , as· a feeder to the Ruhr industrial ·area to 
compete with the Rhine waterway, whose traffic is mainly handled 
by Rotterdam. Hamburg handles well over a half of the foreign 
trade of Germany and its main hinterland, excluding the 
numerous scattered places in and outside Gerniany that it serves, 
is th.e Elbe basin, upstream to the frontier, with Schleswig
Holstein, and Berlin-Brandenburg, all of which are connected 

_ by a good system of waterways. Bremen has as its hinterland 
the Weser basin, which is now connected with the Ruhr and the 
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Elbe via the -Mittelland canal. The Weser, however, is an 
inferior waterway as compared with the Elbe. Moreover, the 
lower \Veser is physically much more difficult for navigation 
than the lower Elbe. Conseque'lldy, Bremen has used its outport 
of Bremer haven for large sea-going vessels and its inland connec
tions are predo~andy by rail, as opposed to the lar.ge proportion 
of Hamburg's inland traffic that is carried by river barge. It is 
not surprising, therefore, that, specializing on lighte_r cargoes, its 

FIG. 23.-Ra~way Passenger Traffic, based on number of 
. daily trains, 1925. . 

(Mter Pfannscbmidt.) 

share of Germany's foreign trade (in tonnage) amounts to litde 
more than a tenth. About 6 per cent. of the total tonnage is 
handled by Emden. Thus two-thirds of Germany'~ foreign trade 
is handled by the three North Sea ports. A chief concern of the 

-Reich government has been to help these ports to compete with 
the ports of the Low Countries which are better situated to deal 
with the Rhineland traffic. In fact, the whole of western Germany 
lies in the hinterland of Rotterdam for the great bulk of heavy 
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cargoes going up and down the Rhine-iron, upstream, and 
much smaller quantities of grain, oil, timber and coal, down
stream ; and of Antwerp, especially (as far as Germany is con- -
cerned) for the export of iron and steel and manufactured goods 
by rail, for Antwerp is one of the best equipped liner-traffic and 
transit ports in Europe and is geographically better situated for 
Atlantic traffic than the German ports. There is also a large 
traffic between Antwerp and the French provinces of Alsace and 
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Lorraine. This is effected not Gnly by rail, but also ·by the 
Rhine through Strasbourg, this port peing treated by the French 
as a seaport, by eliminating in rgrg the surtax that is charged at 
all French ports on goods that have already been handled in 
a foreign port. 

The Rhine river ports are Duisburg-Ruhrort, Mannheim- · 
Ludwigshafen, and Strasbourg, to name but the chief. . They 
receive goods mainly from, Rotterdam and serve as regional 
distribution centres from river to rail and, in smaller degree, to 
canal. The traffic ofDuisburg-Ruhrort,.the greatest river port in 
Europe, is concerned exclusively with the Ruhr industrial area 
that lies immediately east of it. But the other two serve wider 
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areas by rail in southem Germany (Mannheim), and eastem 
France (Alsace-Lorraine from Strasbourg), while both ports 
serve Switzerland. Basel is not regularly accessible by barge, 
but improvements have been made. Its imports have steadily 
increased in the inter-war years and reached nearly 2 million 
tons in the middle 'thirties. Through Strasbourg, Mannheim 
and Basel, Switzerland receives most of her coal, wheat and 
petrol. In south Germany, Mannheim is the chief gateway for 
the collection and distribution of supplies that go by the Rhine, 
although Hamburg and Bremen, especially the former, enjoy 
privileges in virtue of special freight rates which greatly reduce 
the factor of geographical distance. 

The contribution of the Baltic ports is obviously relatively 
small~about one-third of the total tonnage of foreign trade. 
·while Lubeck was the chief of German ports in the later Middle 
Ages, it has long been insignificant like its neighbours. The chief 
port to-day is Stettin at the mouth of the Oder, handling nearly 
a tenth of the overseas trade. The Oder basin, including Upper 
Silesia, is its main hinterland. It also has important canal 
connections with Berlin, though Its service to t4e capital is 
decidedly small in comparison with that of Hamburg. 



CHAPTER III 

RHINELAND-\VESTPHALIA (RHEINLAND-\VESTF ALEN) 

I 

This region includes part of the lower Rhine plain and of 
the middle Rhine plateau and it is traversed by the river Rhine 
from north to south. It lies in the extreme north-west of Germany 
and borders upon Holland, Belgium and Luxemburg. It is the 
major industrial region of Germany, accounting for 20 per cent. 
of its population, 20 per cent: of the people engaged in industry, 
and 40 per cent. of the installed power from all sources. It has 
I 2 million inhabitants, of whom over 50 pq cent. live in towns with 
over so,ooo inhabitants. It produces four-fifths of the coal of 
the Reich, 30 per cent. of its brown coal and four-fifths of its 
pig-iron and steel. This is one of the main modem economic 
entities of modem Germany. It owes its historic unity to its being 
a great crossways of routes, centred on Cologne, and its modem 
unity to its orientation tqwards the new industrial regions of the 
Ruhr and the Cologne Bay, which have even further emphasized 
the inter-dependence of its contiguous highly industrial areas. 
l\Iost of the area falls into the two Prussian Provinces of R.Qine
land and \Vestphalia, and there are indeed many contrasts 
between these two Provinces arising mainly from their separate 
administrations. But the unity of the whole is determined by 
the great development of industry, localized in distinct geo
graphical groupings, by the interdependence of these industrial 
groupings, by the dominance of the Ruhr in this respect and in, 
respect of the organization and the movements of food supplies, 
.and finally by the historic role of Cologne as the capital city. 

First, let us glance at the main physical features of the land. 
The lower Rhine plain, which is a part ofthe great Northern 

Lowland, pushes southwards up the Rhine valley into the plateau 
as far as Bonn, in a great embayment in the centre of which, on 
the left bank of the Rhine, is situated Cologne. The plain 
includes a mixture of heath, moor, and wood, with meadows 
on its marshy valley floors (notably that of the Rhine plain which 
is flanked by bluffs), and scattered patches of cultivated land, 
with hedged fields and isolated farms. Tqe plateau consists of 
two main features. The rolling surface of the plateau proper 
and the more rugged hills occasionally rising from it are mainly 
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wooded, with patches of cultivation and clustered villages in th~ir 
midst. Into this level plateau are cut the_ deep river valleys. 
The Rhine, that follows a gorge from Bingen to Botm, cuts right 
across the plateau. Its tributaries have a similar character, the 
Moselle and the· Lahn converging on the Rhine in the heart of 
the rectangular plateau block at Koblenz: These valleys have 
a dual significance from our point of view. Their lower and 
more sheltered slopes a,re clothed with vineyards and they are, 
_and always ,have been, great avenues of_commerce. The Rhine 
gorge has served from earliest times as a main link, both by the 
river and by roads alongside it,. and to-day by rail, between 
south Germany and southern Europe and Flanders and the 
North Sea lands. 

Between the plateau and the plain, actually forming the south- · 
ernmost strip of the latter, there is a narrow belt of countrY that 
is strongly contrasted to both these. It is part of the Borde zone 
to which we ha\Te drawn attention. It is flat, or gently undulating 
country, devoted to-day, as for many centuries past, to arable 
farming. Hedgeless and treeless with large farming villages, 
its patterns of.variegated coloured strips of hedgeless fields stand 
in marked contrast to the landscapes of plain and . plateau on 1 
either side of it. This is part of the great belt that traverses 
central Europe from northern France to the so-called black 
earth belt of south Russia. It begins around Aachen on the 
western frontier, and broadens out in the Cologne Bay and then 
continues east of the Rhine as a narrow strip only a few miles 
wide between the northern edge of the uplands drained by the 
Ruhr river and the Emscher river to the north of it, jutting out 
eastwards through Soest and Paderbom, and pointing like an 
arrow to the ancient river crossings of the \V eser between Kassel 
and Minden-the latter commanding the famous \Vestphalian 
Gate. This strip is called the Hellweg, and its southern edge, 
the Haarstrang. Beyond the \Veser, after a break formed by the 
uplands that flank it, the belt is continued into central Germany. 
There are small patches of similar country to the south, both on 
the plateau and in its valleys. This was the zone of earliest 

·Germanic settlement and for centuries has been its principal and 
most closely settled farming land and a most important zone of 
communications. 
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II 

This whole region is by nature a great crossways of over
land routes. The first zone of passage is the open Borde zone 
just noted. From earliest times this has been a zone of east
west movement. The earliest Germanic trackways beyond the 
frontier of the Roman Empire on the Rhine ran along this 
zone from near the mouths of the Ruhr and the Emscher east
wards across the W eser crossings to the Elbe at Magdeburg, 
which was early established by Charles the Great as an outpost 
of Christianity and trade against the Slav lands to the east of 
the Elbe. The main seat of the Saxons, when pushed eastwards 
from their natural fortresses in the lower \V eser uplands by Charles 
the Great, lay beyond the Weser, and their earliest towns appeared 
on the northem edge of the Harz mountains on the route to 
Magdeburg. In the Middle Ages this whole zone, from the 
Rhine to the Elbe, was traversed by a network of~ast-west high
ways from Flanders in the west to Magdeburg, Leipzig and the 
newly settled German lands beyond the Elbe. This has been 
one of the most important highways in Europe~ history. It 
was in connection with it that a number of towns early came 
into being-Aachen, the capital of the Carolingian empire, that 
embraced the whole of westem and central Europe ; several 

. smaller towns on the routes between it and the Rhine on the 
northem edge of the Rhine plateau-Ji.ilich and Duren; and, on 
the Rhine, Cologne, which early displaced the preceding Roman 
centres at W esel and Xanten. Beyond the Rhine, along the 
narrow arrow of open land, lay Duisburg, Essen, Bochum, Dort
mund, Soest and Paderbom. These were on or near the old 
German highway of the Hellweg. All these were fully-fledged 
towns by 1200 and the last three among its greatest trade centres. 

The second great avenue of settlement and movement is the 
north-south route of the Rhine. Used as a frontier of the Roman 
Empire in its lower course, the Rhine was also followed on its 
west bahk by a great highway, that linked together the outposts 
of that Empire from Basel to Utrecht. This Roman highway 
never ceased to exist and to be used, and many of its Roman 
settlements, though their history is obscure during the long dark 
period of the Germa~c invasions, were selected as Christian 
bishoprics and became also trading centres accessible by road, 
and by the Rhine, whence came the Flemish merchants from 
the North Sea shores. The chief of these centres on the lower 
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Rhine was Cologne. The Rhine gorge remained one of the 
chief links between north and south Europe both by river and 
road. The territorial lords owning land on the plateau flank.;; 
ing it fought for vantage points on the river front so as to draw 
revenue from its prosperous vine-growing villages and from the 
tolls on the traffic that perforce, by river or road, had to pass 
through them-a fact which in itself greatly hampered traffic in 
the later Middle Ages. 

There were, of course, many branches from these two main 
axes. We may note especially the routes up the Moselle from 
Koblenz to the bishopric and great Roman capital of Trier, and 
up the Lalin from Kobleriz to central Germany upon which. grew 
the historic towns of Wetzlar and _Limburgh clustered around 
their old churches. We may also note•the highway that ran 
from \Vesel through Munster, an ancient bishop's seat, to the 
equally ancient bishops' seats at Omabriick and Bremen. 

The earliest towns in the regio~ all had their origins on these 
main routes and they included, possibly excepting Diisseldo~ all 
the chief towns of to-day, as well as many that have remained 
small and· rural, such as Soest and Paderbom and J iilich, in 
the Borde zone and Boppard in the Rhine gorge. Of all these 
towns by far the most important from the earliest times to this 
day was Cologne. This city lies on the left bank of the Rhine, at 
the convergence of these two main axes and situated in the midst 
of the fertile land of the Cologne Bay. 

The. Rhine, however, was always a barrier to the expansion 
of the small states on either side of it until the modem era. 
Towns, communes and States on opposite sides of the river bank 
were independent of each other, and there were no permanent 
bridges until the advent of the railway in the middle of the nine
teenth century. Cologne, for example, was essentially a town 
of the left bank ; Deutz, on the opposite bank, was a small 
fortress town founded by the bishops of .Cologne to command 
the approaches to the city. Modem industry concentrated in 
Deutz and Miilheim, but it was not till 1888 and 19t4 that 
these right bank areas were absorbed into the city of Cologne. 

III 

The development of modem economy and the great growth 
of population have brought no great shift in this fundamental 
pattern of pre-industrial settlement, but rather have reinforced 

D 
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it, although considerably whittling down the influence of Cologne 
through the growth of other of the. medieval cities. - The first 
point to note is that the great coalfield of the Ruhr (as well 
as the small field near Aachen) lie in the Borde zone and the 
great growth of industry and population has been centred 
in and near the towns that were its pre-industrial capitals. 
Duisburg-Essen-Bochum-Dortmund, in a west-east series, are 
the great centres of the " Ruhr ., . Here, too, are concentrated, 
in consequence, the main east-west trunk railways. Essen, whose 
administrative area lies astride the centre of the whole Ruhr 
industrial area, taps most of the through railway traffic as well 
as that of the local traffic around it. It normally dispatches 
25 per cent. and receives 15 per cent. of the tot~ goods traffic 
of the Reichsbahn (the large proportion undoubtedly being due 
to the heavy traffic in coal) and its issue of passenger tickets 
normaily exceeds that of Cologne. · 

The improvements of the Rhine as a waterway have made 
it virtually an arm of the sea, taking barges of 2,500 tons as far 
as Strasbourg and small sea-going craft to Cologne. · Cologne 
maintains its pre-eminence as a focus of road and rail and owes 
much to its position on the Rhine. Two main canals run 
eastwards from the Rhine through the Ruhr industrial area. 
These are the Rhein-Heme canal, from Duisburg-Ruhrort, 
and the canalized Lippe, from \Vesel, each taking barges of 
over 1 ,ooo tons to their junction at the eastern end of the Rt,ilir 
at Datteln. Thence the canalized Lippe runs to Hamm, and 
the Dortmund-Ems canal (built 1892-g) branches north passing 
Munster and following parallel to the Ems to Emden. . It takes 
750-ton barges. The Mittelland canal branches off at Rhein;. 
{40 kilometres 'north of Munster) and goes due east through: 
Minden and Hanover with a short branch to Osnabriick. The 
main railway routes-those with the most frequent services and . 
densest traffic-follow the same course as the main overland cross-' 
ways we have noted, namely, Aachen---.:coiogne--Hanover-
Berlin, Frankfurt-Cologne--Utrecht, and Cologne--Essen-
Bremen. There is a knotting up of these main routes in the Ruhr. 
together with a dense network of local routes. Here ~e net,.. 
work lies south of the Rhine-Heme canal and the Cologne Bay. 
There is also a main line from Dusseldorf through \Vuppertal 
(Elberfeld-Barmen) and the main focus of all these routes lies at 
the eastern end of the Ruhr at Hamm. The same pattern il 
emphasized by the direction of the new Reichsautohahnen. 
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A major change in the modern traffic movements is that the 
great movement of bulk traffic on the Rhine is now centred on 
Duisburg-Ruhrort, the outlet for the R:uhr which is situated 
some forty miles downstream from Cologne and is the greatest 
inland port in Europe. It receives ores, grain and oil up
stream from Rotterdam, and dispatches coal both downstream 

. and upstream to southern Germany and Switzerland. Thu§, 
Cologne and Duisburg-Ruhrort and to a lesser extent Dusseldorf 
are the great key-points of this network of communications in 
the Rhineland-Westphalian region. 

IV 
Iron nurung and smelting were widespread in the Rhine 

Plateau from the early Middle Ages onwards. The chief areas 
lay to the east of the Rhine and there to-day is the chief source 
of Germany's -small iron ore production. The iron-mining 
districts were the valleys of the Sieg {east of Bonn, known as the 
Siegerland) and of the Lahn and-Dill east ofKoblenz, and the 
plateau of the Sauerland bet)¥een the Sieg and the Ruhr. · 
Timber, charcoal, and ores were obtained locally, and the forges 
were located alongside the streams, whose running water was 
used for power. -The Sauerland became the chief centre of 
mining, smelting and iron-working in the Middle Ages. During 
and after the eighteenth century as local iron ores were exhausted, 
the workings began to be shifted northwards towards the Ruhr 
valley, ·nearer to the main highways along which ores were 
imported. Here, too, coal outcropped near the surface and it 
was mined and carried by cart and donkey to the hammers and 
forges in ~e valleys. Steel works grew up in the Ruhr valley 
and in the Sauerland~ using the " puddling process ,. • It was 
not till after 1850 that deep shafts could be sunk in the coalfield on 
the lowland north of the Ruhr valley and its flanking uplands, · 
and by 1 86o the pits reached north to the Emscher and by I goo 
as far as the Lippe. Since this date, with still deeper shafts, the 
coal mines have been moved still further north. The iron inpustry 
followed in the wake of the coal-mine. The first coke-using 
furnace was established in 1849. Ores were obtained partly 
from the coal measures, but in the 'fifties most of the ore came 
from the Siegerland and the Lahn and Dill valleys. Then ores 
began to be imported from Spain. The big change came with 
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the development of the Thomas-Gilchrist process in the'eighties, 
which caused a complete reorganization of sme~ting (from the 
Bessemer process) so as to utilize the phosphoric ores of the Lor
raine minette ores. This change resulted in the very rapid growth 
of the Lorraine field and the closest interchange of iron ore and 
coke between Lorraine and the Ruhr. Since the last war, 
Germany has been more dependent on imported. ores, and the 
great bulk of the ores have- been imported by the Rhine and the 
Dortmund-Ems canal. Thus there is a'broad contrast between 
the heavy industrial district on the central belt of the coalfield, 
and the Sauerland to the· south which produces smaller wares 
that demand small amounts of material and considerable skill 
and labour. To the south of the Sauerland, the Sieg, Lahn and 
Dill valleys are still the chief producers of iron ore in Germany. 
Their ores are sent in part to the Ruhr and coke brought back 
by the Rhine in return for local smelting. In the Siegerland 
about half of the ores is smelted on the spot. There is little 
smelting in the other two valleys owing to transport costs, their 
ores being smelted near Neuwied on the Rhine or sent by water 
to the Ruhr. 

On the west bank of the Rhine, the iron industry began on 
the plateau, but has now died out and shifted north to the border 
of the Eifel plateau where there are two small coalfields (\Vurm 
and Inde) near Aachen. , Supplies of calamine accounted for 
the original location of the brass industry at Stolberg, which 
now depends on imported zinc and copper. At Aachen iron
working remains, including in particular the manufacture of 
needles. The textile industries, on the other hand, are especially 
important on the left bank. They began as a woollen industrf 
in Aachen and the neighbouring towns and as a cottage industry 
in tlie Eifel. Raw materials began to be imported ir. the seven
teenth century, flax being replaced by cotton and silk. The 
change to factory organization was earlier than in the rest of 
Germany owing. to the early exploitation of the coalfield. 

v 
For several centuries after the break-up of the. empire of 

Charles the Great in the early :h.fiddle Ages north-western 
Germany contained two great dukedoms which were divided by 
the Rhine--Lower Lorraine and Saxony, which extended south 
to a north-east-south-west line a few miles south of Bonn. The 
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region fell into several divisiorui in the late Middle Ages which 
had s.table political frontiers in spite of their apparently kaleido
scopic pattern on the coloured hisJ:orical maps. The arch
bishopric of Cologne extended as a strip along the left bank of 
the Rhine with its centre in Cologne. To the west was the 
dukedom of Julich, with its original nucleus and capital in the 
city of that name, and stretching from the plain on to the 'Eifel 
plateau. I:o the east was the dukedom ofBerg, with its capital 
in Dusseldorf, and covering much of the eastern half of the 
plateau. The small dukedom of Kleve stretched <Wer the plain 
on either bank of the lower Rhine. Further to the east lay the 
extensive. territories of the bishops of Munster, and the dukedom 
of Westphalia on the plateau south of Soest, that belonged to the 
bishops of Cologne. East of the Ems in the uplands of the \Veser 
there was a group of territories of ancient standing that have 
always been 'telatively independent of western relations and more 
closely tied up with each other and with the sphere of Nieder
sachsen to the east. These were the bishoprics of Paderborn and 
Osnabriick, and the Grtifschafls of Lippe and Ravensburg. (The 
territory _of the bishops of Munster also included the lower 
Emsland). This division of the \Veser area with respect to its 
internal divisions and its relations to adjacent territories has been 
permanent for over a thousand years and the distinctions are 
dear in popular feeling and usage. It was not till the formation 
of the Prussian province of \V estphalia, consolidated from many 
separate political units, that two prongs of \Vestphalian territory 
reached out to these \Veser lands\ to include Ravensburg, 
Minden and Paderborn. In fact, historically, economically and 
politically this is a zone with a great measure of independence 
and with relations with the culture spheres both to the west and 
east of it. To the south in the Moselle valley, lay the bishopric 
ofTrier, to the west lay the United Provinces (later tobeknown 
as Holland), Luxemburg and the bishopric of Liege. The tem
porary phase of French occupation during the Napoleonic Wars' 
brought a reorganization of administrative districts on the 
French model into departments and an:ondissements. Mter the 
treaty of Vienna in 1815 the whole territory passed to Prussia 
and there emerged from this historic pattern the two provinces 
of Rhfueland (Rheinland) and \Vestphalia (\Vestfalen). Rhine
land has a triangular shape with its base in the south and tapering 
northwards with its ·hypotenuse on the Rhine. It included 
roughly the bishopric of Trier, and the dukedoms of Kleve, J ulich 
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and Berg.1 The boundary between Rhineland and \Vestphalia 
is of very ancient origin, the part north of the Ruhr dating from 
the division of the early p1edieva1 dukedoms. Westphalia in
cluded roughly the bishopric of Munster and the dukedom of 
Mark. The boundary between the two provinces ran east of 
the Rhine and is of very ancient standing, dating from the early 
Middle Ages, and was a real politico-cultural divide. But the 
,modem economic development, the growth of population and 
new orientations, have outmoded it, and this old boundary now 
cuts right through the chief industrial areas of the plateau and 
through the heart of the Ruhr industrial area that has emerged 
in the last hundred years. 

VI 
Rhineland-Westphalia falls into several clearly defined 

economic units, each characterized by a distinct group of 
related industries. 

(a) The Heal!Jl Industrial Belt (Fig. 25) is commonly, though 
quite inaccurately, referred to as the Ruhr. This is a belt of 
low and level land on the northem edge of the uplands, known 
as the Sauerland through which flows the Ruhr from east to 
west. The river flows in thinly-peopled, wooded, upla~d country 
and is used to-day mainly as a source of water and electricity for 
the industrial area north of it. The industrial area stretches east 
of Duisburg-Ruhroit, its great river outlet on the Rhine (Ruh
rort, meaning the 'place of the Ruhr'). It is a closely settled 
urban belt stretching from Duisburg to Dortmund, a distance of 
about 40 miles with a width ofabout 15 miles. (There is a small 
outlier of the main coalfield west of the Rhine at Mors and the 
extreme eastem end of the coalfield is usually taken as Hamm). 
To the north is level land under heath and wood and marsh. 
To the south, there are wooded uplands and deep valleys, which, 
south. of the Ruhr river, are densely settled and industrialized. 
The belt has about 3! million inhabitants and about one-third 
of its 500 square miles is built-up. It falls into three belts. The 
southem upland is wooded with patches of cultivation, and very 
small industrial centres lie along the Ruhr river. The main 
central belt includes the great urban centres-Duisburg-Ha!llbom 
(431,ooo), Essen (66o,ooo), Bochum (sos,ooo), and Dortmund 

1 A province of Jiilich-Kleve and Berg was first est~blished in the new Prussian 
state in IBIS. In 1824 this was absorbed with other districts west of the Rhine 
to form the new province of Rhineland. 
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Fxo. 25.-The Ruhr and adjacent Industrial Areas. 
(After De Martonne, 1930.) 
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(53J,ooo), together with Gelsenkirchen (313,ooo), Mulheim 
(I3J,ooo), and Oberhausen (1g2,ooo). -The closest built-up 
area is the western half, west of, and including, Gelsenkirchen 
and Essen. This belt extends north to the river Emscher and 
the Rhine-Herne canal. It contains the main coal-mining 
area, and the heavy industries associated with the coal: iron and 
steel plants, blast furnaces, rolling mills, coke-batteries and dis
tillatio:q plants· and heavy engineering (boilers, locomotives, 
railroad stock, etc.). All these are predominantly concentrated 
in the westem secti~n, mainly on account of the proximity of 
Duisburg-Ruhrort and the Rhine whence are drawn the ores 
from abroad. North of the Emscher is the more recently 
developed coalfield, here deeply buried and reached by deep pit 
shafts. Mines and open miners' settlements are interspersed 
among farm, forest and heath. 

(h) The Wuppertal-Solingen district lies in the Sauerland uplands 
south of the Ruhr and is concemed with the production of finished 
goods, requiring smaller quantities of material but more pro
cessing. These industries are an outgrowth of the old-established 
ore-min~ng and charcoal-smelting along the swift-running 
upland streams. The total population of this scattered area is 
about three-quarters of a million. 

Two industrial clusters are found here. 
First, Wuppertal is the combined towns of Elberfeld and 

Barmen, strung along the deep and narrow floor of the river 
Wupper from which the whole urban belt takes its name (398,ooo). 
Textiles (cotton, silk, carpets, above all haberdashery and up
holstery) and light engineering are dominant in Wuppertal. Of 
particular importance to-day are the chemical and rayon indus
tries. The narrow valley of the Wupper is continued north-

1eastwards as a continuous belt of small industrial settlements, 
ending in Hagen (152,ooo), another seat of light and old-estab-
lished· ~ngineering industries in the old dukedom of Mark. 

Second, the Solingen-Remscheid area lies on the undulating 
plateau, immediately south of the Wupper and ext~nding south 
to the Westerwald. The town settlements are smaller and 
villages and h!Juses are. widely scattered. The principal indus
tries are fine steel wares. Solingen ( 1 38,ooo) and Remscheid 
( 103,ooo), Ltidenscheid and Iserlohn are the chief seats of iron
mongery and cutlery production in Germany. V elbert (3o,ooo) 

. has virtually a monopoly of the, production of keys, and also 
, specializes in household fittings. Much of this industry is carried 
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on in factories, but small workshops and domestic working are 
very important. 

This whole area corresponds with the two stable political units 
of Berg (West) and Mark (East) for which reason it is often called 
in Germany the Bergischmiirkische district. Its dominant com
mercial centre is Elberfeld. 

(c) The Aachen District west of the Rhine on the northe~ border 
of the Eifel plateau, corresponds in position with the Ruhr. The 
chief centre, one of the most ancient towns iri Europe, is Aachen 
(16s,ooo), situated on the old west-east highway from Flanders 
to central Europe and to-day occupying a key position on the 
German frontier on the great west-east railway axis from Brussels · 
to Cologne. Near to Aachen are two small coalfields, and the 
town, with the oldest engineering industries in Germany, has 
varied industries, mainly engineering and textiles. Stolberg is 
a centre of brass production, depending originally on local ores 
though now importing zinc and copper. Coal, labour and 
capital keep the industry where it is. DUren nearby is one of 
the small towns on the Eifel border that has some . modem 1 

industry (paper-making). 
(d) The Krefeld-Miinchen-Gladback District is a textile-manu

facturing district. Krefeld ( 169,000) specializes in silk goods, 
MUnchen-Gladbach (127,ooo) together with Rheydt (77,ooo) in 
cotton goods, with machinery as a secondary industry. There 
are some heavy cheinical and engineering industries at 'Ordingen 
(part of Krefeld) owing to its proximity to the Rhine. Rheydt 
is a centre of electro-technical industries and textiles and is a 
part of the same urban complex as M. Gladbach. This urban 
textile area has a population of about 250,000. 

(e) Cologne-Diisseldorf District. These two Rhine cities, together 
with smaller seats of industry on the Rhine--Neuss and Lever
kusen-make up a closely related urban group .. Together with 
their satellites, exactly like Duisburg-Ruhrort to the north, they 
owe their modem industry primarily to ~he existence of the great 
artery of the Rhine and their proximity to the Ruhr, from whence 
they draw iron and steel for fabri~ation, and to the textile indus
trial districts, which they supply with cheinicals. Iron and steel 
smelting, heavy engineering industries, and heavy cheinical 
industries are characteristic of these Rhine-side centres. 

Dusseldorf is situated on the right bank of the Rhine, and 
together with Neuss on the left bank had a population of6oo,ooo 
in 1939· It owes its important industries and commercial 
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status to its proximity to the heavy industrial district of the Ruhr, 
the light industrial district oi Wuppertal and Solingen, and to its 
position on the Rhine, permitting the importing of iron ores. 
Dusseldorf is a very important seat of heavy and light engineering 
and is the commercial headquarters for many Ruhr industrial 
concerns. 

Cologne (768,ooo), the third largest city in Germany, lies on 
the left bank of the Rhine, though its modern extensions. have 
spread to the right bank where the chief heavy engineering 
industries are located. Its industries are varied as in all great 
cities, but the engineering industries are especially important, 
located on the right bank of the river (Miilheim, Deutz, Kalk). 
Downstream at Leverkusen i$ the great seat of the I. G. Farben 
chemical plant. A new harbour and factory area lies on the 
north side of Cologne,. where the Niehl harbour is projected. 

A few miles south-west of Cologne is the great lignite (brown 
coal) producing area in the Ville district. There has .been little_ 
concentration of industry in this recently developed area. The 
brown coal is utilized on the spot in vast briquette and electricity 
plants, and fuel and electricity are distributed to Cologne and 
throughout the _Rhineland-Westphalia region. 

Cologne was the greatest Roman settlement, the greatest 
medieval archbishopric and city, and is to-day the greatest 
commercial and cultural centre in north-west Germany. 
Through the modern growth of industry and commerce, it has 
grown rapidly, and the built-up area has expanded outwards 
from the old city and to the new exclusively industrial areas on 
the right bank. The city has greatly extended its administrative 
limits, so that it had in 1939 over 75o,ooo inhabitants living on• 
about a quarter of its vast administrative area (the second in 
size after Berlin) of nearly 100 square miles. Until the modern 
era, the prestige and power of the bishops and burghers of Cologne 
were able to prohibit the growth of any competition within a 
radius of 3o-4o kilometres which is considerably larger than the 
effective radius of the great medieval cities (normally about 
2o-25 kilometres.) Even to-day it is surrounded by small towns, 
the only one of great size, Dusseldorf, owing its growth primarily to 
the modern development of industry. If the neighbouring places 
that are economically and culturally a part of Cologne be in
cluded in it the population amounts to almost one million. It 
is the ·chief commercial and financial centre for the whole of 
Rhineland-' Vestphalia. 
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(f) Miinsterland is the area north of the Ruhr stretching to the 

Dutch frontier and centred on Miinster (144,000). It has rela
tively little industry and is a country of cultivated land, heath 
and woods. Both Miinsterland and the lower Rhine plain are 
dairying areas, marketing both fluid milk and fat stock in the 
urban markets of the Ruhr. Miinster,itsancientcultural centre, 
with its university and cathedral, has attracted industries owing 
to its favourable situation as a railway centre and its nearness 
to the Dortmund-Eins canal, which skirts the south-east of the 
town. Towards the frontier is one of·the most ancient seats of 
domestic handicrafts in \Vestern Europe, lik~ Flanders. To-day, 
its small towns have cotton and linen industries similar to those 
of Enschede across the Dutch bordc:;r.· 

(g) The Siegerland and IAhn-Dill DistriCt (Westerwald) lies in the 
eastern half of the Middle Rhine plateau, and includes the Sieg 
(east of Bonn) and the Lahn and Dill (east of Koblenz). This 
is an old iron producing and working area and the chief source 
of Germany's domestic iron ores. The ores are of good grade 
but cosdy to work and transport is cosdy. Ores are smelted on 
the spot in the Sieg valley, while quantities ofcoke are imported 
from the Ruhr in exchange for the dispatch of about half the 
ore production. But geographically and historically, and in 
their regional associations, the Lahn and Dill valleys are also 
closely tied up with Koblenz and the Main-Rhine Region. 

(h) The Kohl~ Transition District. In the heart of the rolling 
. Rhine plateau, the deep valleys of the Moselle from the left and 
the Lahn from the right converge in the Rhine gorge and here 
in a depression is sited Koblenz, the capital of this area. 

East of the Rhine, its sphere includes the Lahn and Dill 
valleys. 

Particularly important on the left bank, in the Eifel plateau, 
is stone quarrying (volcanic). In addition to the exploitation of 
the forest (in the past for charcoal and for tannin for the leather 
industry, now extinct, and at the present for pit-props, ~tc.}. 
The vine clothes the slopes of the valleys of the Rhine and Moselle 
-a feature which clearly marks them off from the lower Rhine
lands, for the vine is not grown below Bonn. This whole dis
trict extends from Siegen in the north-east to Trier in the south
west and has its commercial focus in Koblenz. In effect it 
has close historical and modern relations with the Rhineland
\Vestphalian area to the north and the Main-Rhine area to the 
south. 
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This great complex of the whole of the Lower Rhinelands, 
or Rhineland-Westphalia as it is altematively called in Germany, 
is the most important industrial area in the Reich, with over 
two-thirds of its I 2 million people dependent on industry and 
commerce. It has four cities with between 500,000 and a 
million inhabitants and about a dozen in addition with over 
10o,ooo. It accounts for a fifth of the people in the Reich 
engaged in industry and over two-fifths of the installed power. 
The Ruhr industrial area produces four-fifths of the coal, pig
iron and steel, and the Cologne area nearly a third of the brown 
coal. Its commercial unity is due to the economic interdepend
ence of its specialized ind;ustrial sectors and to the dominance of its 
great cities, and above all to the historic and modem economic 
metropolis of Cologne. 

The essential unity of the whole is in many ways divided by 
the artificial barrier between the two provinces of ·westphalia 
and Rhineland that runs on the right bank of, and parallel to, the 
Rhine, cutting right through the " Ruhr , . This heavy in
dustrial area, however, and its westem extension across the Rhine 
to the frontier is part of the Rukrsiedlungsverband, the authority 
legally established in I92I to care for the common problems of 
regional planning-zoning, communications, open spaces and 
water-supply-for the whole " Ruhr , area. · 

The northem lowlands in particular are brought into the orbit 
of the food supply for the cities. Milk supplies, for instance, are 
drawn from a radius of 100 kilometres of Essen, with especially 
large consignments. from the lower Rhine plains and the Miinster
land. The same holds good for livestock . that are sent to 
the city slaughterhouses. 

Especially important_ are the economic inter-relations based 
on the predominance of the Ruhr coalfield and its heavy iron 
and steel industries, the light iron- and steel-ware industries, the 
chemicals and textiles. All these industries depend primarily on 
po~er-coal and its derivatives (coke, gas, electricity) and 
lignite (briquettes and electricity). 

The proportion of coal to total rail and water traffic is 40 per 
cent. for the Reich; it is much larger for Rhineland-Westphalia. 
From the Ruhr (together with the Aachen field) 82 million tons 
of coal, briquettes and coke were despatched by rail and barge 
in I935· The total was distributed as follows : 
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• German ports on the Rhine and Main (for 
distribution by rail in south Germany). . 

Alsace and "Switzerland. · 
• Netherlands and Belgium. 

German seaports. 
• Other ports of lower Rhine for distribution 

· by rail in north-west Germany. 

The trade in brown coal and briquettes from the Cologne field 
in the Rhineland.province amounts to a dispatch of 12·6 million 
tons in I 935· Most of this was carried over short distances in 
the provinces of Rhineland and Westphalia, with small quantities 
of briquettes to Hesse and Lower Saxony. About 2·5 million, 
tons were sent by barge up the Rhine to Baden and the 
Palatinate for redistribution by rail. ' 

These figures show c«;~nvincingly that while the Rhine is used· 
for long-distance consignments, the rail is used for regional and 
general distribution and especially for shorter hauls. If we 
exclude the consignments to ports and directly abroad, then one
half of the total fuel traffic in the Reich is confined to the two 
provinces. This may be carried a step further, for the lignite 
field west of Cologne is primarily a seat of electricity production, 
and is connected with the electric grid of Westphalia-with its 
thermal- {notably the Rheinisch-\Vestfalische Elektrizitatswerk) 
and hydro-electric plants. The greater part of Westphalia is 
supplied with electricity by \Vestphalian concerns (mainly the 
Vereinigte Elektrizitatswerke \Vestfalens). But the R.W.E. feeds 
Rhineland as well as Siegerland and spreads int~ Westphalia and 
north of it into the Emsland to south Oldenburg and Diepholz. 
A wide zone in eastern Westphalia, parallel to the Weser 
(70 kilometres wide) is fed from plants in Hesse and Hanover.1 

The limits of the region are wide border zones with distinctive 
features of their own. This is a feature common to any region. 
In this case the border areas of special importance are those of 
Koblenz and Osnabrtick-Bielefeld. In the former the Sieg valley 
is intimately associated economically and historically with the 
Sauerland and with the Ruhr. The rest of the Koblenz area is 
a distinct unit with dose relations with both Rhineland-,Vest
phalia and Main-Rhine. The Osnabruck-Bielefeld area IS a 

1 Spethmann, Ruhrreoier 1111d Raum Westphalm, pp. 38-42. 
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clearly· defined physical unit bounded by the two belts ofV -shaped 
hills enclosing the small lowland traversed by the Weser. It has 
had close ·relations historically with east and west, but in history, 
as in its present associations, is much more closely lillked with 
Lower Saxony (Niedersachsen) to the east. It is a distinct economic 
province and is centred on its small industrial-cultural capital 
of Osnabrock. These features are brought out clearly by the 
map showing the density of road traffic. A dense continuous net 
extends to lines from Bonn to· Arnsberg, Werl and Hamm, and 
Dorsten and Bocholt in the north. B~yond, to the north ana 
east there is more open rural country with smaller towns as the 
focal points of radial roads-Munster, which is closely allied with 
the region, and, further afield, Osnabrock, Bielefeld and Pader
bom, which are each geographically separate and v.ery distinct · 
foci bordering on Lower Saxony (Niedersachsen). 



CHAPTER IV 

LOWER SAXONY (NIEDERSACHSEN) 

I 

Studies of regional associations and schemes for new adminis
trative provinces all agree in the recognition of this unit. Its 
name~ which has no political significance, and first came into 
use in the sixteenth century, is used generally in regional divisions 
and recognizes thereby what is, although not clearly defined as 
to its geographical limits, a real unit of contemporary German 
life and affairs. The unit is so firmly fixed in general usage since 
it brings together a heterogeneous collection of interlocking 
political divisions, of which the most extensive, and, therefore, 
the nucleus for the whole region, is the 'Prussian Province of 
Hanover. The difficulties in modern life brought about by this 
political pattern prompted a big investigation of the area at the 
instigation of the 6yd Provinzial Landtag of Hanover in 1928 
with the following directive. 

. . 
The Landesdirektorium is requested to collect and collate material 

to indicate what economic and administrative difficulties arise in 
the economic region of Kzedersachsen through the existence of Liinder 
frontiers. Also to investigate how the consequences of this terri- · 
torial disunity of the economic region of Niedersachsm can be 
abolished. This work is to be prepared in collaboration with 
the Wirtsckaftswissen.schafllichen Gesellsckaft Vtm Studiums Nieder
sachsen (economic society for the study of Lower Saxony) and 
presented as a memorandum (Denkschrift) to the Provincial 
Landtag. 

I 
This investigation, published in 1929 in two large volumes, 

was prepared by Dr. Kurt Bruning, Lecturer in Geography at 
the Technical High School of Hanover. This is o~ main . 
source of reference for detail but there are many other publica
tions on the political, economic and cultural traits and unity of 
Niedersachsen. As an economic unit it is defined for purposes of 
the investigation by Bruning, as the region of ,the associated 

. chambers of commerce (Wirtschaflshund Niedersachsen-Kassel), ex
cluding the southern " bulge '' of the Kassel area-although this 
area, divided between Frankfurt and Hanover and not large or 
strong enough to stand alone' in a nation-wide division, has 
always elected for union .with the Niedersachsen region (Fig. 26). 

79 
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This definition, it is explicitly stated, does not claim to be based 
on any criteria other than economic associations. 

This is an area of distinctive character, which has relations 
outside of Niedersachsen, but it is pre-eminently a single unit. 
It is bounded, according to this investigation, by the Dutch 

N. 

I 
-too 

I 

FIG. 26.-Niedersachsen. 

• 

{After Nudersachsen im Rllhmen der Nmglirdmnzg des Rriches, I Band, 1929.} 
Shaded is the area of the Landesarhritsamt, as well as many other trade and ; 

professional organizations. The hatched line defmes the area chosen by the Lmuks
dir•ktorium of the Province•of Hanover. 

frontier to the west (including the lower Ems land), the Elbe to 
the east, a line from north-east to south-west from Salzwedel to 
Munden going half-way between Brunswick and Halberstadt to 
the south-east and a line north-west to south-east from Rheine 
to Munden. The southern end of this diamond-shaped unit 
almost reaches Kassel. 
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Like tlre author of this work, we also would emphasize that 
this is a boundary of convenience that follows existing ( 1929) 
political boundaries. \Ve choose to regard it as a spring-board 
for a general discussion of what Niedersacksen is. 

The name Niedersachsen first appeared in the early sixteenth 
century, when, in order to introduce some semblance of order 
and authority in· the Empire, the Emperors, overriding the 
chaotic pattern of feudal territories", established major regions' on 
an Empire-wide basis for purposes of imperial organization
especially for the levying and support of troops. Niedersachsen, 
·embracing the eastern part of the old dukedom of Saxony and 
·the seat of the Saxon Emperors and their people, was so called 
to distinguish it from Obersachsen, the \Vettinian kingdom in the 
middle Elbe basin, the remnant of which is the modem Land of 
Saxony, with Dresden as its capital. The many maps in the 
Bruning volumes show the extent of the regio~ for all kinds of 
ad hoc purposes-trade, professional and cultural associations, 
some important, some of trifling significance-and reveal the 
consistency with which this area is used. But while its boundaries 
for these specific purposes ·are dictated by political lines and 
therefore appear to be very definite, it will be found in fact that 
they cut through some districts which are, in all senses, units ; 
and, in any case, the region merges gradually into neighbours 
on all sides by reason of its central position. Even in these 
ad hoc maps, however, one notes a frequent and very significant 
divergence from these politicat limits. Thus, while the lower 
Elbe, the boundary of the Province of Hanover, is often the 
limit, and is taken as such for administrative reasons by the 
chambers of commerct region, this river cuts right through the 
Hamburg complex. In fact for this reason many Niedersachsen 
regions exclude a long strip on the south bank of the lower Elbe, 
as shown on Fig. 26. On the other hand, the region is some
times extended beyond the Elbe to include Schleswig-Holstein 
and Hamburg, while the lower \Veser lands (Bremen and Olden
burg) are sometimes excluded. Similarly, the allegiances of 
the \Veser uplands (Osnabrock and Bidefeld) are divided as are· 
those of the Kassel area, and even the northern part of Province 
Saxony centred on Magdeburg. All these outer areas are in 
effect a wide " penumbra " to the central heart of Niedersachsen 
with its capital in Hanover. Ignoring for the moment these 
questionsrof zonal limits, the essential feature of the region is 
that it has its:axis,~geographically speaking, on the \Veser and 
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its flanking uplands and its focus in Hanover,· and Jts nuclear 
area is the modern province of Hanover. 

II 

Physically, the region contains 'rour east-west belts of country, 
which are continued in the . regions beyond the Elbe and the 
Weser. The northern portion of the Central Uplands, drained 
north by the Weser and the Leine east of it, lies between the 
Rhine Plateau and the Harz. In history and at present, this 
country is, from our point of view, especially significant as a 
region of passage by natural routeways from north to south, 
through the " corridor , of Hesse, commanded by Kassel and, 
to a lesser degree, by Gottingen. These uplands merge gradually 
northwards into a wide zone of rolling, treeless and rich arable 
country, the Borde zone, a continuation of the belt from the 
Cologne Bay· and the Hellweg, from the end of which (after 
passing through the present industrial towns of the Ruhr) at 
Paderborn it is separated by the lower \V'eser, uplands around 
Bielefeld and Osnabrock which here jut north-westwards as a 
wedge into the lowland. In Niedersachsen this zone extend~ 
along the north side of the Harz tQ the great area of the middle 
Elbe basin. To the north, making up a good half of the whole 
area of the region, is a main portion of the Northern Lowland : 
fiat, low-lying land, with moor, heath and meadow, and scattered 
patches of cultivation on a base of sand and gravel soils (called 
Geest). The marshlands on the northern coast, that extend from 
the Low Countries in the west to western Denmark in the east, 
have been drained since the early Middle Ages, while the peat
moors, when denuded of their peat, have been brought under 
cultivation since the eighteenth century. 

The whole region formed in the tenth centur}r the eastern 
half of the great dukedom of Saxony which extended west almost 
to the banks of the Rhine,. and was bordered by the land of the 
Frisians in the north coastal marshlands of modern Germany and 
the Low Countries, including the present province of Holstein 
beyond the lower Elbe, and the Altmark, centred on Magdeburg. 
It became the chief habitat of the Saxons after their conquest 
by Charles the Great, who drove them from their fortress posts 
in the hills of.\Vestphalia along the Ruhr and We~er. Its first 
towns appeared in the early Middle Ages along the Borde 
zone and in several isolated centres in the Northern Lowland 
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(Bremen, Verden, and Luneburg). The main belt of rural 
settlement-and of town development in the· A-fiddle Ages was, 
however, along the Borde. zone. This development reached its 
height in the later Afiddle Ages. Previously the region was 
the frontier zone of German settlement. 

In the early Afiddle Ages the region was in fact a borderland ; 
close German settlement had not even reached the Elbe and there 
were many islands of Slav settlement between the Elbe and ¢-e 
\Veser. The eastward spread of German (Saxon) settlement 
towards the Elbe began very early and the Elbe for centuries 
was one of the greatest political and cultural divides in Europe, 
with its great Germanic and Christian outpost against the Slavs 
in Magdeburg, situated on the west bank of the Elbe at th~ end 
of the main east-west Borde route, the continuation of the Hell
weg along which so many of the historic cities grew. Mter 
about 1150 colonization east of the Elbe began and Nieder
sachsen occupied thereby a more central position. It should be 
noted that the land beyond the lower .Elbe west of Kiellay in 
this original sphere of Saxon culture and settlement. 

III . 
In 1the later Middle Ages- Niedersachsen was crossed by a 

network of routes. Their main directions were north-south and 
east-west. The chief east-west routes ran along the Borde zone 
-the zone of most fertile and most closely settled land, and 
from times immemorial the zone that offered the least difficulty 
to cross-country movement. The oldest of these ways, existing 
in early German times in the first millennium A.D., ran as a 
continuation of the Hellweg eastwards, crossing the Weser at 
several places, thence passing east along the northern border of 
the Harz, where some of the earliest Saxon towns developed, to 
Magdeburg, the great seat of commerce and christianization for 
the lands it overlooks beyond the Elbe. These Borde routes 
were crossed by north-south routes. The main rivers all flow 
from south to north, but none of them was ever of great importance. 
for navigation. Far more important were the valleys, that were 
often followed by the land routes, and the points where they 
were crossed by east-west routes marked- the original sites 
of many of the towns. In the later Middle Ages with the 
growth of north-south traffic there emerged a most remarkable 
concentration of routeways between the Rhine Plateau and the 
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hills of Thuringia and the Harz following the Weser, Fulda and 
Werra valleys and the Leine. These were all bundled together 
in the land of Hesse, which for that reason is often referred to 
by writers as the Hessian Corridor. Here, too, converged routes 
from across the Rhine Plateau from the Rhine, and from Leipzig 
and Halle. The two key towns in this ganglion of routes were 
Kassel and Gottingen. To the north, where the north-south 
routes opened out to the Borde zone, a whole series of important 
medieval towns appeared as flourishing trading centres. Among . 
these were Halberstadt, Brunswick, Hildesheim, Hanover, 
Hameln and Minden. These towns grew quickly, but instead 
of simply expanding from their old centres, two or more entirely 
separate towns were built adjacent to each other as part of the 
same ·settlement, but having independent govemment and legal 
existence though cut off from their neighbours at nightfall by 
the city gates. 

The later Middle Ages, however, witnessed territorial dis
integration in the area. Though changing in dynastic status, the 
new territories remained fairly permanent in their extent and 
acquired real politico-cultural significance. The dukedom of 
Liineburg was the nucleus, the predecessor of the kingdom of 
Hanover. To the east was the old frontier· mark of Altmark-

. the nucleus of Brandenburg and of Prussia of the Hohen
zollems-and the territory of the bishops of Magdeburg. The · 
bishops of Bremen, Hildesheim, Halberstadt, Minden, and 
Paderbom had their separate territories and, in addition, there 
were small ducal territories in the Weser hill country-Lippe, 
Ravensburg and, then further east, the dukedom of Bruns
wick. In I8I5, after the lapse of hundreds of years, the pattern' 
was simplified by the eastward extension of the new Prussian 
province of Westphalia and the formation of the kingdom of 
Hanover from the old dukedom of Liineburg, while the Elbe 
territories became a part of the new Prussian province of Saxony. 
To-day, the great part of the region falls into the Prussian province 
of Hanover together with the political territories embedded in it. 
These are the Land of Oldenburg, the Hansa City of Bremen,. 
the Liinder of Lippe and Schaumburg-Lippe, and Brunswick, 
broken up into several isolated and irregularly-shaped parts. 

The importance of Niedersach$en as a crossways is no less 
apparent in the development of modern commerce by rail, road 
and water. The Weser is the only large river and this flows 
from south to north through its centre. But it never has been 
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of great importance as a navigable highway like the Rhine or 
the Elbe, although it is being made accessible to Munden at the 
confluence of the Fulda and Werra and the latter is being im
proved and regularized. These north-south rivers are of chief 
importance as affording lowland routeways for road and rail. 
There is now 'completed the Mittelland canal that links the Rhine 
and Elbe and traverses the northern edge of the populous foreland 
zone. This great waterway, taking barges of over 1 ,ooo tons, 
has already made possible the localization of heavy industries 
around Hanover and the development of the Goring iron and 
steel plant near the iron ores of· Salzgitter. Similarly there 
is a high density of rail and roads in the Borde zone, south 
of the line of the Mittelland canal, that bo'rders the northern 
heath and moorlands. Especially important are the great trunk 
railways from Cologne and the Ruhr to Berlin, and the north
south routes from Hamburg and Bremen to Frankfurt through 
the important railroad centre of Kassel. The same focusing of 
trunk routes is evident in the Reichsautobahnen, one route running 
east-west linking Magdeburg-Hanover and the Ruhr with the 
intervening cities, and a second running north-south from 
Hamburg to Frankfurt, the crossways being Hanover, from 
which another route was planned before the war to run north
west, skirting Bremen to Emden. The other main focal points 
which will stand out in the completed plan of autobahns are 
Magdeburg, Brunswick and Kassel. Hanover, with 472,000 
inhabitants, is the geographical centre of the region, the capital 
of the old kingdom of Hanover and of the Prussian province, 
and its traditional regional economic and cultural metropolis. 

IV 

Niedersachsen is also considered to be a unit from the cultural 
point ofview, albeit it is vaguely geographically defined. Indeed,' 
it is in this sense that the name has become popular in recent years. 
This conception is based primarily on the past cultural history 
and its expression in the culture foriOS and social traits of to-day. 
In origin, the Saxon people spread westwards beyond the \Veser, 
and at the time of Charles the Great's conquests, their principal 
refuges were in the tangled hills and valleys of the Sauerland 
and the \Veser uplands. Driven eastwards beyond the \Veser, 
this territory, as far as the Elbe, became their homeland. The 
western sector, grouped around Munster and the Hellweg towns 
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(Soest and Paderborn and Dortmund) was more deeply impreg
nated by Frankish culture and the Roman Church, while east 
of the W eser the folk retained a strong pagan tradition and went 
over to the Protestant Church with the Reformation. The same 
basic dialect-Nie.derdeutsck or Low German-is spoken through
out. To-day, the southern boundary of Low German runs from 
Magdeburg south of west through the· confluence of the Werra 
and Fulda. The western boundary runs east of and parallel to 
the Rhine-the boundary between the present provinces of 
Westphalia and Rhineland. The contrasts between Westphalia 
and Lower Saxony have already been noted in their political 
aspects-a group of territories in ;the west dominated by the 
Roman Catholic bishoprics of Soest, Paderborn and, above all, 
Munster, and the dominance east of the \Veser of the Hanover 

.province and its long predecessors, which became Protestant. 
Here, too, east of the Weser, after the Frankish conquests in the 
eighth century, the Saxon folk finally settled, with a mode of 
settlement and a legal and cultural life, based on a pagan tradi
tion, very distinct from that of the Rhinelands. In the west, the 
church-village is characteristic of the country ·settlements and 
the open market town as in England and northern France and the 
Low Countries, whereas castles and walled towns are relatively 
few-the distinctive trait being the moated country mansion and 
the lavish town mansion ·of the landed ·gentry built during the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In Niedersachsen, on 
the other hand, half of the land in the north is· taken up by the 
expanses of heath and moor with small villages and market towns. 
But in the Borde and ~e uplands to the south along the great 
routeways the oldest towns grew around fortified cathedrals and 
secular burghs or fortresses and feudal castles-as evidenced by 
the frequency of the suffix burgh in town place-names. Many 
market settlements were founded in the twelfth century and 
almost all of them became walled towns. It is here that one 
finds in particular the foundation of twin towns, as at Bruns- • 
wick, evidencing the great prosperity and rapid growth of these 
townS in the Middle Ages. 

Niedersachsen is not only the birthplace of the pagan cultur,e 
of the Saxons, with all its fundamental divergences from Roman 
Christian civilization, whose roots nurture modern Prussianism 
and the Nazi movement. The people also, as anthropologists 
agree, have dominantly Nordic racial traits .. It is the home of 
the Saxon tribes, later emerging as the Saxon dukedom which 
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had its own code of laws with a rich individual folklore and 
tradition. Here, too, distinct culture forms emerged, though it 
is not possible to define their geographical limits except vaguely. , 
One of the most distinctive features, apart from speech (Nieder
deutsch), is th.e traditional build of the farmstead-the so-called 
Lower Saxon farmstead-a great half-timbered building in which 
living quarters, barns and stalls and stables are all· under one 
roof, with a traditional style of building and design. Similarly 
architectural styles and designs appear in the towns, marking 
them off as a group from the neighbouring areas. · 

This culture area of Niedersachsen, with its nucleus in the 
lands midway between the Weser and the Elbe, and changing 
gradually southwards in the Central Uplands of Hesse, also 
merges gradually to the east and the west. To the east, the 
original culture sphere of the Saxons did not reach to the Elbe 
and it will be remembered that Magdeburg for long was an out
post, and the Altmark, the nucleus of Brandenburg, lay on the 
west side of th'e Elbe. In fact, this was the first zone of coloniza
tion by the Saxon people. -Schleswig and Holstein, east to Kiel, 
have the same culture forms and dialects-Saxon, and Frisian on 
the north coast-as west of the Elbe. In the later Middle Ages 
(after 1200) with the spread of German settlement east of the Elbe• 
the. settlement of the Baltic provinces and Brandenburg was 
effected by Saxon people, who carried thither their dialects, 

• customs and house forms, and systems of village settlement, all 
of which were gradually modified from the parent type in the 
new physical and social environme~t. All this ma)C appear to 
be merely academic. Such, however, is not the case, for these 
traditional regional differences are very strong in Germany, 
where the rural way of life has not in any way been swamped by 
the growth of urbanism as in Britain. Moreover; the spread of 
the Saxon peoples has been such that their area is broadly 
identical with that of modem Prussia and it is upon the pagan 
Wagnerian tradition that the Prussian and Nazi ways of life, as 
distinct from the Westem Christian way of life, are largely 
based. 

v 
Let us now tum to a brief discussion of the present economic 

character and associations of this region of Niedersachsen. 
Mineral resources are small and scattered and have, in conse
quence, not given rise to any great urban agglomerations such as 
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~re found to the east and west of it in the Ruhr and in the middle 
Elbe basin. Coal is mined in the lower ·w eser hills near Osna
bruck and Ibbenbiiren, and there is a small field in the Deister 
district near Hanover. Iron ores are mined at Peine, east of 
Hanover, and Salzgitter, 10 ririles south-west of Brunswick. Oil 
is obtained near Celie on the northern lowland and salt at various 
points east of Hanover, especially around Hildesheim. These 
resources are scattered and scanty and cannot support heavy in
dustries. The main industrial districts are in and around Bruns
wick and Hanover, and .form a continuation geographically of 
the industrial district of Central Germany around the northern 
edge of the Harz south of Magdeburg. Beet sugar, brown coal 
and salt industries figure in both districts, but in the former 
none- is dominant and it is better characterized as a zone of 
mixed industries. ·Industry is also mainly clustered around the 
towns, especially Hanover and Brunswick. Here alone is to be 
found over a half of Germany's rubber industry. The industrial 
development of these two districts has been greatly stimulated 
by the opening of the Mittelland canal, which runs from east 
to west a few miles to the north of these towns. Elsewhere, 
industry is of little importance except for Salzgitter where the 
Hermann Goring works are situated. A special industry with 
the chief seat in Germany around Brunswick, is the manufacture 
of preserves, which has developed since the 'sixties, in association 
with the cultivation of asparagus. But Brunswick is of chie( 
importance to-day for its light engineering industries. 

The Weser hill country in the west forms a separate and 
distinct industrial complex. Wood and sand favoured in the 
past the early development of a glass industry. The oldest 
centre was in the Soiling district, dating from the eighteenth 
century, which to-day, depending on its skilled labour supply, 
produces high grade goods, including half of the world's pro
duction of spectacle lenses. West of the Weser, the linen industry 
was of very ancient origin. The old-established cottage industry 
as elsewhere in Germany, was badly hit in the early nineteenth 
century by 'the competition of cheap English factory wares, and 
instead of being adapted to the new conditions (the rulers of 
Lippe actually forbade the import of textile machinery in the 
early days), it virtually died out, and its place was taken by 
new industries. In the north-the Minden district--cigar-mak
ing appeared (as in the Eichsfeld) and is to-day the dominant 
industry. In the south-the Land ofLippe-wood-working grew, 
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together with cigar-making ; th~ main branch is the making of 
furniture. The . Ravens burg district, centred on Bielefeld, is an 
old linen-making district, too, but it has developed new and 
distinct industries. Bielefeld is still a main seat of the linen 
industry, but from it has grown a variety of new and. related 
industries-related in the sensy of continuing the same kind of 
labour and producing goods requiring the same sort of skill and 
work--such as the making of sewing machines and bicycles. 

Hanover owed the beginnings of its modem industrial develop~ 
ment to the proximity of the Deister coalfield. ,But itS real 
industrial growth did not commence till the 'sixties with the 
advent of the rubber industry for which it is Germany's chief 
centre of production. In the next decades, the textile and auto
mobile industries were added and for both of these it is to-day 
an outstanding centre. ' . 

Thus, Niedersachsen has its nucleus in the Borde zone, in 
the drainage area of the middle Weser and · the Leine rivers, 
between the Weser hills and the Harz. Th~ is a closely settled 
and highly productive agricultural area, and has many historic 
cities, though most are to-day small and retain much of their 
medieval character. From the commercial point of view it is 
pre-eminently a region of transit. But its regional lif~ and its 
politico-cultural development reveal it as a distinct entity, with 
its capital in Hanover, which is now able to forge ahead as a 
seat of both light and heavy industries, thanks to its traditional 
skilled industries, and its position mid-way between the Ruhr and 

. Berlin, and between Hamburg and Frankfurt, while the rece:t;1t 
completion of the Mittelland canal has given to the Hanover 
and Brunswick districts a new lease of industrial life. Finally, 
this was the original habitat of the Saxon peoples and of the seats 
of the Saxon Emperors of the Holy German Empire, and the 
home of the pagan traditions of the German Saxons, in which 
are rooted Prussianism and its successor, Nazism. The cult of 
paganism and the Nordic myth, nurtured by the Nazis, has 
added to the disruption between the Latin and \Vestern Christian 
traditions of Germanic civilization. 

Around this nucleus there are wide areas with a great measure 
of independence in their historical and economic development 
and associations. These are the Osnabruck-Bielefeld area, the 
Kassel area, and the Magdeburg area. Finally, in the thinly 
peopled expanses of the Northem Lowland, amidst the reclaimed 
marshes of the North Sea coast are the great ports of Hamb1:1rg 
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and Bremen, both historically and economically separate units, 
which, it is generally conceded, should be regarded as separate 
from Niedersachsen, and demand recognition as units in a new 
Reich. The assessment of conditions of historical development 
and the wishes of present economic interests (as expressed through 
the district chambers of commerce) associate the Kassel region 
with Niedersachsen rather than with Main-Rhine, although it 
lies in the Prussian Province of Hessen-Nassau. The same holds 
good for the Osnabriick-Bielefeld districts, which, though partly 
brought into the political orbit of the west through the expansion 
of \Vestphalia in I8I5, are, in fact, politically, historically, and 
economically, far more closely allied with Niedersachsen together 
with the other lands of the W eser basin than with \V estphalia. 



CHAPTER 'v 

THE LO}VER ELBE AND 'WESER : HAMBURG 
AND BREMEN 

I 

The cities of Hamburg and Bremen, situated on the estuaries 
of the Elbe and Weser respectively, are essentially independent, 
specialized economic communitieS, which have grown as great 
ports serving extensive hinterlands, rather than as seats of regional 
integration. Though situated on the northern border of Nieder
sachsen and closely related to it in their cultural associations, the 
life and interests of these cities are tied up with their ports and 
their world-wide connections. This has alwan been so, and for 
centuries, since the Middle Ages when they were Hanseatic cities, 
they have been independent states, and it is generally agreed 
that this. status should be retained in a new arrangement of 
political units in the Reich.~ In the case of Hamburg, such 
reorganization has become a vital need for the normal functioning 
of the life and organization <>f the agglomeration as a whole, of 
which Hamburg is only a part. Hamburg in particular illustrates 
well the fact that the organization of a port, the spread of settle
ment from its overcrowded 'core, and the need for adequate 
transport services from work-place to home and to remoter 
suburban :districts demand the administrative unity of the whole 
complex, ·unhampered by the restrictions imposed by other 
administrative units close around it, which inevitably have 
impeded far-sighted planning in the great period of growth in 
the last seventy years. . 

These two cities, like twins in their historical development 
and modern economic functions, have also, broadly speaking, the 
same physical setting. The old city centres lie at the·head of 
broad estuaries that are bordered almost throughout by strips of 
flat marshland, reclaimed through centuries, dyked, drained and 
cultivated. These are bordered by slightly higher sandy heath
land, known as geest, with series of small towns and villages 
situated at the edge of the marsh and the heath. The latter 
sometimes reaches the river front as high bluffs, favouring the 
siting of settlements. This is notably the case at Vegesack and 
Blumenthal below Bremen. There are, however, big differences· 
between the two cities and their environs. The \Veser does not 
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offer the same natural facilities for navigation as the Elbe. 
Bremen is far upstream and it has not been possible to maintain 
1the estuary in such a condition as to permit the largest modem 
vessels to reach Bremen itself. Hamburg can be reached without 
difficulty by the greatest vessels without locks. The Elbe offers 
a vast hinterland easily accessible by large barges; on the main 
river alone-to say nothing of its contact with Berlin-barges of 
850 tons burthen can reach 970 kilometres upstream to Aussig in 
Czechoslovakia, and it is not surprising that most of Hamburg's 
bulk cargo is trans-shipped direct from boat to barge. The Weier, 
on the other hand, has serious difficulties to navigation : shallow
ness and irregularity of flow from season to season. It can 
take barges of only 350 tons to Kassel, and the upper basin is 
at present virtually beyond the reach of the barge. The main 
connection of the. lower '\Veser is with the Mittelland canal, but 
the extent of Bremen's field of competition is limited by the 

· waterways serving Hamburg and Emden. Railway traffic 
accounts for 85 per cent. of the goods coming to Bremen from the 
interior as compared with only 40 per .cent. for Hamburg. In 
view of the differences in the two estuaries, while port facilities 
on the Elbe have been centralized at Hamburg, they have been 
naturally decentralized on the Weser below Bremen, the chief 
centre. Finally, as a result of these differences, while Hamburg 
and its·contiguous urban areas houses quite one and a half million 
people, Bremen itself houses under 35o,ooo, and even with the 
smaller ports downstream, under 50o,ooo people. 

II 

Hamburg grew on the north bank of the Elbe. Its rise as 
a great port dates from the Renaissance period with the growth 
of transoceanic commerce and the decline of the Hanseatic 
League, with its capital in Lubeck, 45 miles away on the Baltic 
side of the peninsula. In 1567 the first German Exchange was 
opened here and soon after the 1vferchant Adventurers shifted 
their headquarters from Antwerp. Already by 18oo it had more 
than 1oo,ooo inhabitants and reached 1 26o,ooo in 1866. In 
1933 the city of Hamburg alone had over a million inhabitants. 
But this figure. does not include the built-up areas contiguous 
with Hamburg but outside its administrative limits. Altona, on 
its west side, with fishing, engineering and food industries, had 
242,000 inhabitants. Altona was, in origin, a Holstein founda-
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tion, peopled by Dutch colonists. Beyond it downstream extends 
an open and extensive residential district, Blankanese, on higher 
geest land overlooking the river To the north-east there is Wands
bek, with its confectionery industries, with 50,000 inhabitants. 
But even more significant is the extension of the great modern 
port, to the south side of the river. Here, on the sea-level marshes, 
the cutting of the new docks began in the 'sixties, the old harbour 
on the north side adjacent to the old town being far too congested 
and offering no space for expansion. Here has grown the vast . 
modern harbour with its wharves, warehouses, shipbuilding yards 
and factories ; and there are plans for the further extension of 
the harbour downstream. Behind this great port is the industrial 
town of Harburg-W.llhelmsburg, with 113,000 inhabitants in 
1933, processing the raw materials brought in through the port 
-rubber, vegetable oils, chemicals, etc. Harburg-Wilhebnsburg 
was established as a rival port to Hamburg by the rulers of 
Brunswick-Liineburg, then passed to the kingdom of Hanover 
and finally to Prussia. Even with its excellent facilities for 
navigation, Hamburg has its outport at Cuxhaven at the southern 
tip of the Elbe ·estuary. In all this great urban complex there 
are over one and a half million inhabitants ( 1,682,000 in 1939), 
the great bulk of them living on the north side of the river, 
clustered around the old town and the modern business district 
between the Alster lake and the old harbour, while the main 
areas of work-port and factories-are situated on the south 
side. In consequence, there is a tremendous congestion of traffic 
and serious traffic difficulties. In 1925 some 37,000 workers' 
lived in the central business district, but 125,000 found their 
occupations there. In the early 'thirties the port and its related 
industries occupied 155,000 persons, so that altogether about 
225,000 persons (excluding their dependants) found employment 
in the city or port, but less than a fifth of them lived in these 
districts. This raised probleins of housing, which have been 
made more difficult by the fact that the administrative area of 
Hamburg itself was too small to cope with the houses needed, and 
this partly explains the' predominance of the flat in modern Ham
burg. The traffic problem, both to the central business district, 
and, more serious, across the river by ferry, by rail and by tunnel, 
is very similar to that of Merseyside, although in the latter far 
more of the port workers live behind their port and factory areas. 
Then, again, there are the problems of the port-the need for 
extensions, for common regulations for the whole port area, and 
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the rest. Hamburg and its neighbours have their main interest 
in the river, but they also need elbow-room for expansion radially_ 
outwards, both to the north and south of the river. 

The problem of the territorial reorganization of the Greater 
Hamburg complex has long been a source of serious concern, and 
it is small wonder that many schemes have been put forward since 
the question of a Neugliederung of the Reich came forward after 
the I9I.f.-I8 war. Not only were the four mam towns of the 
group (Hamburg, Altona, Harburg-Wilhelmsburg, \Vandsbek) 
administratively independent of each other, but they were sur
rounded by the administrative districts, eight in number, oftwo 
provinces of Prussia, Schleswig-Holstein and Hanover. Almost 
the whole of die south side of the river was Prussian territory 
(Hanover). The earlier schemes for a division of the whole of 
the Reich included . Schleswig-Holstein and· Hamburg with 
Niedersachsen. But economic considerations indicate the essen
tial separateness of Hamburg. The boundary <?f Niedersachsen 
is often taken along the Elbe, thus in fact dividing the whole 
complex through its main artery, an absurd arrangement. But 
for many purposes Niedersachsen excludes a strip along the south 
bank of the lower Elbe down to the sea, recognizing thereby the 
unity of this strip with the Hamburg complex. The minimum 
area demanded by a new region on the lower Elbe is one com
parable with the voluntary association for purposes of regional 
planning, a radius of 30 kilometres from the centre of Hamburg. 
It may also be argued that through the concern of the port with 
the whole of the estuary, the latter should be included in its 
region. This would bring in a strip some 20 or 30 kilometres 
wide, .but would incorporate large areas of thinly peopled rural 
land foreign to the urban complex and its activities and outlook. 
Again, alternative proposals have been put forward, each stressing 
some particular point of view, e.g. for the inclusion ofLiibeck with 
the Lower Elbe, forming a strip across the neck of the peninsula, 
separating Schleswig-Holstein from Mecklenburg; or, again, 
the inclusion of Hamburg with Schleswig-Holstein and Lubeck. 
These various proposals need not concern us here. The main · 
fact is that there should be a minimum unit area embracing 
the whole of the port and urban complex of the lower Elbe 
with adequate space around, to north and south of the river, 
for future expansion. A partial solution to this problem was 
effected in 1937 after many years of dispute--one of the advan
tages of a totalitarian government. The four towns on the lower 
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Elhe were then combined 'to form the one unit of Greater Ham
burg. Mter the somewhat fantastic schemes for the extension 
of Hamburg put forward from 1918 to 1922, a Hamburg-Prussia 
arrangement established a common port authority (Hofengemein
schaft)-for it will be remembered that most of the port lies on 
Prussian soil-and a regional planning committee was formed, 
without, however, any change of political boundaries. The decree 
of 26th January, 1937, created the new Hansastadt Hamburg, in-
eluding Altona, Harburg, \Vilhelmsburg, and a strip of land on the 
south bank of the Elbe to facilitate the expansion of the harbour 
downstream, and districts on the north and north-east (including 
\Vandsbek) to bring in the existing built-up areas and allow 
for their future extension. Several oudying districts have been 
absorbed into the PfUSSian Larulkreise (see Fig. 27) .. 

III 

The Lower \Veser Region is the term that has been given to 
the whole of the lower \V eser from a litde way above Bremen 
itself to the mouth of the river at Bremerhaven and \Vesermii.nde. 
Bremen, like Hamburg, was an important member of the 
Hanseatic League. It was also the seat of a very ancient 
bishopric, which was the initial cause of its development as a town. 
But with the growth of transadantic trade and the increased size 
of ships, Bremen already had difficulties with the navigation of 
the \Veser estuary, and in 1618 Vegesack was founded as an 
outport. Soon after the foundatio~ of V egesack, ships had to use 
small ports farther downstream-Elsfleth and ·Brake-and goods 
were transferred to Bremen by smaller vessels. For a long period 
Bremen stagnated, but after 1800 the river was deepened and 
straightened. The change came after the Napoleonic \Vars. 
In 1827 Bremen purchased from the king of Hanover a strip of 
land at the mouth of the \Veser where it is joined by the Geeste 
river, and founded there an outport, Bremerhaven. This was 
able to- accommodate the largest vessels afloat and enabled 
Bremen to become one of the greatest European ports in the 

. nineteenth century, and especially to concern itself with the trade 
with the United States. Then came the need for improving the 
river upstream lo Bremen itself. This was undertaken in the 
'eighties, and the new harbour was opened in stages below the 
town on the right bank of the river. The great steamship line 
of Hapag was established in 1847 with its headquarters in Ham-
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burg. In 1857 the second great German shipping company, the 
N9rddeutscher Lloyd, was established with its headquarters in 
Bremen and identified particularly with the trade with the United 
States. Thus, in contrast to Hamburg, where from the beginning 
port facilities have been centralized and there has been no cause 
to shift them downstream, the lower Weser has been so unfavour
able to navigation that its trade has been decentralized, for 
varying periods and functions, among smaller ports below 
Bremen. In our day, the chieffacilities have become centred in 
Bremen and Bremerhaven. Thus, there is the original outport 
of V egesack, as well as Blumenthal and Elsfleth (30 kilometres 
belm-y Bremen), and Brake.and Nordenham (10 kilometres above 
Bremerhaven). Wesermiinde has grown from the fusion of 
several parishes be~g with Geestemiinde on tlie W eser and 
Lehe near Bremerhaven, Geestemiinde being established by the 
king of Hanover in 1857 as a competitor to Bremerhaven. It is 
to-day the greatest fishing port in Germany, with a population 
of 75,000. Politically, it belongs to Prussia, though Bremer
haven, that is part of the same urban complex, belongs to Bremen. 

Bremen's development as a port has been centred on the 
American trade. In the nineteenth century it handled the great 
e~grant traffic to the States. Unlike Hamburg, its traffic is 
in smaller bulk goods--cotton, wool, grain, and tobacco--since 
it lacks the port facilities and the hinterland connections of 
Hamburg. Thus, while Hamburg handles over a half of the 
foreign tonnage of Germany's overseas trade, Bremen handles 
only I 2 per cent. Both the port and the industries are thus 
relatively small as compared with Hamburg. Bremerhaven, 
taking the largest vessels, handles about a fifth of the total trade. , 
The chief plants are in the Bremen port (Deschimag), at Vegesack 
(Vulcan), \'Vesermiinde and Einswarden~ and there are furnaces 
at J3remen and Nordenham. Textiles are manufactured at 
Blumenthal, Bremen, Nordenham and Hemelingen, while 
Delmenhoi?t, a satellite to the west of Bremen, about 20 kilo
metres distant, is a textile centre. 

Bremen {342,ooo) itself lies-on slightly raised ground running 
north-west-south-east on the right bank of the Weser, and its 
present built-up area is continued to the north by Vegesack 
( 4,000) and Blumenthal (I 4,ooo), and to the south by Hemelingen -
(12,ooo), the centre that handles the great bulk of its incoming 
railway traffic. The population of the whole Lower \Veser belt 
from Bremen down to Bremerhaven-,Vesermiinde is about 750,000. 
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The latter is a separate built-up focus, ~th over Ioo,ooo persons 
(Bremerhaven, 25,000, and Wesermtinde, 75~000). While the 
adjacent built-up area of Bremen has about 35,000 people, it is 
surround«_d by thinly peopled geest land, and within 50 miles 
there are only-five places with xo,ooo to xoo,ooo inhabitants. 
A radius of 10 kilometres includes about 350,000 people, and 
25 kilometres about soo,ooo. Thus, Bremen is about one-third 
the size of the Hamburg complex. 

The lower \Veser, together with Delmenhorst, is a centre of 
overseas trade, shipping companies, passenger traffic, indristry 
and fisheries. Bremen is the biggest cotton market in Europe, 
the second German port, the seat of one of the two great German 
shipping companies, and of the greatest shipbuilding firm, while 
Bremerhaven is the greatest passenger port in Europe for 
American trade, and \V esermtinde the biggest fishing port. 
Blumenthal and Delmenhorst are among the chief centres of the 
woollen textile industry in Germany. 

The political division of the lower Weser and its banks has· 
been a deterrent to the development of the lower W eser naviga
tion. Around the town and Land of Bremen are the territories 
of Oldenburg and Prussia with an outlier of Brunswick to the 
south of Hemelingen. The territory of Oldenburg actually 
overlaps the lower Weser north of Elsfl.eth. Locally,· there is 
need for the increase of the administrative area of Vegesack and 
its neighbours and of Bremerhaven-Wesermtinde to allow them 
elbow-room for expansion, and the certain need for the unified 
control of the whole of the lower \Veser waterway. 

There remains the possibility of the formation of a new 
administrative unit together ·with Oldenburg and the lower 
Ems. Oldenburg is a small port with considerable industry. 
Historically there is much in common between these districts, 
for the counties of Friesland, Jever, Oldenburg, and the Free 
City of Bremen have always had much in common and are 
more closely connected to one another than to the lands south 
of them. Oldenburg and Bremen together form one of~e Nazi 
Regional Planning districts and approximately the same area 
forms their Party Gau district. 



CHAPTER VI 

SOUTHERN GERMANY : RHIN~-MAIN, 
SOUTH-WEST, BAVARIA 

Southern Germany may be defined in broad terms as the 
section south of the Rhine Plateau, the Vogelsberg and the 
Thuringian highlands, including the political units of Baden, 
\\Turtemberg, Bavaria, Rhenish Palatinate, Saar and Hesse
Nassau. It also has close relations, historically, culturally and 
economically, with Alsace and Lorraine on the west of the Rhine. 
Politically and economically, this whole area falls into. several 
distinct cultural entities, that, especially in the Rhinelands, were 
obscured by political disintegration until the formation of the 
existing political units at the beginning of the nineteenth century. 
It lacks coal and iron but its industrial development in the 
nineteenth century was favoured by the support of the small 
independent States within their own restricted frontiers. Agri
culturally also it falls into several distinct regions. These facts 
of regional integration are further emphasized by the welding of 
their interests and associations in the cities. These are all 
historic cities, that have always centralized and organized, in 
large measure, the cultural, political and economic life of the 
land without any shifts of population or of city centres. This 
applies in particular to Frankfurt and Mainz that for centuries 
have · extended their influence across the medieval political 
divisions, thus giving unity to the whole region around them. 
Thus, we may recognize a broad similarity of economic function 
and development in much of southern Germany with several dis
tinct regions based upon separate regional associations. These 
are the South-west, Rhine-Main and Bavaria. Alsace and 
Lorraine west of the Rhine form separate regions with close 
international relations wi$. the Romance and Germanic spheres, 
but are intimately tied up with the whole question of the navi
gation of the Rhine. Alsace, in particular, has close regional 
associations with south-western Germany. 

. Let us deal first with the general characteristics of southern 
Germany as a whole and then with the economic and social 
structure, and the essential unifying characteristics of each of its 
major units, the Rhine-Main region, the South-west, and Bavaria. 

100 
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I 

Southern Germany is made up of zones of different types 
of country, radiating fanwise from the Belfort Gap between the 
Vosges and the Jura in the extreme south-west corner of the 
Reich beyond Basel. The upper Rhine plain, with an average 
width of about 30 miles, stretches from Basel northwards for 
I 70 miles to Bingen at the beginning of the Rhine gorge. This 
is one of the most fertile and closely settled lands in Europe. It 
is sheltered by belts of wooded uplartds, the Vosges and the 
Hardt to the west, the Black Forest, Odenwald and Spessart to 
the east. East of the latter is the basin of the rivers _Main 
and N eckar, a confused country of treeless arable land on level 
fertile plateaus, steep hill and valley slopes, with orchards and 
vineyards and villages at their feet, and woods on steeper slopes 
and poorer soils. This basin is encircled by wooded uplands
the so-called Franconian and Swabian Jura. Beyond the former 
is the wide lowland of the Upper Palatinate, which is bounded 
to the east by the uplands of the Bohemian Forest. South of 
the Swabian Jura upland is the Danube valley. The exten
sive plateau of southern Bavaria lies south of the Danube and 
reaches the foot of the Alps--or, rather, the. range of uplands 
known as the Prealp~ that 4erald the approach to the high 
Central Alps. This plateau tapers to the west near Basel and 
to the east in the Danube gorge at Passau before the valley opens 
out to Vienna. It has a smooth surface with many shallow 
valleys and a mixture of open fertile farm land, lakes, coniferous 
forest and marsh. 

The Crontier of the Roman Empire followed, in general, the 
Rhine and the Danube, but here in. south-western Germany it 
crossed the cpuntry between them as a line of fortifications from 
Regensburg to near Frankfurt, so as to enclose the whole of the 
Neckar basin. The Germanic settlers in the first millennium, as 
in the north, sought out the open forest:..free areas, and the main 
areas of settlement were in the Rhine plain, the Neckar basin and 
the Bavarian plateau. Here were also situated the chief Roman 
centres, which in turn became the sites of the first bishoprics and 
the first medieval towns. · From the Rhineland the frontier of 
close German rural settlement was carried eastwards, from Mainz 
and Frankfurt up the Main, where the bishoprics of 'Vurzburg 
and Bamberg were founded, and down the Danube, where 
a series of towns was established in succession, ending with the 
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foundation of Vienna in II 07. By I 200 there were about seventy 
fully fledged towns already in existence in south Germany, and 
almost all of these lay within the ancient Roman territory, and 
included, with the few exceptions just noticed, all the principal 
cities of to-day. The overwhelming majority of towns, however, 
appeared in the later Middle Ages, and by 1400 the basic pattern 
of the modern road net and almost all the towns were in existence. 

The early medieval routes were located in the Bavarian 
plateau, serving for the transport of salt from the Salzburg 

· district, and in the· Rhine plain and the Neckai basin. The 
Augsburg-Ulm-Mainz route (using the Brenner Pass across the 
Alps) was the only through main trade route used in early 
medieval times for German trans-Alpine traffic. This traffic 
was, indeed, negligible until after 1200, when it grew rapidly and 
was a main stimulus to the development of routes and towns. 
The earlier route was then displaced by the Regensburg-Niirn
berg route, and the latter city became the focus of a radial 
system of roads in the eastern area, knoWn as Franconia. The 
towns of the Rhine plain owed their development above all else 
to their wine trade, only secondarily to the trans-Alpine trade 
which was insignificant until the opening of the St. Gotthard 
Pass in 1232. The main medieval route net in south Germany, 
instead of being based on through routes of early medieval origin 
as in north Germany, emerged through the fusion of irregular 
trackways of local origin, and the great majority of its small 
towns began as local market centres, industries becoming of 
greater importance in the later Middle Ages. 

Although south Germany is lacking in the bases of modern 
industry, it includes some of the chief industrial areas in modern 1 

Germany. Its industries depend above all on the skill of the 
workers, and the goods produced are small in bulk. and high jn 
value. There has been, in consequence, no great shift in the 
centres pf population, and in general the growth of population 
in cities and towns in the modern era has been proportional to 
their medieval importance. The outstanding centres to-day are 
Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Munich and Niirnberg. 

Politically, southern Germany falls since 1815 into the states 
of Baden, Wurtemberg, Bavaria and Hesse east of the Rhine, 
while west of the Rhine are the Rhenish Palatinate, an outlying 
portion of Bavaria, and the provinces of Alsace and German 
Lorraine acquired by France from the loose association with the 
old Reich, a~d regained by the Reich of Bismarck in 1870 and 
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held till I 9 I 9· This grouping of political units replaced a 
chaotic mosaic of divisions that, in the Rhinelands in particular, 
had persisted since the thirteenth century. Bavaria always has 
retained the shape of its medieval dukedom, but in I803 the 
bishoprics of the middle Main lands were added to it. Bavaria 
had its nucleus in the old settled area of southern Bavaria south 
of the Danube between the rivers Lech and Inn. In the centre 
it includ¢ the lands of several secular states-Nfirnberg, 
Ansbach and Bayreuth-and the Upper Palatinate, all of which 
were mainly Protestant in faith. Niimberg and its satellites 
was one of the greatest seats of medieval industry. Finally, in 
the north the inclusion of the bishoprics of \Viirzburg and 
Bamberg in I815 brought an entirely new element in the Main 
valley-old settled lands, fertile grairi growing country, With 
productive vineyards all closely related to the Frankfurt area, 
though separated from it by the· barrier of the· Odenwald and 
Spessart uplands. The ancient dukedom of Swabia lay almost 
entirely in old Roman territory and from the beginning · was 
deeply impregnated with Romance culture. In the thirteenth 
century it split into a confusing pattern of territorial districts
the lands of bish9ps, feudal. lords of many grades, scattered 
imperial territories and the free Imperial cities. From this 
pattern there emerged several outstanding powers, appearing on 
the map of I789 as the Free Cities, the Kurpfalz, \Vurtemberg, 
Baden, and scattered Habsburg territories in the south, as well 
as the bishoprics of Strasbourg, Mainz, and Augsburg, to name 
but the chief. · 

The broad features of the distribution of population are 
indicative of the present economic character of south Germany 
and provide a basis for the assessment of its regional integrations. 
The outstanding fact is the belt of high population density in the 
western section. The Rhine plain is to-day, as always, a great 
focus of routes in the heart of continental Europe. It is also 
traversed by the Rhine, accessible for large barges to Strasbourg, 
the greatest navigable waterway in western and central Europe. 
It is finally one of the most fertile lands, with very high agri
cultural productivity. In this trough there is both a high density 
of rural population and a marked clustering of urban centres. 
From north to south there are the cluster of towns at the con
fluence of the Main with the Rhine-with Frankfurt and Mainz
Wiesbaden as the chief centres ; }..fannheim-Ludwigshafen
Heidelberg ; Karlsruhe ; Strasbourg ; and Basel, in addition 
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to a number of s:rrialler towns. Reference to the population map 
shows (Fig. 13, p. 37), however, that the populous areas are not 
by any means limited to the Rhine plain. The latter is flanked 
by populous areas in the Neckar basin (Wurtemberg), and is 
continued southwards into Switzerland, and there is another out
lying populous area in the Saar to the west. In the Rhine plain 
itself, it will be noted that there are two main populous areas, 
the Mainz-Frankfurt agglomeration, and the lesser Mannheim
Heidelberg-Karlsruhe agglomeration. East of this gn;at populous 
block in southern Germany as far as the eastern frontiers, the 
rural density oflJopulation is much smaller, towns are more 
evenly distributed and farther apart, and there are several 
dominant centres, the chief being Munich and Niirnberg. 

Let us glance at the present agricultural conditions in south 
Germany. 

The high plateaus of south Germany have a heavy rainfall 
and are largely forested. Patches of cultivated land on stony 
soils are devoted to the hardiest and quickest growing crops
oats, rye and potatoes--which are used both for human consump
tion and animal foodstuffs. 'The valleys contain rich, often irri
gated meadows, and the higher slopes have rough pastures in or 
above the forest, these pastures being especially characteristic of 
the Black Forest and the Vosges. The cattle in these areas yield 
less milk than the best dairying areas in the coastal marshes in 
north Germany, but this milk contains more butter-fat. Much 
butter and cheese are produced for distant markets. In the 
Bavarian plateau (that is, Bavaria south of the Danube), with its 
tracts of cultivated land interspersed with marsh, forest and wide 
river meadows, wheat a'nd barley cover considerable areas and are~ 
even sold as cash crops. Throughout these areas far:mS are small, 
averaging 12! to 50 acres. In the Black Forest a particularly 
large part (two-fifths) of the ploughed land is devoted to potatoes. 

Throughout south Germany there stretches a great triangular 
area .with its apex in the lower Weser lands, its base on the 
Danube, and flanked to east and west by sheltering highlands. 
In this area hilly lands alternate with lower lands and valleys. 
The latter are mainly arable, since they not only have good soils, 
but they are also dry and warm, whereas there is a gradual 
mergence into a pastoral economy at higher altitudes. The 
upper limit of wheat cultivation is about I ,000 ft. and of rye 
about 2,ooo ft. In these higher lands and everywhere on sandy 
soils, rye, oats and potatoes are the chief crops, and, on balance, 
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livestock exceed crop sales. · The basins and valleys are fertile 
and sheltered and produce crops of wheat, barley, and even beets 
and orchards. Arable land amounts. to some two-thirds of the 
cultivated area, meadow land about a· quarter to a third. The 
whole of this zone is one of small holdings with scattered strips, 
ap.d subdivision of holdings has been greatly aggravated by the 
custom of divided inheritance--a most important factor in the 
growth of industrial occupations. The thi-ee-field system is 
retained over large areas. The peasant and his family do all the 
farm work ; a meagre living iS wrung from the poor land, and 
little is sold. There are few horses, and the cow is at once 
a milk, draught and (ultimately) meat animal.. Frequently the 
farm does not support its workers and supplementary occupation 
has to be sought in workshop or factory or by emigration to the 
city or abroad. 

The lower lands and valleys ·of' south-west Germany form 
a very distinctive agricultural region. The Rhine plain and its 
flanking valleys-notably the Main and the Neckar-enjoy a small 
rainfall and a long warm summer. This is the region of vines, 
orchards, tobacco and hops. These are the chief cash crops of 
tiny holdings with scattered strips, in which appear, in bright 
mosaic, small fields of wheat, maize, and potatoes from which, 
and their cows, the peasants obtain their food. The smooth . 
plateaus of the middle Main and Neckar valleys, with· warm 
limey soils are good grain-growing country. 

The whole of southern, Germany falls into three major regions 
from the point of. view of modem regional integrations, the 
so-called Rhine-Main region, the South-west region, and Bavaria. 
Let us examine 'each of these in more detail, emphasizing in each 
case the principal unifying characteristics. 

II. THE RmNE-MAm REGION 

The nucleus of this region is the great complex of urban 
centres at the northern end of the Rhine plain at the confluence 
of the river Main with the Rhine. It is, and always has been, 
politically divided, but its unity is due to the dominance in the 
past, no less than in. the present, of its two chief centres, Frankfurt 
and 1\fainz. This region, though having no political unity, is 
now generally known-to student and .layman-as the Rhine
Main Region. 

Once again, at the risk of being tedious, we must emphasize 
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the importanc..e of Frankfurt as a focus of routes, for this is the 
main basis of the integration of activities in the region. The 
head of the Rhine plain broadens out to include the plains of the 

/lower Main valley, so that there is here a particularly large area 
of fertile plain. This is surrounded by wooded uplands through 
which natural· routeways lead out from the plain ; the Rhine 
gorg.e to Cologne, the only easy route across the platea-q and one 
of the great European trade routes ; the skein of routes going 
north-eastwards through Hesse between the Middle Rhine Plateau 
and the Vogelsberg ; up the Main to Wiirzburg and Niirnberg ; 
up the Neckar to Stuttgart and, in earlier days, right through 
to Augsburg and the Brenner Pass-the earliest main trans
continental trade route in Germany ; up the Rhine plain to 
Basel and across the Alps-in the past via the St. Gotthard pass 
and to-day by rail ; and south-westwards to Saarbriicken and 
the Moselle valley in Lorraine. 

Mfrinz and Frankfurt are the historic foci of these routeways. 
Maimi,, situated on the west bank of the Rhine, was a Roman 
setdement and, as an archbis4opric, became both a great trading 
centre and a cultural outpost. Its connections in the early 
Middle Ages were predominantly westwards. Frankfurt lies on 
the north bank of the lower Main. It was chosen as a residence 
by the Carolingian emperors, for it had a central position in 

· relation fo the German settled lands at this time. Its connections, 
indeed, were primarily eastwards with the German lands in 
the Carolingian Empire. But it was overshadowed by ~!ainz 
and did not become a town until the early thirteenth century. 
It was not till 1330 that the big fair held at Jvfainz was transferred 
to Frankfurt, and from then on, with the development of medieval 
trade ~nd industry, Frankfurt forged ahead and left Mainz far 
behind, though the latter remained the seat of the archbishopric. 
Frankfurt, like Cologne, became one of the greatest centres of 
commerce .· ~nd finance in Europe, a role which it retains to 
this day. 

The modem era has witnessed the further growth of both 
industry and commerce and its integration around the ~Iainz
Frankfurt node. The plains are areas of intensive farming, with 
vineyards, orchards, market-gardening, and arable crops, grown 
on minute holdings. :Mixed farming and dairying is practised 
in the ·lowlands in the wider environs between the wooded 
uplands. Many of the ~ages are industrialized and only about 
a quarter of the occupied population is engaged in agriculture. 
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Industry depends mainly upon transport facilities and labour 
resources, only to a very small degree on local natural resources, 
which, as throughout· south Germany, are scanty. Most 
important are the iron ores of the Lahn and Dill valleys and 
the iron working grouped around \Vetzlar-=-though these particu
lar industries, as we have noted, are more closely allied with the 
Ruhr. The chief industries are chemicals, metals and machinery, 
vehicles, leather and boots and shoes, and nop.e of these depends 
on local raw materials. Characteristic are luxury goods, such 
as jewellery at Hanau, leather goods at Aschaffenburg, optical 
instruments at \Vetzlar. Special attention should be given, how
ever, to the heavy chemical industries, the only heavy industries 
in the region. These are related to coal-tar distillation and draw 
upon coal and require large quantities of water. The greatest 
chemical plants are ·at Ludwigshafen, but there is also a large 
plant at Hochst near Frankfurt. It may be noted that the 
leather industries, that are markedly localized in this region, 
began by using local materials but are now entirely dependent 
on various imported supplies. The towns· of the Rhenish 
Palatinate are concerned with making boots and shoes and 
Pirmasens ·and Zweibriicken are the chief centres. Offenbach 
is engaged in making leather goods. . 

From Hanau in the east to Wiesbaden-Mainz in the west 
there is a chain of towns, the greatest of which, lying in the centre 
ofthe chain, is Frankfurt. Hanau (41,ooo) has jewellery, rubber 
and cigar industries. Offenbach (8I,ooo), with its leather indus
tries, lies on the south side of the Main and is virtually a part of 
Frankfurt from the brick-and-mortar point of view. Frankfurt 
(546,ooo) has electro-technical and general engineering industries 
and produces bicycles, motor-cars, and clothing, though it is 
still pre-eminently a seat of commerce. Hochst and Griesheim 
lie to the west of Frankfurt and are now included in the city 
area, and have great chemical industries. Russelsheim ( 14,ooo) 
is the seat of the famo:us Opel automobile plant. Mainz 
(Isg,ooo) has a variety of industries. \Viesbaden (172,000) lies 
immediately north of the Rhine opposite Mainz and is connected 
with the latter by Biebrich to form one " conurbation " ; it is 
itself a famous health resort with little industry. This whole 
belt, a chain of centres, rather than one continuo\lS built-up belt, 
has over a million inhabitants and is one of the chief urban and 
industrial concentrations in western Germany. This is the 
nucleus of the Rhine-Main complex. 
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· The significance of thls area as a focus of routes is evident 
in the railway routes, as shown on the maps of passenger and 
goods traffic (see Figs. 22 and 23). No less than ten long-distance 
routes commence in either Frankfurt or Mainz, and over 700 trains 
enter the Central Station of Frankfurt daily. The Frankfurt
Darmstadt autobahn was the first to be opened and four of these 
highways are to converge on Frankfurt, though steering clear of 
its centre (Fig. 24). Modern industry owes its growth above all 
to these favourable transport facilities by rail, by the Rhine and 
by road. 

The growth of population in the Rhine-Main region has 
greatly increased its relations with the surrounding lands, with 
respect to the spread of suburban settlement and the daily move
ment of workers to and from the factories .and offices, and also 
in regard to the supply of the cities with their daily food require
ments. Indeed, we have. here an excellent instance of the 
organization of circulation around one great urban complex. 
These varied aspects have been the subject of careful investigations. 
An investigation 1 of the daily journey to work in this area, 
published in I 938, revealed total numbers of " commuters " 
(described as people working in the centre but living"outside it) 
as follows : 28,ooo Frankfurt, 6,200 Mainz, I5,000 Russelsheim, 

. 4,ooo Darmstadt, 6,ooo Hanau and 6,500 Offenbach. Some 
facts indicated by this study are the overlapping of the commuting 
areas owing to the closeness of the centres to each other ; the 
limitation of the journey distance to about one hour in either 
direction ; the considerable importance of the bus and cycle in 
the daily movement ; and the remarkably large movement of 
workers to the great· Opel works .at Russelsheim between Mainz• 
and Frankfurt. Most of the I 5,ooo workers working here but 
living elsewhere come from scattered districts to the south of the 
Main by bus . and cycle. In a study of the movement of food
supplies int<? Frankfurt, two main areas of supply around the 
city were determined. The inner area coincides with the most 
fertile lowland around the city that produces fruits, vegetables. 
and Inilk supplies. An outer area, with varied physical features 
and agricultural conditions in its different sectors, consists mainly 
of wooded uplands and sends varied supplies of foodstuffs from 
scattered areas to the Rhine-Main centres. From these con
siderations we can recognize three roughly concentric zones of 

1 See W. Hartke, Das Arbeits- und Woh1Wftsgebiet im. Rhein-Afainischen LebensTaum~ 
Rhein-Mainische Forschungen, Heft 18, 1938. 
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influence. The nuclear area is in the form of a triangle, defined 
by Mainz-\Vies baden, Frankfurt and Darmstadt, and the areas 
most closely tied up with them from the standpoint of commuting 
and the daily movement of workers. All of this area is accessible 
to Mainz or Frankfurt within one hour and a large part of it within 
half an hour. It is bounded by the hills to the north, east and 
west, and by the rival sphere of :Mannheim-Ludwigshafen to the 
south. It has a radius of roughly 50 kilometres from Frankfurt, 
and its axis is the urban chain we have already noticed. Beyond 
it is a wider zone, which is the main zone of food supplies drawn 
to the c;:ities, with satellite towns. An outer zone, much more 
vaguely defined, is thinly peopled, covering large wooded upland 
districts, beyond which are rival centres of population and rival 
cities-the region of Saar-Pfalz to the south, with Saarbriicken 
and Mannheim as centres ; Hesse to the north (centred in Kassel) ; 
Siegerland to the north, which is more closely allied economically 
with the Ruhr, though the Lahn and Dill valleys fall definitely 
into the Rhine-Main sphere. The Koblenz region is allied with 
both Cologne and Frankfurt, as we have noted above (p. 75). 

In spite of the unity of this region, in the past as well as in 
the present, it has always been politically divided. With the 
political disintegration of the thirteenth century it fell into several 
parts-the bishoprics of Mainz, \Vorms and Speyer and the 
Larufgrafichaft of Hesse in the heart of the region ; and Nassau 
in the south-eastern sector of the Rhine plateau. From these 
there gradually crystallized Hesse in the north-east, \Viirzburg 
to the east, Kurpfalz in the south (absorbing the bishoprics of 
Worms and Speyer) ; the bishopric of Trier in- the Moselle 
valley; and Nassau in the north (though this again split up into 
several independent territories with the break-up of the dynasty}. 
The territory of the nuclear area belonged mainly to the arch
bishops ofMainz. Mter 1~66 there were three Prussian provinces, 
the State of Hesse, the isolated Birkenfeld district of the Land of 
Oldenburg ; and parts of Bavaria and Baden on the margins. 
Frankfurt itself lay in a small corridor of Prussian territory~ 
To-day, the area within 50 kilometres of Frankfurt is divided 
between three States (Liinder), B"avaria, Hesse and Prussia. The 
last includes the two government districts (Regierungsbezirke) of 

"\Viesbaden and Kassel, so that the urban axis itself is seriously 
divided politically. 
,. All kinds of economic, trade, professional and administrative 
organizations necessarily cut across these divisions and choose 
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their centres in Frankfurt. There is obviously urgent need for 
a new arr~ngement of areas and new powers for purposes of 
inter-town planning. An unofficial regional planning body was 
established in the 'twenties and there are various scientific bodies 
concerned with the investigation of the problems of the region.1 

In the organization of the· National Socialist State, the region is 
recognized as a unit, with the name of Rhine-Main, both for 
purposes of regional planning and for the organization of the 
Party, and both of these closely correspond with the area defined 
above (see Figs. 9 and 10). 

' 

III. SouTH-WEST GERMANY 

This region in broad terms includes the whole of Baden, 
Wurtemberg; the Rhenish Palatinate and the Saar. Although 
in historical development and. modern economic structure it has 
the same characteristics as the Rhine-Main Region, it is oriented 
away from the latter around separate centres. Moreover, this 
whole area has always been closely associated with the trans
Rhine province,s of Alsace and Lorraine, which for centuries were 
members of the Reich, but passed to _France during the seven
teenth century, and were later acquired by Bismarck's Reich in 
x87x, when their present economic character took shape in close 
association with the Ruhr. Since 1918 they have passed again 
to France and in some measure reoriented, although there remains 
the fundamental dependence of the iron and steel industries of 
the minette fields of Lorraine on the coking cmi.ls of the Ruhr. 
Mter these preliminary comments we shall have no more to say 
about these two border provinces, though it should always be 
borne in mind that they have close commercial relations with 
the Rhine through the river port and economic metropolis of 
Strasbourg. ' 

Most of the industries of south-west Germany are of recent 
origin, dating from the mercantilist period of the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, when the ruling houses sought to give 
to their States the greatest measure of economic independence 
or autarky. Some of the domestic industries in t~e poverty
stricken uplands are old, and, though surviving in part, they have 
not become so important to-day as in Saxony and Thuringia, 
where the chief industries had similar origins. The growth of 

1 Such as the Rhein-Mainischen Forschungen des Geographischen lnstituts der Universitiit 
Frankfurt-am-Main. Also the Rhein-Mainscher Atlas, edited by Behrmann and Maull. 
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domestic industry was ~ncouraged ~ot only by royal favours, but 
also by the laws of divided iriheritance, which caused farm 
hol~gs to be so sub-divided that they could not give employment 
to, nor support, a whole family, and other sources of livelihood 
had to be found by taking up a craft in the home, working for 
a master in a workshop,"'or emigrating-and this region was the 
chief source of German emigration in the nineteenth century. 
The combination of farming and some cottage craft qr work in 
a factory some distance from the home is to-day one of the most 
distinctive features of the economic structure of Wurtemberg in 
particular. 

1 

The old industries were predominantly/ cottage industries. 
The mechanized industries of to-day developed during the 
eighteenth century and after within the .different states with 
sheltered tariff barriers, enjoying royal favours and drawing upon 
the labour of a densely peopled countryside. Industry is thus 
remarkably widespread in small towns and villages and· farm
steads. A very large proportion of industrial workers have small 
holdings. Women, too, make up a good proportion of the labour 
supply, and many workers live some. way from their homes and 
have part-time jobs. Next, we may note that the industries are 
mainly concerned with high-quality goods requiring skilled 
processing-a necessity in view of the dearth of the raw materials 
of industry throughout south Germany (exc;ept for the Saar). 
Industries are thus extremely varied, but. predominant are the 
textile industries, and these, in their development and present 
organization, though specialized by districts, are remarkably 
interdependent. This applies to the textile industries in south
west Germany, northern Switzerland and Alsace-Lorraine. A 
brief historical retrospect will emphasize this point. 

The oldest centre of the textile industry was around Lake 
Constance, together with northern Switzerland. The linen 
industry was important iri the early !\fiddle Ages, using local 
flax, with its chief centres in Constance, Ulm, Augsburg, and 
ZUrich. Cotton was already in use in the fourteenth centur}r, 
since the area was nearest to the Alpine passes whence came the 
materials from the East : Constance, indeed, was the headquarters 
of the trade with the Levant. From here the making of cotton 
goods spread along the main trade routes to Augsburg and 
Nurnberg, and then farther afield to Vogtland, Silesia and 
Saxony, and these later competitors gradually ousted Constance 
from its former pre-eminence. This district then gave up spinning 
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and weaving and concentrated on the finishing processes, 
especially dyeing and printing, and these are characteristic to-day. 
A revival of the textile industries in south-west Germany did not 
take place until the mercantilist era, when mechanization
meaning the introduction of new machinery using water power
was gradually introduced and many new firms established. In 
many~ valleys, especially in the south of the Black Forest, new 
textile factories were established round about 18oo, mainly by 
Swiss firms and with Swiss capital. The chief attractions were the 
running water of the swift upland streams that could be used 
for driving the new machinery, and the surplus labour available 
for factory work. To-day, southern Baden is the second greatest 
silk textile producer in Germany, although silk is still less 
important than the original cotton products. 

The textile industries of upper Alsace grew up about the same 
time and under the same conditions. They were again of Swiss 
origin, having their chief seat of origin in 1\.fiilhausen. Basel 
had hitherto supplied this city with cloths for its dyeing and 
finishing factories ; both of them were in Switzerland with no 
tariff barrier between them. But after I 798 1\.:liilhausen became 
politically independent of Switzerland and its industrialists began 
to establish their own spinning and weaving mills in upper 
Alsace, using the water power of its streams in the southern 
Vosges. During the whole of the German period after 1870 this 
area remained oriented towards France. 

Two other districts acquired textile industries in this period. 
In the Bavarian district of Swabia around Augsburg, the old 
finishing industries were revived, using water power, and after 
the 'thirties spinning and weaving also became important. This , 
industrial district has spread to include the Austrian district of 
Vorarlberg and extends into 'Vurtemberg. In the Neckar basin, 
water-power was used along the northern edge of the Rauhe 
Alb--the seat of an early cottage linen industry-though here 
weaving and spinning are dwarfed by knitted goods and em
broidery. This accounts, as in Saxony, for the survival of the 
cottage worker in this district. 

While the textile industries have their origins, though far 
removed, in the Middle Ages, almost all the other industries date 
from the mercantilist and modern periods, and were attracted by 
the available supply of labour, which was both cheap and highly 
skilled. Al?out I 700, dock-makers from Bohemia introduced 
this craft in the Black Forest. It began as a cottage industry~ 
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using local wood, but metal soon began to be used and this, 
albeit in small quantiti~ had to be imported from elsewhere. 
A period of crisis intervened in the early nineteenth century, 
when the market was flooded with cheap American clocks and 
royal intervention caused the introduction of mechanized pro
cesses in factories. The chief centre is Schramberg and around 
it, in Baden and \\Turtemberg, are four-fifths of the clock-workers 
in Germany. Closely allied with the clock-making industry is 
the making of musical instruments· (ha.ni:tonicas} around Tross-· 
ingen. These industries together are dominant throughout the 
south-east of the .Black Forest and the south-west of the Rauhe 
Alb. The making of jewellery began, and was localized, by 
chance. Hanau has been not¢ as a centre in the Rhine-Main 
Region, but the· chief centre is Pforzheim., the greatest centre in 
the world. 

The production of machinery, vehicles, etc., is usually dis
tributed widely in all towns, and is often related to a main 
industry, supplying its machinery, e.g. textile machinery in 
Saxony. But in south-west Germany there are two engineemg 
industries that have grown· to special importance, and owe their 
location to chance and the availability of a labour supply. 
These are the automobile and airship industries. \Ve need only 
mention the names of Daimler of Stuttgart and Zeppelin of 
Friedrichshafen. Another special industry is the manufacture of 
electrical supplies and appliances, for which Stuttgart is an 
outstanding centre. Finally, the cigar industry began in the last 
century in two districts, around Heidelberg and Offenburg, as 
an aid to a distressed rural area,. where there was a surplus of 
labour owing to the excessive subdivision of farm holdings. 

The only heavy industry in south-west Germany is connected 
with the Rhine. \Ve have already noted the great cluster at 
Ludwigshafen-Mannheim. on: the Rhine front, using coal and 
water in the distillation of the coal. There is a second district, 
centred at \V aldshut and Rheinfelden on the Rhine. This owed 
its start in 188o to the nearness of salt deposits; this advantage 
passed with the change-over from the Leblanc to the Solvay 
process in the preparation of soda, the chief basis of the alkaline 
cheinical industries, and the modern development is due to 
the use of hydro-electric power derived from the Rhine. At 
the source of generation, great temperatures are available for 
special kinds of smelting and for electrolytic processes in the 
production of alkaline chemicals. The same factors account for 
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the localization of aluminium smelting at Rheinfelden, which, 
though in Swiss territory, is based on German capital.I 

The Saar coalfield and industrial area, with its 864,000 
inhabitants, is a speciar district and has special problems. The 
district lies in the Saar valley on the northern border of Lorraine 
and adjacent to the German province of the Rhenish Palatinate, 
and about midway between the Lorraine iron-fields and the 
Rhine, with its ports of Strasbourg and Mannheim-Ludwig
shafen. The coalfield produces about I3 million tons per year: 
the French section to the south-west has produced about 6 million 
tons in recent years. In addition, there are produced about 
2 million tons of pig-iron and 2 million tons of steel and 2} million 
tons of coke. The field lies in a narrow belt running north-east 
to south-west for about 15 miles with Saarbriicken, the capital, 
in the Saar valley, at its south-western end. The Saar valley 
contains the chief iron and steel plants at S~arbriicken (I 35,ooo), 
Volklingen,. Saarlouis, and Dillingen. As in Upper Silesia, the 
iron industry concentrated here in the nineteenth ·century in 
order to be near both fuel and -ores. 'Vith the advance in tech
nology, ores were soon inadequate, and had to be obtained from 
Lorraine, and the local coal, though excellent for gas coal, is 
useless as coke for modern large ovens. So that the furnaces 
require a coke from the Ruhr or elsewhere, or a coke made by 
mixing local coal with coa1 from the Ruhr and Holland. The 
industry stays where it is because of its ipvested capital. The 
Saar developed, then, in the 187o-Ig14 period in the closest 
relation, to the Lorraine-Ruhr complex, and was thoroughly 
integrated in the Reich economy. According to the Treaty of 
Versailles the coalmines and iron and steel plants were passed to 
France for a period of fifteen years. During this period the 
economy of the Saar was completely reversed and by various 
tariff devices was absorbed into the French system. 8 By its 
return to the Reich this process must be again reversed and the 
territory reincorporated in the Reich. This process was under 
way before the present war. 

About one-third of the coal production of the Saar is absorbed 
on the field in home and factory.· In I 9 I 3 three-quarters of the 

1 Only since the last war has the smelting of aluminium been located at other 
places in Germany, where great heat can be obtained at the point of production 
of electric power, namely, in the lignite fields of Central Germany and Lower 
Lusatia and, more recently, in the Inn valley where hydro-electricity is used. 

s The difficult transition period was helped by permitting the free entry of 
German goods for five years. In 1925 the frontier was closed. This applied also 
to Alsace and German Lorraine. 
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export of 4 million tons ~ent to Germany-to Alsace-Lorraine, 
Rhenish Palatinate and south Germany (mainly for the produc
tion of gas). Since the last war about 4 million tons have gone 
to France, and only I million tons to Germany, where the south 
German market has been supplied from the Ruhr. The bulk of 
the coal has thus been marketed in France, and the iron ores 
drawn from the Lorraine field, which became French after the 
war.1 Moreover, the supply of consumption goods was in large 
measure shifted from the German to the French market. Goods 
traffic with Germany in 1913 was about ~l million tons, and 
with France was negligible, as compared with about I million 
tons with Germany and half a million with France (an additional 
half-million with Alsace-Lorraine) in 1925-30. It is quite im
possible to estimate the changes that took place after the return 
of the Saar to Germany in 1935. 

The connections of the Saar with the Rhine are by rail and 
one canal The latter was built in the 'sixties to join the Rhine
Marne canal and link the field with the Rhine system at Stras
bourg. This is inadequate and there have long been German 
plans for the construction of a new canal direct to Ludwigshafen
Mannheim. Indeed, the close relation 'of the Saar to the 
Palatinate and Mannheim is evident from the traffic statistics, 
for about a half of all its trade with south Germany is with the 
Palatinate and this port. 

Modern regional integration is effected primarily by circula
tions, and these, as we have just indicated in the case of the 
Saar, can be basically altered.by a change of political frontiers. 
But in south-west Germany the regional associations effected by 
commerce and the journey of persons to work show clearly the 
interdependence of the various parts of the region and its unity 
as a whole. The relations between the States are as significant 
as the local mqvements within them. 

The direction and intensity of commercial relations may be 
judged from the movements of workers, and by traffic by rail and 
water. This region, and especially \Vurtemberg, is the classic 
region oflocal Pendelverkehr-the daily movement of workers over 
considerable distances, by rail, bus and bicycle, from home to 
the factory. Especially noticeable here is that in Baden there 
is very little settlement on the Rhine plain. Villages and towns 
are clustered at the foot of the Black Forest and in the Black 
Forest itself. The latter lie but a few miles from the \Vurtcm-

t In 1928 about a halfofthe.pig-iron and of the steel was mark~ted in Germany. 
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berg districts and there is a good deal of movement of this kind 
over short distances across the Baden-Wurtemberg frontier. The 
chief centres of this movement are Mannheim and Pforzheim on 
the Baden side and Heilbronn on the Wurtemberg side .. On 
the other hand~ Ludwigshafen on the west bank of the Rhine 
draws heavily on the Palatinate for its workers. But the greatest 
amount of local movement takes place in Wurtemberg itself, and 
the chief focus of movement is Stuttgart. 

The railway goods traffic in I932 of each of the six traffic 
districts of south-west Germany with the other five is given in 
the following table, together with the proportion this regional 
traffic bears to the total traffic of each district with the Reich 
as a whole. · 

1 

District 

Wurtemberg 
Baden . • . 
Mannheim-Ludwigshafen 
Bavarian Palatinate 
Hesse 
Saar 

Million tons 
Regional Traffic 

4"1 

3"9 
3·6 
2•0 

1•2 

1•1 

Percentage of 
Total with Reich 

54•6 
47"7 
43"5 
75"7 
23•7 
53"9 

The grand total of this regional traffic amounts to I 6 million 
tons. Three-quarters of it consist of industrial goods, the chief 
being coal (6·4 million tons), stones and earths (3 million tons), 
minerals and chemicals (I·2 million tons), and iron and steel 
goods (o·75 million tons). Among the remaining quarter, made 
up of agricultural and forest products, timber is the bulkiest item. 
Several points should be emphasized in this traffic. Note the rela
tively small proportio1;1 ( 25 per cent.) and amount (I ·2 million 
tons) of the traffic of Hesse with the south-west-this province 
is focused on Frankfurt and its relations are mainly northwards. 
Note also the overwhelming orientation of the Palatinate to 
Lud.wigshafen-Mannheim. Of its regional traffic (i.e. the total 
with the other five districts), nearly 40 per cent. is with this 
centre, 20 per cent. is with the Saar and I 5 per cent. with Hesse. 
The large bulk traffic of Ludwigshafen-Mannheim arises from 
its importance as a river- port and trans-shipment point for dis
tribution and collection in the south-west {Bavaria, and to a 
smaller degree, Switzerland), and from its heavy industries 
(chemicals, metals, timber and paper). In this respect, Mann
heim has one important rival in Strasbourg, whose river traffic 
has increased since the improvement of the Rhine upstream 
and since the restoration of Alsace and Lorraine to France : 
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both are served by the French river port. The bulkiest product 
passing through the port of Mannheim is coal, two-thirds of 
which comes upstream from the Ruhr, with the balance drawn 
from the Saar. Coal makes up 6o per cent. of its total traffic 
in industrial goods with the six districts listed above, mineral 
pils and chemicals coming second with 20 per cent. The Saar, 

· in spite of its orientation to France, has continued to send coal 
in smaller quantities to south Germany or to Mannheim. 

It_ will be clear from these facts that the provinces west of the 
Rhine-the Rhenish Palatinate, the Saar, and the French 
province$ of Alsace and Lorraine-have a great deal in common 
in their economic development, their· history, and their de
pendence on the Rhine waterway through the ports ofMannheim, 
Ludwigshafen and Strasbourg. To the south, Miilhausen and 
Basel have been independent centres, affecting the economic 
development of the territory around them in three. states. The 
close connections between the Saar and the Palatinate that we 
have emphasized are further evidenced in their combination as 
one Gau in the original pre-war Nazi Party organization and as a 
Planning Region. \Ve should, however, also note that this 
region grouped on Mannheim has close relations with both the 
Rhine-Main Region (Frankfurt) and the South-west (Stuttgart). 
As a regional focus, Strasbourg ranks with the other great cities · 
of southern Germany_!__Frankfurt, Stuttgart, .Numberg, and 
Munich-and the Swiss city of Zurich, and were it not for the 
political frontier its sphere of influence would undoubtedly 
extend over much of south-western Germany, as well as the 
provinces west of the Rhine. Strasbourg lies at the head of 
navigation on the Rhine and, as a French port, serves as a back
entry into eastern France, Alsace and Lorraine. It is favoured 
by various tariff devices and enjoys the same privileges as the 
sea-ports of France. It shares in the traffic of the Rhine with 
Mannheim. Basel lies above the effective head of navigation and 
is not regularly accessible to river barges owing to the swiftness 
of the current and the seasonal irregularity of its flow. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that the Nazis have combined the original 
Saar-Pfalz Region with Lorraine to form the Gau of W estmark, 
and have joined Alsace with Baden, while Luxemburg to the 
north is joined with Koblenz-Trier to form the Gau ofMoselland. 

The essential unity of the lands of south-western Germany 
together with the French provinces of Alsace and Lorraine is. 
a point of view that has been emphasized by a German town 
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planner of repute, and we give his view without any comment. 
" The unity of the left bank and the right bank of the upper 
Rhine area .(Oberrheingebiet) is a fact arising from geographical, 
morphological, hydrographic conditions ; from the race, speech 
and culture ; and from traffic relations and econoxnic develop
ment." The political divide appeared with the Napoleonic wars 
since when to the political has been added an econoxnic divide. · 
"A regional plan for the Upper Rhine Region, w.orking outwards 
from the river, must recognize both banks as a unit." Drainage 
areas must apparendy, according to this writer, be the basis of 
the plamiing unit, " from the Rauhen 4J.b and the Frankenhohe 
in the east to the Cotes Lorrames in the west." This would 
include, the writer continues; Alsace-Lorraine and French Lor
raine, that isJ the Departments of Haut Rhin, Bas Rhin, Moselle 
et Meurthe ; and Rhein-Pfalz, Regierungsbezirk Trier, and Basel 
and Baselland. Detailed regional studies are needed on the lines 
of the adas of Alsace-Lorraine published at the University of 
Frankfurt. The writer suggests that a Regional Planning 
Authority be established to cover the whole of this area irre
spective of political frontiers, and indicates the need for the Saar
Mannheim canal ana the regularization of the Rhine and road 
development in the plain as planning matters of the first priority 
for common action. 

IV. BAVARIA 

It has already been noted that politically and culturally the 
State of Bavaria forxns a separate entity in the south-eastern 
sector of the Reich. Its lixnits are fixed to east and south by 
the frontiers of the Reich. To the west against 'Vurtemberg, 
the boundaries follow the Iller to the south and the Franconian 
Jura in the west, and to the north the fertile cor~ of the Main 
upland is enclosed by wooded hills. 

In Bavaria there are three small industrial districts on its 
edges that are closely related in type to those in adjacent districts. 
These are the textile district of the Vogdand in the north-east, 
that is closely related to Saxony; Swabian.Bavaria in the south
west allied with south Baden ; and -the district of stone and 
kaolin quarrying in the Fichtelgebirge in the north-east that is 
allied with the Thuringian complex and the Central German 
region. These are, indeed, the main industrial districts ofBavaria. 
Elsewhere the country is doxninandy rural except for a few 
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industrial " islands " in the cities. The chief of these are Munich 
and Ntirnberg. Munich, a great capital ciW in the beart of 
the rural plateau of southern Bavaria, has mixed consumer 
industries. The chief of these, found elsewhere in many small 
towns of southern· Bavaria, is brewing. Important in recent 
decades has been the development of scattered lignite deposits 
in the plateau,' which, together with the water-power resources 
of the Alps, serve large electric power plants, that provide 
southern Bavaria with most of its power as ·well as serving a 
wider area by connection with the main electric grid system 
in the Rhinelands. _The smelting of aluminium has also been 
introduced in the Inn Valley. 

An entirely. different complex is found to the north of the 
Danube centred on Ntirnberg (431,ooo). This city was in the 
later-Middle Ages the chief industrial and commercial centre in 
southern Germany, and, on the routes radiating from it like the 
spokes of a wheel, small towns grew up as its industrial satellites. 
The skilled metal working industries of medieval times are re
flected in the present character of the city and ifs satellites such as 
FUrth, W eiss~nburg and Schwa bach. The manufacture of metal 
wares--made from precious metals and non-ferrous metals-is 
still most important, including in particular the making of toys. 
The pencil-making industry may also be mentioned. Like other 
big cities with good railway communications, Ntirnberg has also 
been chosen as a site for various heavier. engineering industries, 
these industries being located in large plants on the southern out
skirts of the city, while the older· industries are carried on in 
numerous small workshops and factories in the old town. Else
where, the many small towns have industries of purely local 
significance. Bamberg is an isolated centre of textile industries,' 
Wtirzburg and Schweinfurt have engineering industries, the 
last, as· we know from recent bombing rajds, being the chief 
centre in Germany for the manufacture of ball-bearings. 

Munich dominates the life and economy of southern Bavaria. 
It is the ancient and modern political capital of Bavaria and its 
greatest industrial and commercial centre. Situated in the midst 
of the thinly peopled plateau, with its coniferous forests, heath
land, marsh and stretches of fertile, cultivated land, it is the 
fourth city in Germany with 828,ooo inhabitants in 1939-not 
far short of a million if its contiguous towns and villages be 
included. Its industries, like those of other historic regional and 
political centres, are extremely varied. · That only 40 per cent. 
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of the population is dependent on industry (which is about the 
average for the whole of the Reich) is evidence of its main im
portance as a centre of the ·other regional functions--commerce 
and administration. Together with health and domestic services 
these groups of occupations account for 27 and 15 per cent. 
respectively of its population. 

Thus, in Bavaria, the permanence of the political pattern, 
the contrasts in economic development and present character
istics between the southern plateau centred on Munich, the 
central hills and basins centred on Nurnberg, and the northern 
fertile plateau and valley of the Main, centred on 'Viirzburg and 
Bamberg, the marked differences in rural economy, political 
development and cultural associations, permit us to recognize 
three main divisions the extent of which is primarily determined 
to-day by the dominance of two main cities, Munich and Nurn
berg, which have no rivals. The whole of Bavaria is taken as 
a unit for purposes of regional planning under the Nazi scheme, 
but for Party organization the distinct units within it find ex
pression in the four Gaus of Main-Franken, centred on 'Vurz
burg, Bayrisch Ostmark, that includes the whole of the thinly
peopled forested uplands, Franken that is centred on Niirnberg, 
which is in effect also the dominant centre for the previous unit, 
and Miinchen-Bayem centred on Munich. East of this the 
Augsburg district, known as Schwaben, recognizes the historic 
separateness of this area from Bavaria and its closer affiliations 
with the South-west. 

It will be appropriate, in concluding this section, to emphasize 
the fundamental unity of what are vaguely described as the 
Rhinelands. This unity is based on a common orientation of 
drainage and prmcipal traffic flows towards the Rhine ; on a 
common basis of culture and political development ; and on the 
interdependence of its specialized economic sectors as evidenced 
by their historic development and their present needs. In 
respect of modem economic traits there should be emphasized 
the two great industrial areas of the Ruhr and Lorraine with 
the Saar and their independence on each other and on the Rhine 
waterway ; and the common economic development of the lands 
on either side of the upper Rhine--the South-west and Alsace 
and the Rhenish Palatinate. It is upon the great inland navig
able artery of the Rhine and its tributaries and the lowlands 
centred round them, that the human unity of these lands is based. 
The fertility of its soils, and its wealth of natural resources, are 
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reflected in its very high density of rural popUlations, and its 
many large urban agglomerations. Two historic cities, each <! 
great modern agglomeration, dominate the Rhinelands-Cologne 
and Frankfurt. Basel too has a geographical situation favour
able to the growth of a great city, although it lacks the advantage 
of navigation on the Rhine whose effective head of navigation 
is at Strasbourg. For this reason, though probably in the main 
because the political disintegration of the upper Rhinelands left 
Basel on the frontier of Switzerland, with the regional functions 

·divided between Muhlhausen, Strasbourg and Mannheim, this 
city has not attained great size.. The whole of the Rhinelands, 
in the broad sense, consist, it will be noted, of three German 
regions--the Rhineland-Westphalia, Rhine-Main, the South
west, the transitional province beyond the Reich borders of 
Alsace-Lorraine, and Switzerland to the south. 



CHAPTER VII 

CENTRAL GERMANY (MITTELDEUTSCHLAND) 

I 

In recent years the term Mitteldeutschland has been variously 
applied to the whole or part of the del¥lely populated and highly 
industrialized lands of the middle Elbe basin, south ofMagdeburg. 
The close network of routes, the active interchange of goods 
between its complementary parts, the dependence of the whole 
area upon brown coal or lignite as its main source of fuel and 
power, and the do.minance of several large cities, knit this whole 
area into an entity. It so happens that this entity contains an 
outmoded pattern of political divisions which is a hindrance to 
the smooth working of its commerce and administration. ~fore
over, the demands of long-range physical plancing in respect, 
for instance, of the extensive lign}.te fields and the industry and 
settlement associated with them, as well as the need for creating 
more rational administrative units, have prompted in the last 
twenty-five years numerous studies of ;the economic character of 
this area and the inter-relations of its parts. The middle Elbe 
basin, however, is of special interest not only as illustrating 
excellently the idea of a geographical unit,.and the problems of 
defining it; but also on account of the development of an entirely 
new industria~ complex based upon its lignite and salt resources 
and of vital war industries-electric power', chemicals, aircraft 
and precision instruments--due to its central position in the heart 
of Germany. 

The great belt of high population density which stretches 
across western and central Europe has its most extensive and 
most populous area in the £entre of Europe, lying astride the 
frontiers of Germany and Czechoslovakia. In Germany this 
forms a large triangular area in the middle Elbe basin, with its 
base along the Czech frontier and its blunted apex between the 
Harz and Magdeburg. 

The southern boundary of this area is the German-Czecho
slovak frontier. In spite of the fact that this frontier follows the 
summits of the Erzgebirge, there is, in fact, no break in the density 
of population, and the populous industrial areas on either side 
of it in Saxony and Bohemia form parts of one great population 
block ; it is the political frontier that for centurid has determined 
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the contrasts between them. To the north and east there is a sharp 
break in density against the marshy plains of the Schwarze Elster 
and the Elbe and the Ohre and Aller valleys west of Magdeburg 
(the route followed by the.Mittelland Canal) ; while beyond are 
thinly-peopled rural expanses of heath and forest covering up
lands and marshy valley floors of the North German Lowland. 
To the west, the populous area includes the uplands of the Thiir
ingerwald and beyond lie mor~ thinly-peopled rural areas in the 
wooded uplands of the Fulda and Werra basins.· In this direction 
the border is without clear linear definition on the basis of popula
tion densities, but it is clearly revealed as a broad zone between 
two series of towns, Halberstadt, Nordhausen, Miihlhausen and 
Eisenach, . all of which are tied up with the Mitteldeutschland 
complex, as against Kassel, Gottingen, Goslar and Brunswick, 
which belong to the complex of Nied~rsachsen (Lower Saxony). 

This triangular area has its corners in the ·Gorlitz-Bautzen 
district of Silesia to the south-east, the Hof district of north
eastern Bavaria to the south-west, and the foreland of the Harz 
and the Magdeburg Borde, merging into the territory of Bruns
wick to the north-west. These broad facts of population dis
tribution provide a basis for the recognition of this area as a 
natural human unit. But there are variations of density and 
distribution within it which correspond to variations of its 
economic structure. Five great cities, each with over about 
2oo,ooo inhabitants, dominate the economic life and organization 
of the whole area: Leipzig (70I,ooo), Dresden (625,ooo), Chem
nitz (334,000), Magdeburg (334,000), and Halle (22o,ooo). 
Smaller towns, with I oo,ooo to 2oo,ooo inhabitants are Erfurt 
(166,ooo), Plauen and Dessau, and not far below this limit are 
Gera, Zwickau and Gorlitz. There ~re about thirty towns with 

· between 20,000 and 50,ooo inhabitants. The greatest popula
tion clusters are grouped around Chemnitz, Dresden and Leipzig. 
Small towns and ancient centres equally spaced on old trade 
routes are characteristic of Thuringia and the lowland between 
Halle and Brunswick. From these facts we may deduce, on 
the one hand, that this unit is distinct from its neighbours by 
virtue of its high density of urban and rural populations, its high 
degree of industrialization, its close network of routes and great 
intensity of traffic ; and on the other hand, that within the unit 
there are markedly contrasted regions, that are likely to be com
plementary and therefore interdependent. 

The whole region has an area of about 50,000 square kilo-
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m~tres (2o,ooo square miles) and about 10 million inhabitants. 
It has just over a fifth of all the Industrial workers in the Reich 
and accounts for just under a fifth of the installed power. This 
compares with an area of 40,000 square kilometres and I 2 million 
people in Rhineland-,Vestphalia, which account for the same 
proportion of workers but over double the power. 

Let us glance at the broad features of the physical build of 
the middle Elbe basin. It is framed by~ and includes, to the 
south and west, the wooded uplands of the Erzgebirge and their 
extensions and the Thiiringerwald, and the isolated block of the 
Harz uplands in the north-west. These uplands are generally 
hilly or rolling in surface and merge gradually in slope and drain-. 
age into the lowlands. The latter are bounded to the north by 
large stretches of flat, marshy land, forming an arc from the 
Elbe valley below Dresden to Magdeburg and its westerly. con
tinuation in the Aller valley. North of this trough are the heath 
and forest of the Flaming and Lusatian uplands of Brandenburg. 
The lowland falls into two sectors. The Thuringian basin in the 

-west lies between the Thuringian uplands and the Harz. It has 
circular belts of hills and an open fertile core centred. on Erfurt. 
'Vooded plateaus, crossed by the Saale in the east, separate it 
from the plains of the so-called Leipzig Bay. This is flat, open, 
treeless arable country, merging into wooded and partly cultivated 
uplands to the south in Saxony, and stretching northwards around 
the Harz and southwards at the elbow bend at 1\{agdeburg to
wards Brunswick. It is bordered to the north by the marshy 
plains of the Elbe. 

Central Germany lies at a great crossways of routes. In the 
past, overland routes from west to east and from north (North 
Sea and Baltic ports) to south (Frankfurt and Niirnberg) 
crossed the area, using the relatively easy passes across its encirc
ling uplands. The natural focus of these routes lies in the heart 
of the Leipzig Bay, and here Leipzig came to be its greatest 
city. It is only in the late nineteenth century that its pre
eminence as a route centre has been lisurped in some degree 
by Halle, a still more historic centre of the area. This was 
developed as a railway centre in Prussia in opposition to Leipzig, 
that lay only a few miles away, but inside Saxony, at that time 
a separate and independent kingdom. For this reason, Halle 
is still tl;le chief railroad centre and Leipzig has inadequate direct 
connections with Berlin. 

The rich arable soils of the Leipzig Bay form the heart of an 
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agricultural region which stands in marked contrast to the 
neighbouring lands on all sides. A large an~a with over two
thirds of the total land devoted to arable cultivation lies between 
a northern line from Brunswick to Magdeburg and the Elbe· 
plain· from Magdeburg almost to Dresden to the north ; and a 
southern line due west from Dresden including the Unstrut basin, 
as far west as Miilhausen to the south. The proportion actually 
reaches 8o per cent. between the Harz and the Elbe and 70 per 
cent. in the Leipzig Bay. From this great nuclear area, with an 
economy based on sugar beet, wheat, barley and stall-fed cattle, the 
proportion of arable land falls rapidly on all sides, to 35-50 per 
~Cent. in the lowlands north of the Elster-Elbe-Ohre trough, and 
decreases to only 2o-35 per cent. in the uplands to the south 
and west, where woods and meadow play a dominant role in 
rural land use and economy. 

Special problems of land development arise in these rich 
arable lands through the recent exploitation of the lignite beds 
which underlie them, and the growth of heavy industry, problems 
which involve a compromise between the demands of farming 
and industry. Great areas of the richest soil in Germany have 
been destroyed to make way for lignite quarries; villages have 
been cleared ; and the disused quarries put to profitable use again. 
There are problems of the disposal of industrial refuse, the pro
vision of water and power to the plants, and the distribution of 
electricity by over~ead and underground transmission lines. 
There are also the problems associated with the migration of 
farm workers to the factories, the. daily movement of workers, 
and associated transport and housing problems ; and there are 
the problems of taxation to support these new areas, and the 
question of the proportionate distribution of the burden of taxa
tion as between farmer and factory worker. Hence the urgent 
need for planned, rather than fortuitous, land development. 
In the field of planning, especially important are the maps and 
proposals, based upon an elaborate investigation by a voluntary 
regional planning body in 1932, of existing conditions in the 
lignite-producing region around Merseburg. 

II 

The political development of the 'middle Elbe basin reveals 
the fact that while for c~turies much of the area was controlled 
by the kingdom of Saxony, this gradually broke up for dynastic 
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reasons, resulting in the independence of the Thuringian states, 
while the sout1:Iern expansion of Prussia gradmilly whittled down 
the territories of Saxony, reducing them in 1815 to their present 
frontiers. The result is the complexity of the present political 
map, entirely detrimental to the modern development of the 
whole area as an effective human unit. 

In the early Middle Ages Central Germany was a frontier 
province, bisected from north to south by the political and cultural 
barrier of the Elbe and the Saale rivers. Under the Carolingians 
this was the eastern boundary of the Reich and the divide between 
the spheres of German and Slav settlement. Along this river 
frontier a series of fortress towns, serving as trading centres and 
bishoprics, overlooked the Slav lands to the east. The part of 
the Frankish province of Thuringia west of this line was con
trolled from the archbishopric of Mainz, and that east of it from 
the archbishopric of Magdeburg. In the tenth century the 
whole area ~ast of the Saale was divided into the three frontier 
provinces (or marks) ofNordmar!t (Altmark), Ostmark (Lusatia), 
and • Thuringia. The last was again divided into the marks of 
Merseburg, Zeitz, and Meissen, each territory being centred on 
the town of that name. The first two were shortly after merged in 
the mark of Meissen, which became the nucleus of the W ettinian 
dynasty and of their kingdom of Saxony, while Altmark became 
the nucleus of the Hohenzollern territories of Brandenburg out 
of which grew Prussia. The political fate of central Germany 
stems from these two powers. 

The \Vettinian dynasty, appearing in the eleventh century in 
Saxony, graduaJly extended its territories, and re~ched, at the 
end of the fifteenth century, from the Werra to a line west of~ 
and parallel to the Elbe and frdm the Erzgebirge to a line from 
Miihlhausen to Wittenberg-approximately a rectangle i~ shape. 
A University was established at the great commercial centre of 
Leipzig in 1409 and the Fair in 1497. But in 1485 their terri
tories, by a _split in the dynastic line between the two brothers 
Ernst and Albert, were divided into two parts, from which there 
emerged the group of small states in Thuringia and the kingdom 
of Saxony. The Hohenzollerns gradually extended their territory 
southwards from 1648 onwards, and in 1815 Prussia absorbed 
all the Wettinian (Saxon) lands north of Leipzig and most of 
Lusatia, which territories were formed into a new province of 
Prussia called Saxony. This "geographical monstrosity," as it 
has been called, has its administrative capital in Magdeburg, and 
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Merseb~g and Erfurt had other administrative functions; Halle 
has a university. Only Anhalt remained as an independent 
palitical unit. Though appearing as a geographical anomaly 
Anhalt has persisted with little territorial change from the 
thirteenth century onwards, with a strong tradition of unity 
among its people, maintaining its independence between the 
two great rival powers of Saxony and Prussia. Mter the great 
territorial changes of· IBxs, there were seventeen independent 
sovereign states in central Germany. These were reduced to 
twelve in I 866, though there. was little change in frontiers. In 
I 920 the State of Thuringia was formed by the union of a number 
of small " ruritanian " states-the dukedoms of Sachsen-Weiinar
Eisenach, Sachsen-Meiningen, Sachsen-Altenburg, and Sa~hsen
Koburg-Gotha (without Koburg), Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, 
Schwarzburg-Sondershausen. · 

To-day, there are four states-Prussia, Saxony, Thuringia, and 
Anhalt-and small outliers of Brunswick in the north-west. The 
Prussian province of Saxony . takes up the northern half of the 
area, north of a line from Erfurt and Leipzig with southern 
prongs in Erfurt and Weissenfels-Zeitz. In it there are 'outliers ' 
of Brunswick (Blankenburg} and Thuringia (Sondershausen). 
The most extensive ' inlier ' is the State of Anhalt, which stretches 
from \Vittenberg in the east to Quedlinberg in the west and 
lies between Magdeburg and Halle. Erfurt lies in the middle 
of Thuringia from which it is severed in administration although 
it is the natUral, historical and geographical capital of that 
province. On the other hand, Sondershausen, belonging to the 
State of Thuringia, lies in the. middle of .this Erfurt district. 
Ziegenruck in Frankenwald and Kreis Schleusingen and Schmal
kalden in Thuringia, belong t-o the Regierungshezirk of Erfurt. 

Prussia has fourteen outliers in Thuringia (population 
i3o,ooo), fifteen in B~nswick (population 2,400), and four in 
Anhalt (population I ,400). There are six outliers of Thuringia in 
Prussia (82,0oo), one in Bavaria (s,ooo). There are twenty-seven 
small outliers of Brunswick territory in Prussia {I 6g,ooo). Anhalt 
has six outliers in Prussia (35,ooo). ·This interlocking of terri
tories, each having separate administrations, and yet all bound 
together by the facts of modem economy, is the cause of the great 
attention given to the problem of the •• natural " geographical 
units in the middle" Elbe basin. 
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III 

In the middle Elbe basin there are great contrasts in economic 
structure between Sax<fly and Thuringia on the one hand, and 
the northern section, consisting of the Prussian province ofSaxony 
and the State of Anhalt on the other. The distribution of the 
prinCipal industries is shown on Fig. 28. 

At the end of the Middle Ages, say in I soo, the northern 
section, covering the 'fertile forest-free lands, was an exclusively 
agricultural area. Two minerals were mined from early medieval 
times in and around the Harz, salt and copper. The southern 
section, Sa.Xony-Thuringia, for the most part hilly and wooded and 
infertile, was settled in the Middle· Ages for the exploitation of 
its iron and silver. Mining and smelting reached their peak in 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries when a number of new 
towns were founded, including Annaberg. In the north, this 
general picture did not appreciably change during the ensuing 

, two centuries, but in the southern half there were important 
changes. The kings of Saxony were able to foster industry to 
an extent which was impossible in the scattered small territories 
of their cousins in Thuringia. With the decline of mining and 
smelting, the textile industries, as cottage industries, became of 
increasing importance throughout the countrySide. In Thuringia, 
similar domestic industries grew in the uplands, together with 
~oodworking, and the making of glass and porcelain ; whereas 
the lowland remained agricultural and industry was confined to 
the towns. In the nineteenth century the small coalfield of 
Zwickau gave a further fillip to industry in ,.Saxony, although 
unlit the advent of lignite as a fuel, running water was the main 
source of power for workshop and factory. Alongside the textileil 
industries grew the manufacture of machinery and chemicals. 
Thus Saxony, to-day the most densely populated major province 
of Germany, is much more industrialized than Thuringia, but the 
two regions have essentially the same character, in that they have 
highly skilled industries, dominantly textiles and metal working, 
drawing their material froin elsewhere, and some old industries 
which still depend primarily upon the presence. of local raw 
materials. 

Throughout the greater part of Thuringia, Saxony, Anhalt 
and the southern part of the Province of Saxony, the majority 

'of the people are dependent on industry, and therefore it is in 
regional differentiations of industry that we are to seek a primary 
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FIG. 28.-The Distribution of Industries in Central Germany. 
Numbers of employed persona in 1925. 

(After Tbormann and Staab.) 
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division into economic units. Indeed, the proportion of t:Iie 
people dependent on industry is highest in the south, in Thuringia 
and Saxony, and decreases northwards, where, in the Magdeburg 
Borde, over a half .depend on agriculture. The metal and 
machine industries are dominant in each State, aggregating about 
a quarter of the population employed in industry. Textiles 
(together with clothing) occupy a third of the industrial workers 
in the State of Saxony and a fifth in Thuringia. Chemicals and 
mining occupy a fifth in the Province of Saxony, 15 per cent. in 
Anhalt, and 10 per cent. in Brunswick, but are relatively unim
portant in Thuringia and the State of Saxony. The " stone and 
earth industries ", like the engineering and textile industries, give 
a special economic character tG the southern half of Central 
Germany. They occupy a good tenth of the industrial workers 
in Thuringia, and about 5 per cent. in each of the other divisions. 
Saxony has nearly a third of the earthenware workers in the 
Reich, with a marked concentration in the Bautzen diStrict. 
Thuringia has a third of the porcelain workers. Glass working 
is also important in the former area. The chemical indtistries 
and the ·mining of brown coal and salts are localized mainly in 
Anhalt and the province of Saxony. Paper and woodworking 
are especially important throughout the State of Saxony and the 
latter also extends into Thuringia. These industries are all highly 
localized in Central Germany, and they are the basic industries 
upon which the pyramid of its economic &tructure is built. 
The distribution of each is shown in more detail in Fig. 28. 
There is at once apparent tlie fundamental contrast between 
Thuringia and the State of Saxony on one hand with their 
textile, machinery, paper, glass, porcelain, quarrying and wood
working industries ; and the lowland to the north, embracing 
Anhalt and the Province of Saxony, where, together with a broad 
foundation of commercialized farming, the chief industries are 
heavy industries, based on the mining of brown coal and potash 
salts. · 

\Ve may recognize three economi~ provinces in the southern 
section (Thuringia and Saxony), where iron- and metal-working 
and the textile industries are dominant, differentiated by economic 
structure and orientation around separate cities. 
. (1) The economic unit of \Vest Saxony and East Thuringia 

includes the Kreise of Gera and Greiz and the Prussian Kreise of 
Zeitz, Weissenfels and Naumburg, the western border correspond
ing with the wooded uplands that are crossed by the river Saale, 
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where there is a sharp break in the density of population and ~est 
of which neither population nor industry is so concentrated. 
This province specializes in the metal and machine industries and 
is the chief producer of tqtile goods in Germany. Its chief towns 
are Leipzig, Chemnitz and Plauen, and Leipzig is its capital. 

(2) East Saxony and Upper Lusatia are centred on Dresden. 
The principal industries are metal-working, chemicals (photo
graphic and pharmaceutical products); glass-making in the 
coalfield on the edge of the Erzgebirge (Lugau-Olsnitz) ; paper
making on the Elbe. The eastern Erzgebirge is oriented both 
economically and geographically towards Dresden, whereas the 
Floha valley is more closely allied with Chemnitz. The linen 
and more modem cotton industries in Upper Lusatia are centred 
in Gorlitz and Lauban, and at Zittau and LObau in the extremity 
of Saxony. The historic unity of the Lusatian area is reflected 
in the past confederation of its six chief cities. The industry is 
fed by the Lusatian lignite. East of Gorlitz, economic character 
changes and both industry and population densities fall off. To 
the north the boundary is formed by the frontier of Brandenburg 
along the belt of heathland. Dresden (625,000) is the centre of 
an urban industrial area which extends from Meissen ·to Pima. 
It is surrounded within a few miles by a number of small towns 
with 25,ooo-5o,ooo inhabitants in which heavy industries are 

'characteristic, whereas Dresden, the ",garden-city " of Germany 
and the political capital of Saxony, is a centre of miscellaneous 
light industries, heavier industrit:s being located in its south-
eastern outskirts. _ 

(3) Thuringia between the Harz and Thiiringerwald (and 
including the latter) has its capital in Erfurt, situated in the centre 
of the area, although it lies in an outlier of Prussian territory. 
This is mainly an agricultur_al lowland with scattered small 
towns, very ancient in origin and to-day specialising in light, 
skilled industries. Especially notable are the series of towns, 
strung at equal distances along old routes, like beads on a chain, 
through the Goldene Aue to the north, and the series running 
east-west through Erfurt itself. Industry is more widespread in 
the Thiiringerwald, and the density of population higher than 
in the lowland though the soil is far less productive and in large 
measure is forested. Metal-wor~g, glass-making, toys, porce
lain, are its chief industries. Jena is the centre of the Carl 
Zeiss works. 

The latter half of the nineteenth century had witnessed an 
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industrial revolution in the Prussian province of Saxony and in 
Anhalt. Industry appeared with characteristics directly oppo
site to those of the south. It grew in the. first place from the 
local agriculture and from local natural resources. Lignite was 
used in a small way as a domestic fuel in the eighteenth century 
but its large-syale exploitation followed upon the growth of the 
sugar-beet industry in the 'thirties, 'on the model farms of the 
area when fuel was needed in the sugar-beet factories. Then in 
the 'sixties salt-mining began and lignite was used for the in
dustries which grew up in association with it. In the 'seventies 
the briquetting process extended the field of delivery and the 
variety of its uses as a fuel. The distillation oflignite commenced 
in the 'fifties and other processes for its treatment rapidly 
followed. Through low-temperature carbonization of lignite 
is obtained tar, from which is distilled benzine, oil for diesel 
engines and paraffin for tallow. Nitrogen is also extracted from 
the tar in the form of ammonia, which is used for the manufacture 
of fertilizers. Vast electricity plants, drawing lignite direct 
from the quarries, have been erected, and supply central Ger
many and Berlin with the bulk of their consumption. The chief 
lignite-producing areas are the districts of Bitterfeld and the 
Geiseltal, both being in the Regierungsbezirk of Merseburg, with 
Halle as its centre. There are extensions of the producing area 
to north-west Saxony, around Leipzig, and part of the Altenburg 
district. · · 

The development of other large-scale chemical industries 
was further facilitated by the proximity of potash salts. The 
production of these commenced in the 'fifties near Stassfurt, 
where they occur with rock salt, though till this time the potash 
salts had not been used. The latter are now the more important. • 
Since these salts contain only 2o-4o per cent. of pure potash salt 
they must be processed before they can be used as fertilizer, and 
for this large quantities of fuel are needed. This is obtained from 
the neighbouring lignite quarries, and since the 'sixties lignite 
has been used on a large scale for this purpose. Chemical 
industries using both salt and lignite, and located near the latter, 
have grown since the 'nineties. The Bitterfeld lignite field is 
the chief centre. These industries made a great leap forward 
during the last war with the manufacture of gases and ex
plosives, using nitrogen extracted from the air. Vast works 
appeared at Bitterfeld, Wittenberg and Leuna. The· chemical 
industries have continued to grow in the inter-war period 
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(rgd~-39) producing soda, chlorine, nitrogen, tar, artificial silk, 
photographic products~ etc. The chief seats of potash salt 
production have now shifted west to north-western Thuringia and 
Hesse. To-day the chelnical indUstries consume a third ·or the 
lignite production. 

It is characteristic of this new industrial area in Province 
Saxony and IArul Anhalt that though its industries are mainly 
heavy industries, the plants are relativdy few and very large and 
are grouped around or near to the lignite quarries, in the midst of 
one of the richest agricultural areas of Germany. • The population 
is clustered around small medieval towns and in new workers' 
settlements near the plants. Nearly all these urban settlements 
are small, with under so,ooo inhabitants. Examples of the first 
type are Bitterfdd and Wittenberg ; and of the second the Leuna 
works near Alerseburg. The whole area is served by the navig
able Elbe and by a network of roads and railways. Its prin
cipal centres are Magdeburg, at the elbow of the Elbe where 
land routes converge on a city that is a great river port and 
industrial centre ; and Hallt; which is accessible by small barges 
from the Elbe, but is primarily a railway focus. Magdeburg is 
undoubtedly the principal commercial centre for the area north 
of the Harz and for Anhalt. Along the south side of the Elbe, 
above Magdeburg, there is a series of small river-port towns, 
which have attracted large-scale industry owing to their favour
able location. ·The chief of these industries are chelnical works, 
sugar factories and engineering works, to which must be added 
the great Junkers aeroplane works at Dessau, which now has 
well over Ioo,ooo inhabitants. The towns are- Schonebeck, 
Kalbe, Aken, Kothen and Dessau. Between the Elbe and the 
Mulde, south of the Dubener Heide are Bitterfeld (chemicals), 
Zschornewitz (power plant) and Eilenburg. 

Province Saxony and Anhalt and the adjacent areas in 
Thuringia, Saxony and Brunswick to the north, form an entirdy 
separate and distinctive industrial area pf modern devdopment, 
a distinction, as we have already seen, that also applies to agri
culture and types of countryside. This area lies between the 
Harz and the Flaming Heath, with its economic centres in Magde
burg and Halle. Its essential character is shown by the com
bination of open, highly productive farm land (wheat, sugar beet), 
and large-scale industry-lignite (brown coal) quarries and potash 
salts \\'ith attendant brickworkS, sugar-beet factories, chemical 
works and dectricity plants. Halle is the geographical focus of 
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this area which includes the Regierungsbezirk of Merseburg and 
the Land of Anhalt. Its limits are not clearly defined, ·ana it 
merges gradually into Brunswick and the Leipzig Bay, where its 
typical industcies are mixed with others. The political frontier 
is in many ways an artificial, but a real divide, separating this 
region from Saxony. The northem section, north of the Harz, 

· includes ancient towns and old metal-working centres which, 
historically, have been closely associated with Niedersachsen to the 
west, but economically are dragooned in particular towards the -
river port and rail centre of Magdeburg. 

IV 

There are, then, deep-rooted contrasts in the economic 
development and the present character of the industries as well 
as of agriculture between the northem and southem sectors of 
Central Germany. The whole area, however, is a homogeneous 

· unit in.respect of four main characteristics in its circulations and 
organization-the close ;network of through and local routes ; the 
old-established interchange of goods between its parts, which is 
now so important, in comparison with trade with other areas 
of similar extent in the Reich, as to mark it off as an integrated 
commercial unit; the fact that to-day brown coal, the chief 
item in bulk in its railway traffic, gives a basic unity to the whole, 
since, with the lack of coal and water-power, brown coal--;-in 
the form of briquettes or of electricity-is almost the sole source 
of domestic fuel and of power for industry; and, finally, the 
dominance of the largest cities over local circulations, economy, 
and organization. These cities are Leipzig, Dresden, Chemnitz, 
Magdeburg, Halle, Erfurt and Plauen, with Leipzig as the focal 
city, the greatest in size and its chief commercial and cultural 
centre. ' 

Central Germany produced in 1927-28 nearly a half of the 
production of brown coal in Germany {Thuringia-Saxony, 
35 per cent., Upper Lusatia, 5·0 per cent., Brunswick-Magdeburg, 
5·0 per cent.), whereas Lower Lusatia supplied 22·5 per cent., 
and the Lower Rhineland {west of Cologne) 28 per cent. Brown 
coal deposits underlie the rich agricultural plains and are known 
to form a north-south oval-shaped area, with Leipzig at its 
centre, extending 4o.kilometres from east to west through Leipzig 
and 7o-8o kilometres from north to south, with many outliers 
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on the western edge. A second area, a long thin belt, running 
north-west-south..:ea.st to the north of the Harz has its chief 
centre of production in Helmstedt. Production is localized in 
several separate districts ·which overlap into all of the main 
administrative divisions in the region. The chief producing 
areas are in the heart of the region. . I 

Coal production is limited to the State of Saxony at Zwickau, 
Glauchau and Stollberg, which produce the small amount of 
4 million tons per year. 

Lignite, amounting to nearly half of Germany's total produc
tion (three-quarters if Lower Lusatia be included), is the bulkiest 
commodity in its traffic, making up 27 per cent. {about one
third with coal) of the traffic of Magdeburg-Anhalt, 41 per cent. 
(nearly a half with coal) of that of Merseburg-Erfurt, and about a 
third (40 per cent. with coal) in each of Thuringia, Saxony and 
Leipzig. 1 

As regards receipts and despatches for each district for both 
coal' and lignite, Central Germany, considered as these five 1 

traffic provinces, is a closed province to the e:¥:tent of 70 per cent. 
of itS ~ade. The percentage of all rail traffic of each district · 
with the other four districts in Central Germany is : Magdeburg
Anhalt 42·7, Merseburg-Erfurt· 49·8, Thuringia 59·8, Saxony 49 
and Leipzig 75· Thus, 5 I ·6 per cent. of the total traffic of these 
five districts is with each other, and the remaining 48·4 per cent. 
with the rest of Germany.s 

These districts; with the exception of Leipzig, are large and 
their size obscux:es the orientation of some of their area to neigh
bouring districts. In this respect, attention is drawn to the 
relatively densely-peopled indust::ial districts, in which Mittel
deutschland tapers out to north-west, south-east and south-west. 
The lowland north of the Harz, in so far as it is oriented· towards 
Magdeburg, and is a lignite-producing area (around Helmstedt), 
may be included in Mitteldeutschland. This would seem to be 
supported by both features of relief and natural vegetation as 
well as by the industry and agriculture of to-day. Neverthe
less the whole area has close ties with Brunswick, and includes 
detached sections of that State, and has considerable trade with 

1 These districts refer to the official traffic districts used for railway returns 
(Verkehrsbedrke). They are &gienutgsbe.tirk Magdeburg and Frei Staat Anhalt, 
&gierungsbe.tirk Merseburg, R.B. Erfurt, and F.S. Thuringia, F .S. Saxony, and Leipzig 
and district. For details on li~nite trade, see H. Thormann and F. Staab, D• 
MitteldttUtscM Raum, 1929, P· 7S· . 

• Thonnann and Staab, op. cit., pp. 1&r-5. 
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Niedersachsen (Hanover). All writers and proposals are agreed 
that Brunswick itself should be excluded from Mitteldeutschland. 
The Hof cotton manufacturing district, lying on the south side of 
the Thiiringerwald, is closely allied with both Mitteldeutschland 
and North Bavaria. The Garlitz (in Silesia) and Zittau (in the 
extreme comer of Saxony) districts are similarly transitional to 
Silesia, though beyond them there is a definite break in the 
density of population and industrial intensity. Lower Lusatia, 
though a lignite and textile industrial area, is closely allied 
functionally with Brandenburg and Berlin, so that the Branden
burg frontier may be taken as the boundary against Central 
Germany. 

As regards water transport, the Elbe itself is the only deep, 
navigable river, and it borders the whole 9f the northern and 
eastern margin of the area. It is now continued westwards by 
the Mittelland canal, which joins the Elbe a few miles below 
Magdeburg. There are no other waterways of any importance 
south of this route, and break-of-bulk points on the Elbe are fed 
by road and rail. The Saale alone is navigable by small barges 
to some miles above Naumburg (200 tons) and barges of1,ooo tons 
can now go as far as Trotha, below Halle.1 

Magdeburg is the great river port for northern Mitteldeutsch
land, but, as noted above, there are several small towns east of 
it, on the south bank of the river, which are important trans-ship
ment points for goods coming up and down the Elbe and are 
also, in consequence, seats of he_avy industry'. 

There is a high density of traffic and of routes per unit of area 
in the middle Elbe basin. In general, this reflects, as we might 
expect, the distribution of population, and the radial arrange
ment oflocal routes brings out-clearly the location of the spheres 
of influence of the small country towns, especially in Thuringia. 
Most remarkable is the very high density of routes, and the heavy 
traffic on them, in the whole of the Erzgebirge in Saxony from 
Upper Lusatia to Plauen and Hof at the western end. This 
broad zone passes, by a gradually wider spacing of density lines, 
into the Halle-Leipzig Bay, although the close network of routes 
is a main feature, narrowing northwards from the Saxony base to 
Magdeburg and the country on the northern slopes of the Harz 
westwards to Brunswick, and, without a break, to Hanover. 

1 Canals are planned to link Gera and Leuna to Leipzig and Torgau and the 
Saale is to be canaliZed to link Merseburg (Leuna) with the Mittelland Canal. 
The building of the barrage on the Saale will also regularize the flow of water. 
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The density of the route net and of traffic decreases abrupdy 
to the north beyond }..fagdeburg and the Elbe. Thuringia has 
a distinct pattern with its equally-spaced old towns, each with 
a radial road net dominated by Erfurt, and there are many 
short local routes feeding the industrialized Thuringian uplands. 

A recent study of all categories of traffic circulations catculated 
on a density basis for twenty-nine districts reveals some interesting 
facts about Central Germany .1 Five districts correspond with 
this area. The high density in the State of Saxony and the south 
of the Province of Saxony is due 'to the density of the railway net 
in very populous areas. But the upland areas around this have 
a highly developed road ~et as well as a close railway net, for 
they too are densely populated industrial areas with high traffic 
" potentials ". This applies to the Harz, Thiirlngerwald, 
Frankenwald, the Fichtelgebirge and Erzgebirge. Here road ser
vices make up for the inadequacy of railway facilities. Thus, the 
" Thuringerwald, Frankenwald, Fichtelgebirge " district, accord
ing to this authority, combining both a close railway and road 

· net, exceeds the rest ofCen,tral Germany in its traffic" density, and 
stands third only in the Reich after the Ruhr and the Cologne 
Bay. The Harz also has a higher density than the Thuringian 
lowland. But these conclusions are based on the density of 
traffic routes. The density of trajfic using them reveals that the 
greatest intensity of traffic is in the State of Saxony, and the 
south of the Province of Saxony, that is, in the great urban and 
industrial areas. 

This brief survey reveals in broad terms the intrinsic char
acteristics of the middle Elbe basin in respect of the distribution 
of its agriculture, industry and population and its commercial 
circulations. The fact that these distributions and space relations 
cut across political divisions means that both the student and the 
organizer or administrator must adopt new " natural units ". 
It is thus no wonder that this unit as a whole figures, with varia
tions, in the numerous nation-wide divisions of the Reich and in 
regional associations, and that innumerable proposals by both 
public authorities and private investigators have been put 
forward for " natural ,. or homogeneous geographical units, 
as economic groupings inherent in the structure of modern 
society. It is of interest to note, in conclusion, that in all 
these regional definitions, the Leipzig-Halle area figures con-

' H. Ende, Dil V.rkehrsdi&ht8 tlu D4ut.s&hm &iclw, Ardtiil for Eimc~, 
Hefte 3 and 4• 1936. 
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sistently as the heartland. The border areas with divided 
allegiance are Hof in northern Bavaria and ~rlitz in Upper 
Lusatia in the south-west and south-east corners of tlie region, 
and the Magdeburg region in the north. The last is in many 
ways a distinct area, .and the thinly peopled heathland just north 
of Magdeburg in the Altmark is almost unanimously excluded 
from Central Germany. But though the focal point of a distinct 
closely settled area north of the :f!arz, Magdeburg itself as a great 
river port and indmtrial centre serves the Saxony-Anhalt 
industrial and agricultural area, it has close relations with 
Berlin and Hanover, and it is equidistant from these two and 
from Leipzig-Halle and Hamburg. Thus, the Magdeburg area 
is a transition · area between the important regional nuclei 
around it. The same sort of transitional character is found in 
Lower Lusatia, ..which, as a new industrial area, is allied to both 
the Central German region in its brown coal interests, and to 
Berlin in the marketing, of its products and its administrative 
organization. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE BALTIC PROVINCES: NORDMARK., 
POMERANIA, AND EAST PRUSSIA 

'-

These provinces extend along the shores of the Baltic Sea. 
They include, from west to east, the chief political divisions of 
Schleswig-Holstein, Mecklenburg-Strelitz and Mecklenburg
Schwerin, Pomerania; and beyond the Polish Corridor-the 
former German province of \Vest Prussia-East Prussia, an 
isolated outlier of German territory. . ~ 

This tier of provinces corresponds with a distinct belt of 
coqntry that is bounded to. the south by a great arc-shaped 
trough of flat land, along which flows the lower Elbe, then, 
in northern Brandenburg, the trough is followed by a canal 
to the lowest angle of the Oder, and thence along.the \Varthe
Netze valley· to the lowest angle' of the Vistula at Brom
berg. Beyond this point, on the southern confines of East 
Prussia, the trough is followed by the Vistula and its eastern 
tributaries, the Narew and the Bohr rivers. Between this trough 
and the coast there is a belt of country, about 100 kilometres 
wide, in which there is a broad belting of types of country 
parallel to the coast and the trough. . First, there is a stretch of 
level and usually fertile land behind the sand spits and enclosed 
lagoons of the coast, a zone that is very closely cultivated, with 
nearly all the land under arable crops. Then follows a zone; of 
hummocky country, with numerous shallow depressions, with 
lakes, marsh, and large areas under coniferous forest. Thirdly, 
on the south side of these hills and intermingled with them, there 
are stretches of level land, with infertile sandy soils on broad 
valley floors, the greater part of which is forested or marshy. 
This in turn gives place to the flat valley trough to the south. 
Three wide plains, traversed by the lower courses of the chief 
rivers, break this whole belt into three blocks. The plains are 
those of the Memel, which is more or less continuous with that 
of the Pregel, bounding East Prussia on its eastern side ; the lower 
Vistula; and the lower Oder. There is no clearly defined river 
break in the west, but the isthmus between Hamburg and 
Lubeck is flat and narrow. · 

Historically, this whole belt beyoJ}d Kiel was brought into 
the sphere of German settlement in the Middle Ages, from 

139 
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nso onwards. In the west, Schleswig-Holstein was, in fact, 
part of the area of original German settlement in the l~ds west 
of the Elbe, and has close cultural affiliations with Kzedersachsen, 
as, for instance, in dialect and house types. The medieval 
"colonized land" begins east of Kiel. The Slavic \Vends were 
subdued in the twelfth century and Adolf of Schauenburg 
founded Lubeck in I I43• the first Kolonialstadt to be established 
in northern Germany. Then followed the conquest and settle
ment of the eastern provinces in the thirteenth century, whil~ 
the conquest and christianization of the lower VIStula and East 
Prussia beyond was left to the Teutonic Knights. Along the 
coast, ports were founded in quick succession, in general east
wards from Lubeck, all sharing in the Baltic trade and draw
ing traffic from their hinterlands, and all being members of the 
Hanseatic League of which Lubeck was the leader. In Pom
erania and East Prussia, in particular, there was a good deal of 
intermixture with the native Slavs. In East Prussia, Masurian 
(Polish) dialects, and in \Vest Prussia (now the Polish Corridor), 
the native Polish speech of the primitive Kassubes, have persisted 
in spite of rigid Prussianization. Moreover, the absorption of 
these more easterly provinces into Prussia was tardy, for Polish 
influence was strong after the downfall of the Teutonic Order 
until the partitions of Poland at the end of the eighteenth century. 
Facing the Baltic Sea, these provinces were associated with the 
fate of its dominant sea-power. Thus, with the end of the 
Hanseatic hegemony, power passed in the seventeenth century to 
Sweden under its great leader Gustavus Adolphus, and the 
Treaty of \Vestphalia in I648 awarded western Poll!erania 
(Vorpommern as opposed to Hinterpommern east of the Oder} to 
Sweden, and it was not until the early eighteenth century that 
this territory was returned to Prussia. Pomerellen (later known 
as \Vest Prussia) and East Prussia were virtually Polish territory 
until the partitions at the end of the eighteenth century. 

Throughout the centuries down to I 789, there were several 
distinct political units in this area. In 1789 there was Holstein 
to the south and Schleswig north of Kid, the latter a border 
province, never closely affiliated with the first Empire. Neither 
province was effectively incorporated into Prussia until their 
conquest in I 864. At the neck of the peninsula, bordering 
Holstein, were the Free Cities of Hamburg and Lubeck with 
their territorial outliers in the isthmus, together with the old 
dukedom of Lauenburg and several other small territories. To 
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the east of these were the dukedoms of Mecklenburg-Schwenn 
and Mecklenburg-Strelitz ; then between the northern boundary 
of Mecklenburg and the Baltic coast, the province of Vorpommern, 
attached to Sweden till I 720 ; and the dukedom of Pomerania 
east of the Oder. We may note here two prongs ofBrandenburg 
jutting northwards, the Uckermark, almost reaching Stettin, and 
the Neumark to the east. Finally, \Vest and East Prussia lay to 
the east, acquired by Prussia in the Polish partitions. In 1815 
this framework of units remained on the new map, Pomerania
Vor and Hinter-becoming a ·single province of Prussia. The 
chaotic grouping of interlocking territories in the . Holstein 
isthmus was recently cleared up by a Nazi decree. Lubeck loses 
its status as an independent State and is absorbed into the Prussian 
Regierungsbezirk of Schleswig. The many outlying villages that 
were outliers of Lubeck, designed formerly to protect the trade 
routes and to assure Lubeck's food supply, are also absorbed 

. partly into Schleswig and partly into Mecklenburg. Further 
along the Mecklenburg-Prussian border there is a general 
elimination of outliers that date from the fourteenth century •. 
The· Eutin district, formerly under the control _of the bishops 
of Lubeck, passed to Oldenburg in 1803. 

The whole of this Baltic belt is predominantly agricultural, 
with small country towns and only a few large towns, all of which 
are ports. In all the provinces, except Schleswig-Holstein, the 
proportion of people engaged in agriculture alone exceeds the 
proportion in industry and commerce combined; The density 
of population is also the lowest in the Reich ; large areas in 

" Mecklenbm:-g and Pomerania and in the interior of East Prussia 
have densities of population well under 100 per square mile. 
The most populous areas are found in the Hamburg-Lubeck 
isthmus and in the lower Oder. There is, moreover, a marked 
similarity in the type of farming throughout the belt in spite of 
secondary contrasts. The similarity lies in the fact that the whole 
belt specializes in stock production and is the chiet area .of 
surplus production and export in the Reich. The rolling country
side with fertile soils-similar to those of East Anglia-next to the 
Baltic coast is predominantly arable, while forest dominates in 
the hilly interior, and meadow and grasses in the coastal marshes 
of western Holstein. Holdings are generally large (except in 
Holstein) and in this respect are highly distinctive as compared 
with the rest of the Reich. Mecklenburg, in particular, is the 
land of the Junker landlord with estates often exceeding 
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I,ooo 'acres, and holdings normally having over 250 acres. On 
the arable land, rye usually exceeds wheat, the latter being more 
important in eastern Holstein only, and potatoes are grown in 
combination with rye. Beet is groWn on the most fertile soils 
in Mecklenburg. It is thus a zone of dairying and beef and pig 
production and it will be remembered that the Holstein farmers 
gave the impetus to the development of dairying in Denmark. 
Little fluid milk is marketed owing to the considerable distance 
from the large urban markets, but large quantities of butter and 
cheese are exported. This whole range of dairy and stock 
production is greatest in Holstein and least intensive, with a much 
greater proportion of waste forest and marsh land, in East Prussia. 
Berlin draws heavily on these surplus agricultural products, 
although supplies are delivered to Hamburg from Holstein and 
throughout eastern Germany. 

Towns are small, commerce is local, and large areas are far 
removed from railways, this again being typical of the whole belt 
except for Holstein. Moreover, the main routes are concerned 
primarily with traversing the belt, and the chief cities are ports 
concerned with transit traffic as· well as with the marketing and 
processing of products from the interior. Thus, these rural areas 
have a diffuse network of commerce with main traffic arteries 
crossing them to and from_ the ports, and large areas lie well 
outside the effective reach of the latter. The political divisions 
are thus the best basis for assessment of ~egional unity, although 
some obvious changes are indicated, especially· the need for 
clearing up the territorial mosaic in the Hamburg-Liibeck 
isthmus. The northward prong of Brandenburg (Uckermark), 
which penetrates Pomerania almost as far as 1Stettin, is more 
closely related to Pomerania geographically, and its agricultural 
activities are like those of the arable lands of west Pomerania. 

Three main groupings, it may be noted, are usually used in the 
division of this, part of Germany for many practical purposes, 
namely, ·the so-called Nordmark, which combines Schleswig
Holstein; Lubeck and sometimes Mecklenburg ; Pomerania ; and 
East Prussia. The Nordmark has an area of about 32,000 square 
kilometres and a population of 2! millions. Schleswig-Holstein, 
however, forms a very distinct historical unit and its modern 
development and interests, apart from its agriculture, have 
always been closely associated with. the commercial and strategic 
importance of the isthmus crossing from the Baltic" to the North 
Sea. It is also a region essentially of peasant farmers and is old 
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settled German land with, however; a long tradition of semi
independence of ..._Germany and of Denmark, though with close 
affiliations with both. Dairying is highly developed both on the 
marshes on the western coast and on the drier and more fertile 
arable land on the east coast, and it has very large surpluses of 
all types of stock on farms of 50 to 250 acres in extent._ Moreover,. 
lying across the isth!llus, its history has been closely tied up with 
that of the ports on the eastern coast and Hamburg at the mouth 
of the Elbe. Mecklenburg, on the other hand, is an ancient 
Slav province in which the large Junker estate is dominant, with 
a semi-servile peasantry living in villages and small towns, and 
marketing its agricultural surpluses chiefly in Berlin·. Rostock 
is the onlytown to near the 1oo,ooo mark. Pomerania, also an 
ancient Slav dukedom east of the Oder, has only emerged in the 
last hundred years as a single province and owes much of i~ 
modern unity to the dominance of Stettin. East Prussia is 
a clearly defined province geographically, with a history of its 
own, an outpost o( the Reich and of Germandom, with a very 
strong Polish str~n in its people as well as in its history. It is · 
to-day served by Konigsberg which has no rival. 

It will be clear that in these Baltic provinces regional associa
tions are diffuse owing to the dominance of agricultUre and the 
small country market town, and to the relative unimportance of 
industry. Moreover, foom the economic point of view, they may 
be regarded as one major province. The main poJ,itical divisions, 

, however, have been permanent and between them there are 
contrasts in cultural and historical development anci modern 
rural economy. There is also considerable differential integra
tion of regional activities in the large city ports, which are also 
the chief seats of industry. These cities are ·Kiel and Lubeck, 
the small towns of\Vismar and Rostock, Stettin, and Konigsberg. 

Particular interest, then, attaches to these German Baltic ports 
which are also, without exception, the principal cities in the 
Baltic provinces. In contrast to the port facilities on the North 
Sea coast, that are almost entirely confined to the two main· river_ 
estuaries {Emden being a foundation of the last decade with the 
opening of the Dortmund-Ems canal), the Baltic ports are many 
and ancient in origin and are situated either on river estuaries • 
or in riverless bays. Liib~ck, the first to be established as a 
German port in II42, was followed in the thirteenth century by 
a series founded to the east of it, ending with Memel, founded 
in 1252. The prosperity of these ports in the Middle Ages was 
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associated with the eastward spread of G~rman colonization 
beyond the lower Elbe, and the trade with Scandinavia and 
Russia. This trade was the monopoly of the Hanseatic League 
with its headquarters in Liibeck~a trade in timber, tar, wax, 
honey, furs and fish, and, above all, herrings and timber. In the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, grain from the Baltic pro
vinces of Germany and the interior of Poland and west Russia was 
added. The Baltic ports were the chief suppliers of grain and 
timber to western Europe until late in the nineteenth century; and 
the greatest of them in the eighteenth century was Danzig. In 
1850, though Hamburg was the chief German port with shipping 
tonnage entries reaching over 50o,ooo tons, Stettin (207,000 tons), 
Danzig (187,ooo tons), Memel (16o,ooo tons), and Konigsberg 
(I 2 7 ,ooo tons) ali exceeded Bremen (I 23,000 tons), and even the
smaller ports (Rostock, Kiel, Wismar and Stralsund) continued 
to handle considerable shipping (from 25,000 to 50,000 tons 
each). The relative decline of the Baltic ports came after the 
'sixties, but there has been in fact a steady increase in traffic. 
Thus, in 1850 the shipping entries in aggregate to the Baltic 
ports were 1,5oo,ooo tons as compared with I,loo,ooo tons to 
the North Sea ports. In 1930 the totals were 9,7oo,ooo tons 
and 34,10d,ooo tons respectively. 

The development of the ports of Schleswig-Holstein reveals 
clearly the importance of the isthmus location between the Baltic 
and North Seas. There are several small ports in the deeply 
embayed coast-line, but only two of these are to-day of any 
importance, Flensburg and Kiel. Lying at the head of their 
bays, these small ports were within easy reach, by short overland 
crossin~, of the lower Elbe and west Germany, and they were 
also connected at the head of the bays by the old north-south 
route to Denmark, which is now followed by the railway to 
Copenhagen. Schleswig (2o,ooo inhabitants) was a port in early 
medieval times, but was soon superseded by Lubeck and ceased 
to function as a port at this early date. Flensburg (65,000 in
habitants), founded in I 150, is both a port and an industrial 
centre~ Situated at the head of a bay and at a focus of routes in 
fertile country, it has always been a port, and in the nineteenth 
century it acquired industries and became a · Baltic shipping 
centre. But in the twentieth century, and especially since 1919, 
when the Danish frontier was brought to its doors, the port has 
greatly declined and is now only of local importance. 

Kiel is situa!ed near the head, on the western side, of one of 
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the finest bays. Built originally as a .competitor to Lubeck, it 
grew slowly, joining the Hanseatic League in 1363. But, in spite 
of a canal built across the peninsula in 1777-87, Kiel remained 
insignificant in the :Oineteenth century with only 7 ,ooo people in 
18 I o. The change came at the end of the nineteenth century 
with the building of the Kiel-Altona railway, the first Baltic-North 
Sea railway connection (1843-4), the growth of its University 
(founded in 1665), in connection with the political movements 
in the two provinces, and above all with the establishment of 
the naval base after the annexation by Prussia of Schleswig
Holstein, which meant the building of wharves, ship-building 
yards, new railways and roads and a rapid increase of popula
tion, and the growth ofits Baltic commerce. The Kaiser-Wilhelm 
canal (1887-95} did not. have the favourable repercussions on 
Kiel that were anticipated. Though the pttrpose of this canal 
was primarily strategic, it served in fact to divert shipping from 
the Baltic direct to Hamburg, short-circuiting the Baltic ports. 
Through the depletion of the German fleet since 1919, Kiel has 
also gone through hard times in the last twenty years. 

Lubeck is situated on an island near the mouth of the small 
river Trave and is easily accessible to the lower Elbe, like its 
neighbour Schleswig, which it soon superseded. In the thirteenth 
century Lubeck became the head of the Hanseatic League and 
controlled the movement of traffic in and out of the Baltic Sea. 
'The zenith of her power was,reached about 1500 when her 
population numbered over so,ooo. In order to carry salt from 
the L:iineburg district (for the salting of fish in the Baltic ports), 
the townsmen of Lubeck had a canal built-the Stecknitz canal
the first to be built in Germany {1391-8), to a branch of the lower 
Elbe, over a distance of 2 I kilometres. A second canal was built 
shortly after I 500 to serve for the transport of general merchandise 
from Lubeck to the Elbe, but this, as a joint undertaking of 
Lubeck and Hamburg, soon fell into· disuse through difficulties 
of water supply and the opposition of the landlords, through 
whose territory it passed. The need for these two cities to 
control the Elbe-Trave corridor led in the Middle Ages to 
territorial conflict with the small feudal lords between them and 
to their obtaining contro! of scattered bits of land which still 
appear oil the map, though most of these have been eliminated, 
as noted above. There was, indeed, one small district in which, 
until 1868, the administration changed hands between. Lubeck 
and Hamburg every seven years. In the course of the SIXteenth 
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century came the decline of Lubeck, while Hamburg throve. 
The dominion of the Baltic passed from the Hansas to Denmark 
and then to Sweden, and the Dutch mercantile ntarine took over 
much of the Baltic carrying trade in: the seventeenth century. 
Further, there came the great shift of commerce from northern 
Europe to overseas. The revival of Lubeck· did not take place 
until after I87o. T~e Trave navigation was improved, a new 
harbour was laid out below the old town, the Elbe-Trave canal was 
built, and opened in 1 goo, following the course of the old Stecknitz 
canal, and new industries were introdl'lced-blast furnaces at the 
mouth of the Trave (using Swedish ore, Gothland limestone and 
English or Upper Silesian coal), as well as oil mills, chemicals, 
engineering and timber yards and timber working .. In I939 the 
population was I 53,000. 

Wismar (3o,ooo) and Rostock (I22,ooo) are the two chief 
towns ofMecklenburg and both are small ports, and always have 
been small, for they cannot compere with the isthmus l9cation 
of Lubeck nor with the river location of Stettin. Rostock has an · 
old University dating from the eighteenth. century and has 
a small shipbuilding industry. About 10 kilometres downstream 
is Vvarnemunde where there is a train ferry service from Berlin 
to Sweden. At Rostock there are extensive aircraft works. The 
two places together have well over Ioo,ooo inhabitants. 

Stettin lies midway between Flensburg and Memel at the head 
oithe marshy estuary of the Oder. It is the farthest inland of the 
Baltic ports and the nearest Berlin, with which it is connected by 
rail and water. Beginning as the capital of the Slav province 
of Vorpommern, on the west bank of the estuary, it became 
a German town in I 243 and entered the Hanseatic League in 
1360. After the Middle Ages Stettin declined as a port in • 
spite of the fact that the Oder basin was now a closely settled 
German land in Brandenburg and Silesia. This was because 
Stettin and Pomerania were cut off from this natural hinterla,nd. 
Until I637 Pomerania was independent and then, with the end 
of its dyp.astic line, it fell to Sweden, so that Brandenburg' and 
Silesia directed their commerce westwards "to the Elbe. This 
was the reason "for the building of the Friedrich \Vilhelm canal 
(1662-9)_ between the Oder and the Spree to connect directly 
Silesia, Berlin and Hamburg and to side-track Stettin. Frederick 
William II acquired Stettin and the Oder estuary in 1719-20 
and part of Vorpommern to the Peene river at the mouth of the 
Oder. In 1815 the rest of the province was acquired by Prussia. 
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'The barriers were thus removed and Stettin;s development be~an. 
The Finow canal was built betw.een the Oder and the Havel 
(174~6) and thC1 Plauer canal linked Magdeburg and Berlin. 
Sweden still controlled the Peene mouth of the Oder at Wofgast 
in the early eighteenth century, so Frederick the Great founded 
Swinemunde at the outlet of the Swine, which could take larger 
ships than Stettin and was ice-free for a longer period. This 
became the outport of Stettin, until the navigation up to Stettin 
was improved to take vessels_ up to 10,oqp tons in r88o. The 
modern harbour has been built on the marshy islands on the east 
bank of the river opposite the town. In 1816 Stettin had 
.24,500 inhabitants-about the same as Lubeck and half the size 
of Danzig ; in I 939 it had 267 ,ooo inhabitants. Stettin is thus 
the biggest German Baltic port and industrial centre. Ship
building is old established; blast furnaces were founded in 1895, 
using Swedish ores, and English or Silesian coal, and other indus
tries are timber and paper, and oil-milling, with cement, bricks 
and sugar-making as secondary industries based on local raw 
materials. It also has become a chief outport for Berlin, especially" 
since the opening in 1914 of the Hohenzollern canal that takes 
6oo-ton barges. 

Konigsberg dominates the trade of East Prussia. With a 
population of s68,ooo in 1939· it is far less important ~ a port 
than Stettin or even Lubeck. The large size of the city is due 
to other causes : it is the seat of government of East Prussia, the 
econ.omic and cultural focus of the whole province, and a great 
garrison centre. It lies not far from the mouth of the river 
Pregel on the Frisches Haff, and is at the last easy crossing above 
the marshes flanking the estuary. It is also 40 kilometre~ from 
Pillau on the Baltic coast and a similar distance upstream by 
canal to the Kurisches Haff which leads to Memel. It thus 
lies at the head of the river estuary, at an outstanding bridge 
point, in a central position as a market for the closely settled · 
countryside. Konigsberg was the headquarters for the conquest 
and settlement of East Prussia. The Hanseatic merchants con
trolled the trade in ·timber and grain and its trade monopoly 

· reached from Memel to Danzig. Its University was founded in 
. 1544. Decline came about x6oo, due to conflicts with Danzig, 

the attacks of the Swedish Gustavus Adolphus (who occupied 
Pillau and stopped all trade from the port), fires and epidemics, 
and the partition of Poland, after which Russia sought to divert 
traffic to Libau, Mitau and Riga. A new period of prosperity 
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came in the middle of the nineteenth century. There were several 
distributaries of the Pregel, but the main channel was gradually 
embanked and deepened. ·The town is situated on the north 
side of the river and the port on the marshy land on its south side 
below the town where large areas are reserved for industry on the 
northem bank below the town. A ship canal was built between 
1894 and 1901, 30 kilometres long, cutting through the Haff to 
Pillau. The latter grew rapidly, after the opening of the canal, 
as an outport, but since 1919 the trade has declined again, for 
the hinterland is now restricted to the local traffic of East Prussia 
and Pillau is now a winter port at?-d summer bathing place 
(w,ooo). 

The peculiarity of the pre-xgx8 trade of Konigsb~rg was its 
large exports of agricultural products from East Prussia and west 
Russia-timber, lentils, flax and hemp. Timber is still floated 
down the streams, and sawn and dressed in the mills at Konigs
berg. Imports included coal, fertilizers and industrial products, 
and above all herrings for the Russian market. In the inter-war 
period imports increased, and were mainly coal and timber, coal 
coming by water instead of by rail to avoid the crossing of the 
Polish Corridor. Exports, however, did not reach their pre-1913 
level ; they included small quantities of grain, flax, and cellulose, 
but a third of the ships left in ballast. 

The industries of Konigsberg occupy about one-third of its 
inhabitants and commerce another third. The chief of the 
industries are concemed with the processing of the products of 
the hinterland of East Prussia, cellulose, paper- and saw-milling, 
grain-milling, brewing, together with general engineering. The 
trade of the port reached 3 million tons in 1933. Konigsberg, 
though no great port, is a good example of a regional capital 
serving a clearly defined political territory, .with no competitor 

. to share or reduce its varied functions as an economic and 
cultural centre. Its famous University was founded in 1544-

Memel became a town in 1252 with Lubeck law and was 
overlooked by a castle of the Teutonic Order. But its surround
ings on the lower Memel were a wilderness of marsh and moor, 
and the town was essentially a calling station for the Baltic trade. 
Colonization of the interior did not start till the fifteenth century 
and the trade of the port was very small. In 1924 Memel was 
given to Lithuania to serve as a port for this new state. It was 
seized by the Nazis in 1938 and reunited with East Prussia. 



CHAPTJ;.R IX 

BRANDENBURG-BERLIN 

Brandenburg was the nucleus of the modern state of Prussia. 
It began as a frontier' province on the west bank of the lower 
Elbe-:-the Altmark, established in the tenth century. Eastward 
territorial expansion with the conquest of the Slavs carried its 
frontier to the districts between the Elbe and the Oder in the 
thirteenth . century, and these were grouped together as the 
Mittelmark, together with Prignitz and U ckermark. This was 
soon followed by the ~ddition, beyond the Oder, of the Neumark 
in I 260. The capital cities of the province shifted eastwards, 
beginning on the lower Elbe with Tangermiinde, then shifting 
to Brandenburg, then to Berlin, while Frankfurt-on-Oder was 
used 'as the military base for the conquest of the Neumark. 
The margravate of Brandenburg was established in I 157 and it 
became an electorate of the Empire in 1351. The Hohenzollerns 
came into control in the early fifteenth century and the territories 
of the march were .made indivisible. The real growth of Berlin, 
however, upon which the present unity of Brandenburg largely 
depends, began in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries under 
the Hohenzollerns, as the capital of Prussia. 

Physically, the· province corresponds with the zone of wide, 
fiat troughs, stretching from east to west and cbnvex to the south, 
that are occupied by bends of the main rivers and their tributaries. 
The heart of the province lies between the Elbe and the Oder, 
where there are the wide fiat lake-strewn valleys of the Havel 
and ·the Spree. An island across the latter permitted the siting 
of two early settlements, Alt Berlin and Kolin, the beginnings of . 
modem Berlin. Marshy floors and sandy tracts of pine forest, 
like the famous Grunewald, alternate with stretches of higher 
levelland which is more fertile and well cultivated. The centre 
of the province lies between the Elbe and the Oder with extensions 
beyond Magdeburg and Frankfurt-on-Oder in the Altmark and 
the Neumark, the central section being known as the Mittelmar~. 
The province is limited by the wide valley to the north that 1S 

occupied in tum by the lower Elbe, the lowest bend of the Oder, 
the \Varthe-Netze valley, and the lowest bend of the Vistula. 
Beyond this valley, to the north, lie the Baltic Uplands. To the 
south it is limited by the Flaming Heath, a wide belt of uplands, 
with heath and wood and patches of cultivation, which until re-
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cently' was very thinly peopled. Between these limits the ,territory 
of Brandenburg expanded eastwards from the Alt'mark. The 
more fertile soils on the better-drained lands were first occupied
this fact probably a}:counting for the early extension of the fertile 
prong of the Uckermark towards Stettin. The marshy and 
forest~d areas are still largely in their natural condition, although, 
especially under Frederick the Great, considerable areas were 
drained, cultivated, and settled. Here, too, were built the canals 
that, in the shape of a cross, centre on Berlin, and link the Havel 
and the Spree with the Elbe and the Oder. 

Agriculturally, Brandenburg is a province of poor sandy soils. 
Over a third of its total area is under forest, and it has a markedly · 
lower proportion of farmed land than th~ fertile Baltic provinces 
to the north and the Borde zone to the south of it.- It also stands 
in contrast to the8e in respect of its farming, for nearly a fifth of 
the arable hmd is under potatoes, holdings are small or medium 
in size (21 to 50 hectares), and the number of its agricultural· 
workers per unit of land is ~he lowest in Germany. Moor and 
meadow cover its extensive flat, marshy; valley floors, especially 
in the Havelland, while arable land accounts. for about a third 
to two-fifths of the area. On the cultivated land, the sandy soils 
carry rye, oats· and potatoes ; wheat and barley are grown on 
the better soils, and there is a marked concentration of more 
intensive market gardening near the capital. Cattle raising is 
also of considerable importance and especially dairy farming near 
the capital for the sale of fluid milk. Associated with rye and 
potato production, as elsewhere in Germany, there is a large 
output of pigs. There are scattered deposits- of brown coal, but 
these are dwarfed· into 'insignificance by the great production of 
Lower. Lusatia. " 

Industries began as handicrafts in the . small country towns. 
The old manufacture of textiles, formerly co:pcentrated in Berlin, 
shifted to surrounding towns in the nineteenth century, and is 
now concentrated on the brown-coalfield of Lower Lusatia. The 
engineering industries owed their modern development to the 
stimulus of the kings of Prussia in the early eighteenth century, 
who had erected arms plants at Potsdam and Spandau (1722) 
and caused the introduction of the manufacture of cutlery at 
Neustadt-Eberswalcie (1743). Light engineering industries have 
persisted to . this day in the small towns ; the manufacture of 
bicycles is a notable new addition. The glass industry, the 
greatest industry of Brandenburg after textiles, located on the 
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Lusatian brown-coalfield, dates from the end of the eighteenth 
century. 

Railways radiate· throughout the province from Berlin. 
Especially remarkable in the growth of -Berlin are the water
ways. Lying midway between the Elbe and the Oder on the 
waterways and lakes of the Havel and the Spree, Berlin is at 
a natural crossways of navigable waterways which have been , 
supplemented by canal connections. The Plauer canal joins the 
Elbe with the Havel ; the Havelland canal connects Berlin and 
the lower Havel ; the Oder-Spree camil. joins Berlin south
eastwards with the Oder at Furstenberg ; the Teltow canal skirts 
the south of Berlin in making its way to Potsdam. Especially 
important is the ship canal from Berlin to the Oder and thence 
to Stettin. , r 

Greater Berlin gives real unity to the modern province of 
Brandenburg. Greater Berlin was fOrmed in 1920 by the com
bination of old Berlin with ninety-three surrounding parishes and 
towns. The total area of this new district is 341 square Iniles an.d 
it had a population in 1939 of jus( over 4! millions. About 46 
per cent. of the population depend on industry, 28 per cent. on 
commerce and transport, 8 per cent. on administration, 7 per 
cent. on social service, etc., and the rest are without paid occupa
tion. The proportion .,dependent on industry is not very high 
(compare Saxony, 56 per cent., Westphalia, 57 per cent.), but 
the numbers engaged in commerce an.d transport and adminis
tration are more than double the average for the Reich and 

. indicate the pre-eminence of Berlin as the capital of the Reich. 
Moreover, the industries are typical of those of every/great city. 
The chief are the production of electrical apparatus, engineering 
and clothing, followed by the building trades, foods and printing 
and publishing .. Two-fifths of all its workers are engaged in the 
finished steel and metal industries, the chief being the production 
of electrical apparatus, of which it is the main centre of production 
in Germany. 

Berlin, like all great cities, imports great quantities of bulky 
materials-mainly foodstuffs and building materials and fuels
and exports relatively small quantities of manufactured goods in 
small consignments by rail. The total traffic in and out by rail' 
and water amounts to about 30 million tons per year. Eighty per 
cent. is inward traffic, two-thirds going by rail and one-third by 
water, and 20 per cent. is outward traffic, four-fifths going by rail 
and one-fifth by water. The inward traffic consists of coal, 
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briquettes~ building materials and grain. The outward traffic 
includes iron and steel goods, fertilizers and chemicals. · Berlin 
is the greatest railway centre in Germany, and is one of its great 
inland. river ports, its traffic being distributed among nine river 
harbours, the chief being the \Vesthafen and the Osthafen, both 
in the ~ity. 

The build of Berlin is such that its nucleus is the old town 
centre of Berlin and Kolln and the court district of Dorotheen
stadt and Friedrichsstadt founded in the early eighteenth century. 
The whole of this nucleus to-day forms the greater part of the 
central business district, with the headquarters of business, 
shopping, culture, and adffiinistration. Around this cluster of 
specialized districts, there is a sea of closely packed tenements 
and factories with large expanses of railway yards adjacent to 
the stations, public buildings, etc., and this whole area, housing 
over a half of the total popUlation of Greater Berlin ( 21 million), 
is encircled by a clearly defined circular railway known as the 
Ringbahn. Since 188o the new industrial plants-mainly elec
trical and general engineering-have been established outside 
this circular railway and have expanded outwards along the 
railways and waterways well beyond the limits of the present 
administrative area of Greater Berlin.1 Greater Berlin, with its 
industrial axis on the north-west to south-east line of the Ravel
Spree, reaches out to the old towns of Spandau and. Potsdam 
in the west. and Kopenik in the south-east. 

It is significant that the whole of Greater Berlin is acces
sible to the main traffic centres of the city-Alexanderplatz and 
Wittenbergplatz-within an hour, and that there are extensions 
also accessible in this time along the-. main railway· routes for 
about 10 kilometres beyond the city limits-beyond Spandau 
and Potsdam in the 'west, \Vildau and Erkner in the east, 
Bernau in the north-east, and 'Velten and Oranienburg in the 
north. These outlying places, and several still farther afield 
within a distance of 50 kilometres, have industries that fall within 
the sphere of the labour market of Berlin-that is, that are 
accessible for workers living in Berlin, and that also are largely 
directed from Berlin. The upper Havel valley to the north-west, 
alongside the Stettin canal, includes Henningsdor4 Velten and 
Oranienburg, and has electrical supply plants, steel and rolling 

1 The chief of these industrial areas, inside Greater Berlin, but on the outskirts 
of the built-up area, are Spandau-Siemenstadt in the west; Tegel-Wittenau
Reinickendorf in the north, clustered on the Tegellake; and Scboneweide along 
the Spree and reaching to Kopenik in the south-east. 
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mills, and chemical works. Potsdam to the south-west and the 
small\ places of Nowawes and Tel tow, lying to the south-west 
alongside the main railway to Berlin and the Teltow canal, have 
miscellaneous light industries. Eberswalde, farther afield to the 
north-east alongside the Stettin canal, also has miscellaneous 
industries, including engineering. These industries are obviously 
tied up closely with the water and railway routes radiating 
from Berlin. · 

The broad economic structure of the Berlin-Brandenburg 
region has been outlined· by a German writer on the planning 
problems of Berlin and Brandenburg as follows. At distances 
over I oo kilometres from Berlin there are smaller cities that are 
independent trade and cultural centres-Dresden, Leipzig, Halle, 
Stettin and Magdeburg. Nearer to Berlin, and actually near the 
political frontiers of the province of Brandenburg, about I oo kilo
metres distant from Berlin, are medium-sized towns that serve 
in large measure as independent centres, though these are already 
dependent in some ways on Berlin. · The 8o-to-10o kilometres 
radius passes through the Elbe to the west {beyond the town of 
Brandenburg at the western end of the Havel lowland}, and the 
Oder to the east with Frankfurt at the end of the Spree route. 
To the north it passes along the Finow and Stettin canals along 
which there is no old-standing town centre. To the south it 
passes through Jiiterborg to the south-west and LUbben to, the 
south-east, which mark roughly the beginning of the uplands of 
the Flaming and Lower Lusatian heathlands. These towns are 
independent trade centres with independent industries and labour 
markets. The towns of Lower Lusatia, such as Kottbus, Forst 
and Giiben to the south of Be:rlin, owe their important textile 
industries to migration from Berlin and they supply ~he 
Berlin clothing industry ; but they also have a nation-wide 
market and form a separate economic unit. The brown-coal 
field supplies briquettes and electricity to Berlin, and is thus 
closely allied with th"e Berlin-Brandenburg complex ; it also lies 
inside the political province of Brandenburg. To the south-west, 
along and beyond the Elbe, none of the many small towns has 
been able to reach a large size. This is true, for instance, ofZerbst 
and Wittenberg on the Elbe. All these towns are closely related 
to the economic complex of the central German brown-coalfield. 
Dessau, the capital of Anhalt with important aircraft industries, 
has grown rapidly in the last twenty, years. Wittenberg, go 
kilometres from Berlin, is a historic bridgehead about half-way 

• I 
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between Berlin and Leipzig. Though closely allied culturally 
with Central Germany in the Middle Ages, and having its own _ 
ancient University, it owes its modem industrial development to 
the Berlin market. Together with Brandenburg and Frankfurt 
these towns have had a large measure of independent economic 
development, based on local natural resources. They also supply 
their local agricultural marketS, and they draw mainly upon 
local labour supplies for their industries. 

Still nearer Berlin, between 8o and 40 kilometres radius, the 
towns are smaller than those farther afield and are directly 
associated with the economic sphere of Berlin. Industries are 
linked, in both the supply of their products and the marketing. 
of their materials, with Berlin firms and their trade and business 
are concentrated in Berlin. This zone is, in general, very thinly 
peopled, with extensive areas of forest to the east and west, and 
considerable areas of cultivated land to the north and south but 
with no towns of any significance. It is dominated by Berlin, 
however, serving as a" week-end area" for summer outings, and 
has outlying high-class suburban districts (Trahantenstiidte). Its 
rural economy-market-gardening, dairying, etc.-is oriented to 
the Berlin market . 

. Towns distant 30 to 20 kilometres from the centre of Berlin 
lie at the- ends of the Berlin suburban railway net and are 
accessible to the centrejust within the hour, as noticed above. 
They therefore lie within the range of tl!_e Berlin labour market 
and are intimately tied up with the social and economic sphere 
of the city of Berlin. If the circular railway (Ringhahn) be 
regarded as a circle with a radius of about 5 kilometres, then this 
zone lies outside it, within 25 to 15 kilometres of the centre of 
Berlin. It includes all the· major industrial areas of Greater 
Berlin and the areas . of recent residential development, settled 
since about 188o with the extension of urban development beyond 
the Ringhahn. 
- This concentric belting of zones around a great city nucleus, 
which is a normal development in the growth and expansion of 
all cities, is particularly well marked . in Berlin and serves as 
a good example of the general arrangement of the zones of 
influence of a great ci~. It illustrates the case for the expan
sion of the political limits of a city so as to include the out
lying areas that in the last fifty years have become virtually a 
part of it through the expansion of houses, factories and com
munications and the whole fabric of sp~ce relations that depends 
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on the mobility these things imply. It also demonstrates the 
way in which smaller towns are grouped around the main 
city and how, nearer the latter, town growth is stifled, while, 
farther . away from it, small towns of very early origin, contem
poraneous with the capital city, lag behind in their modern growth 
and divide their allegiance between two or more great cities, and 
are in themselves in large measure independent economic and 
cultural centres. It illustrates also the process whereby, during 
the nineteenth century, industries in the city centre shifted, 
gradually to the towns in its environs and, indeed, over a wide 
surrounding area. This has been especially true of the textile 
and heavier engineering industries. Lastly, it illustrates how a 
relatively isolated backward area-Lower Lusatia-in its rapid, 
modern economic development has become markedly oriented 
to the capital, . supplying it with vital needs-power and fuel
although itself, through the devel<)pment of specialized industries, 
having nation-wide and independent connections. 

The relations of Berlin with its region have, of course, close 
similarities with the relations of London-the " city ", the county 
of London, Gr~ater London and the Home Counties ; and 
Paris-the city, the area inside the nineteenth-century fortifica
tions, the limits of Greater Paris reaching to the boundaries of 
the Department of the Seine, and further still the area closely 
allied to Paris that has been defined for purposes of " regional 
planning '' as a. radius of 35 kilometres from the city centre. 

Each city and its environs has its peculiar features, but the 
general zonal arrangemen~ based on space relations centred 1 
on the city nucleus are the same. Economic orientation towards 
Berlin, coupled with the distinctive characteristics of the land 
and its farming, give to Brandenburg its unity. 



CHAPTER X 

SILESIA 

I 

The Prussian Province of Silesia was conquered and annexed 
by Frederick the Great in 1742. Originally Polish and with a 
population almost- entirely Polish in Upper Silesia until the 
eighteenth century, it passed from Poland to the kingdom of 
Bohemia in 1526 and was absorbed into the Habsburg dominions 
until its conquest by Prussia. . At that time, the more closely 
settled section was in the centre, around Breslau, while the 
northern area (Lower Silesia) was thinly-peopled heathland, and . 
the southern area in Upper Silesia was also forested with a ' 
scattered Polish-speaking population. 'The central area, together 
with the Sudetes uplands, is thus the historic core of Silesia with 
its capital in Breslau. But the southern sector has one of the 
greatest coalfields in Europe, and its development in the last 
two generations as a new, populous, industrial orbit of human 
organization and space-relations has created one of the thorniest 
problems of political geography in central Europe. \ . , 

The political unit of Silesia, embracing the three strongly 
contrasted sectors noted above, has nevertheless been a permanent 
politico-geographical unit for centuries. It has its nucleus in 
a great bay of lowland that is drained northwards by the Oder 
r~ver, and before· 1919 reached for centuries as far as the Vistula 
above Cracow. This lowland on the west side of the Oder to 
the foot of the Sudetes uplands is open, treeless, black-earth land 
and is extremely fertile. 1 It is to-day one of the greatest agri
cultural areas in Germany, producing large quantities of sugar
beet and wheat, as in the Borde zone farther west. This area is 
encircled by poorer and, in general, forested upland country. 
The forest lowland of Upper Silesia is enclosed by uplands, witli 
lowland breaks leading through to the Vistula basin (Cracow) 
and through the Moravian Gate to the March valley apd through 
to Brno and Vienna. The Sudetes uplands' to the west, where 
lies the frontier against Bohemia (Czechoslovakia), like all the 
upland blocks pf the Central Uplands, is rolling upland country, 
with some more rugged mountainous ·areas, like the famous 
Riesengebirge. It is mainly forested, with large tracts of land 

1 Middle Silesia has over two-thirds of its total area Wlder •arable land. 
156 
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cleared for cultivation in the Middle Ages in its broad valley 
floors and enclosed depressions. It !s poor farming land with 
small holdings, , and has long been fl. seat of mining 'and in later 
centuries of the textile and other industries. The edge of. the 
Polish uplands to the east is also an infertile wooded country 
with the same poor farming conditions (rye and potatoes), but 
with relatively little industrial development except in the towns. 
A zone of low hills, covered with woods and heath to the north, 
stretches from south-east to north-west from central Poland 
through Lusatia to the Flaming and Liineburg Heaths. At the 
northern end of the Sudetes uplands in Upper Lusatia, grew a 
series of not unimportant medieval towns on the great east-west 
routeway from Leipzig to Breslau. Moreover, under the Prussian 
kings, in the eighteenth century the development of the textile 
industries, as in Saxony, was encouraged in the Sudetes uplands, 
and this was again fostered in the nineteenth century by the 
mining of coal in lowland pockets in. the uplands, the chief of 
which is centred on Waldenburg. In 1815 the Sudetes uplands 
was the most populous region in Silesia. The emergence of an 

·entirely new industrial complex in· Upper Silesia and of the 
brown-coal industrial area in Lower Silesia and Lusatia in 
the northern heathlands during the last seventy years· has upset 
the equilibrium of this ancient historical unit. 

Particularly interesting is the way in which Lower and Upper 
Lusatia to the north have so often c;hanged their political allegi
ance, for historically they have been more or less independent 
units. The latter is centred on the series of medieval towns noted 
above (p. 131) that combined to form the Six Towns League. The 
former. was a thinly-peopled and poverty-stricken· border zone 
until the advent of brown-coal attracted modern glass, chemical 
and textile industries, developed in part from earlier beginnings 
based on local charcoal. The allegiance of both units has been 
divided in history between Saxony, Brandenburg (Prussia) and 
Bohemia. They have normally been outside the Silesian province 
and formed part of the Saxon kingdom with the frontier running 
so as to bring the Bober valley (flowing from south to north) into 
Silesia. It was not until 1815 that Lower Lusatia was added to 
Brandenburg, and since then its economic development has been 
dominantly associated with Berlin and Brandenburg, rather than 
southwards, although its brown-coal mining and its associated 
industries give to the area much in common with Central 
Germany west of the Elbe. This is a first-class instance of an 
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area, fo~erly thinly peopleq and a border zone, being trans
formed by modern indusJ:rial development and having close 
connections, hi the present as in· the past, with several-in this 
case three-regional orbits. 

The development of the coalfield in Upper Silesia has, of 
course, completely upset the historic equilibrium of this extreme 
corner of Germany that borders on Poland and Czechoslovakia 
and their predecessors, Russia and the Habsburg dominions of 
Austria. The pre-1918 frontier was one of the most -clear-cut 
divides of political, cultural and economic associations in Europe,
a fact' due not only to the differences between the character of 
the German and Russian governments and the German and 
Polish people living on either side of it, but also to the deliberate 
policy of Russia to cut relationships across the Prussian frontier 
from the Carpathians to the Baltic to a minimum. During 
this period virtually the whole of the· developed coalfield, and 
indeed most of the coalfield, lay inside the boundaries of the 
Reich, as founded in 1871.. The division of the field was a 
necessity for the national existence of Poland and Czecho
slovakia. The allocation of Polish and German areas was based 
on a plebiscite, though this was complicated by the fact that 
Polish workers in the towns had adopted Ge~an speech and 
ways. The definition of the new boundary was extremely diffi
cult, for national and economic conditions had to be catered for 
by cutting the boundary right through the populous -industrial 
area, so that the bulk of it passed to Poland, leaving the industrial 
triangle ofBeuthen, Glciwitz and Hindenburg to Germany. The 
new boundary as defined in 1923 "surely crosses more lines of 
transportation . than any other equal stretch of international 
boundary in the world", writes an unbiased American scholar, 
and it severs the unity of a single industrial and population unit. 
Special arrangements were made by the League of Nations to 
permit free intercourse across the frontier, but these expired in 
1937 and the whole question was seriously aggravated by the 
attitude of the Nazi authorities to the Polish folk in German 
territory and the -Germans on the Polish side in the dark days 
of the industrial depression in the 'thirties. Almost the entire 
area belonged to Germany before the last war, and had a 
single net of narrow-gauge freight lines, electric tramways, a 
single power system and water supply, though there has natur
ally been much reorientation during the subsequent period. 
The total area of the coalfield is about 5,500 square kilometres, 
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and 4,000 square kilometres belong to Poland. The total pro
duction of coal amounts to about 70 million tons-20 million in 
the German section, 1 o million in the Czech section and 35 to 
40 million in the Polish section. Almost all the zinc- and lead
producing area is in Polish territory. 

The inter-war period has shown, and the future of this area 
will reveal even more clearly-for this is the greatest field in 
Europe after the Ruhr and the Donetz, and is still in the begin
nings of its development-that such a complex, though it may be 
divided politically, must function as a unit in the organiZation 
of its industry, its public services, the movementS of its population, 
and the organization of its labour market, especially as such 
unified development took place in the fifty years before the new 

,boundaries split it up after the last war. This is essential, quite 
apart from the necessity for freedom of movement of its pro
ducts, especially coal to markets, unhindered by tariff restrictions, 
and for the development of improved. transport facilities to the 
Vistula, the Oder and the Danube. A new canal connection 
has recently been opened on the German side to link up with 
the Oder at Kosel, and the Poles have built new railways and 
a new port-Gdynia-to- serve as an outlet for the surpJu8 coal 
to the Scandinavian market. Moreover, the future markets of 
the coal and the iron and steel and other products of the area. 
lie in east central Europe, not in Germany, where Silesian coal 
now has to meet the competition of Ruhr coal and the brown-coal 
briquettes and electric power of central Germany and Lusatia. 
Austria, Czechoslovakia and Poland all require coal in connec
tion with their iron and steel industries and other industrial and 
domestic needs, and each of these countries (especially Austria) 
has surplus iron-ore reserves, while there will be an ever-increasing 
market in south-eastern Europe for its heavy iron and steel 
products. The markets of Upper Silesia lie in east-central 
Europe rather than in Germany, and freedom of exchange with 
these countries is necessary to its future prosperity. 

II 

It will be of interest to discuss at a little greater length. the 
industrial development of Silesia. 

At the end of the eighteenth century the Sudetes upland was 
the most important textile manufacturing district in Germany, 
especially for linen goods. This was a cottage industry, and was 
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encouraged by various royal favours. vVith the tardy introduc
tion of machinery in the 'forties, a gradual change took place 
from linen to cotton weaving in factories in towns, the cottage 
industry dying out almost completely. The textile industries 
have remained in the same districts in the Sudetes (linen and 
damasks), Lower Silcsia, with centres at Reichenbach, Lauban 
and Landeshut (cotton, with linen as a subsidiary), and in 
Saxony (cotton). The woollen industry is markedly concen
trated in a few towns-Forst, Guben, and Kottbus, in northern 
Silesia and Lower Lusatia and southern Brandenburg. Coal 
supplies are available nearby for steam power from Upper 
Silesia and vValdenburg in the Sudetes. But the growth, sur
vival and modern importance of the textile industries is due 
above all to the large skilled labour supply, in poor farming 
country, from which, on their small holdings, the folk are unable 
to eke out a living. Two other industries in the uplands, that 
grew out of the readjustments in the mid-nineteenth century 
and have undergone various changes in production and organiza
tion with changing conditions, are wood-working, especially 
match-making, and paper-making in the Riesengebirge, using 
local timber, running water, and rags from the linen industry. 
The latter, still using local paper and pulp and coal, is still closely 
tied to the rivers especially along the Oder from Ratibor to 
J'v1altsch. Here there are paper, pulp and cellulose mills and 
factories. 

The mining and smelting of metals began soon after the 
German settlement in the :N1iddle Ages. They occurred only at 
scattered points in the Sudetes, but became of chief importance 
in Lower Lusatia and Upper Silesia, using low-grade ores and 
timber (for charcoal). The iron industry is recorded in the 
former as far back as the thirteenth century, though pits and 
smelteries were shifted from place to place.1 Not till the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, with the use of running water 
for working the forges, did the industry become fixed to definite 
sites along the many streams that cross the heathland. Blast 
furnaces, using charcoal as fuel, were not introduced until the 
eighteenth century. 

In Upper Silesia, the oldest mining and smelting district was 
around Tarnowitz and Beuthen (see Fig. 29), where the mining 

1 Local and widespread brown (or bog) iron ores (Raseneizenerze) were used. As 
these at·e quickly renewed by natural processes, it was possible to return after 
a period to the same places and find new deposits. In other words, at this stage 
it was a »hifting industry. 
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of silver and lead began in the early sixteenth century, and coal
mining in the eighteenth century ; but this was all very un
important. After the conquest of Silesia, Frederick the Great 
caused the foundation of an iron and steel industry to supply his 
army with munitions, and this was sited not in these older districts 
but in the forest near Malapane and Kreuzburg. It used char
coal and the low-grade surface ores, and the labour was drawn 

----....,..--------------··---- --

Fw. 2g.-Upper Silesia. 
Types of Country and Location of Industrial Area in relation to the frontiers. 

from Saxony and the Harz, both the traditional metal-working 
districts. By 1780 there were thirty-six furnaces. Higher grade 
iron ores were also discovered at this time in the old Tarnowitz 
district. 

Coal was later available as a fuel for the furnace. It began 
to be obtained from surface workings about 1750, and with the 
increasing demand for coal for iron smelting, the latter shifted 
southwards to the coal-mines, the northern district still surviving 
by using the local ores and charcoaL In 1796 the first coked 

G 
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blast furnace in Europe was opened at Gleiwitz. Railways and 
the building of a canal to the Oder added to its importance, and 
in 1850 it was the biggest iron producer in Germany, yielding 
about 40 per cent. of the total. Mter this date it suffered from 
the competition of the Ruhr, which was much more favourably 
situated geographically, near to the river Rhine. Moreover, the 
Silesian ores were too poor in grade and small in quantity to 
meet the demands of the growing industry, and ores had to be 
imported from. Styria and Hungary. In the last decades of the 
nineteenth century the Siemens-Martin furnace for steel-making 
gradually took the place of the old " puddling " process, and this 
furnace consumes scrap-iron together with i[on ore. But Upper 
Silesia was again badly placed in respect of supplies of scrap-iron, 
which had to be drawn over very long distances. Though not .. 
at first a serious disadvantage (since far more coal was used than 
ore in ·the smelting), with the improvement in smelting methods, 
less coal was needed to smelt a· given quantity of ore-:-a.general 
process in the history of the industry-and the Silesian coalfield 
lost some of its power of attraction for the industry. Finally, 
an added disadvantage was that the coal was not well suited for 
coking, so that better-grade ~oke had to be imported and the 
local coke kept for other purposes such as household use. Thus, 
with the advance in technique, the Silesian district gradually lost 
the advantage of having its own fuel and ore, whereas the Ruhr 
was able to keep abreast of, indeed was the centre of, many of 
the new developments, and became the greatest seat of the iron 
and steel industries in Europe. Sin~e the ':Q.ineties, the Silesian 
iron and steel industry has been working against adverse fac
tors which are basically related to its unfavourable geographical ' 
situation in relation to waterways and frontiers. 

The zinc industry also developed in the Silesi~ area. The 
calamine deposits were first used for making brass, though they 
were not suited for the production of raw zinc. The smelting 
of zinc dated from I 798 in the forest of W essola. But the ne\\1' 
industry developed on the coalfield like the iron industry. For 
a time Silesia doininated the world zinc market, but when it was 
discovered, in the 'seventies, that :zinc could be smelted from 
zinc blende new seats of production sprang up, especially in the 
United States, and Silesia lost its world pre-eininence, though it 
retained the ever-increasing home market. 

A.ll this development proceeded almost entirely in German 
territory before 1914. By the Treaty of Versailles, the area 
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passed mainly to Poland. Germany lost 75 per cent. of the coal 
production, two-thirds of the pig-iron capacity, all the iron ore, 
and 85 per cent. of the zinc and lead production. Virtually 
all the ores are now imported to the German sector from Sweden. 
Only 15 per cent. of the coke is used in furnaces. Projects "have 
been made to shift the German iron and steel industry to more 
favourable sites, especially to the Oder between Breslau and 
Maltsch, where ores could be brought through Stettin up the 
Oder direct to the plant, and coke could be brought from 
Waldenburg. No such shift has in fact taken place. Indeed, 
the conquest of the whole Polish and Czech area by the Nazis 
and its complete absorption into the war economy of the Reich 

. has given a great fillip to production throughout the area. The 
survival of the German Silesian heavy industry iS only possible 
by State financial support, for there is need. for the canalizing 
of the Oder (a new canal from Kosel taking 45o-ton barges has 
recently been opened), and the Silesian products certainly require 
preferential tariff treatment on the German railways, in order to 
compete in eastern Germany with those of the Ruhr. The 
situation is made even more unfavourable to Silesia by the 
completion of the Mittelland canal that permits Ruhr coal to 
reach Berlin and beyond. 

The fate of the Polish section of the field in the inter-war 
period has been more serious than the German, through the 
breaking of contact with· the German market (which before the 
last war took 40 per cent. of the coal, 65 per cent. of the iron 
and steel and go per cent. of the zinc), and the lack of transport 
facilities by rail and water on the Polish side, and the inadequacy 
of the Polish market to absorb its output of coal. A new railway 
was- built by the Polish government to Odynia to serve as the 
outlet for coal destined for Scandinavia, though apparently, 
through specially reduced tariff rates, this has been run at a loss 
to the Polish State. 

Lower Silesia also has its coalfield at Waldenburg, situated in 
a saucer-shaped depression in the Sudetes uplands , west of 
Breslau. Mining began on a considerable scale in the second 
half of the nineteenth century, but did not really flourish until 
the advent of the railway. It gives a good coking coal that is 
used in the Silesian textile factories. There are no heavy 
industries, except for porcelain making, on the field, which is 
small in area and lacking in suitable sites. • 

The low, heath-covered uplands of Lower Silesia and Lower 
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Lusatia had an old-established iron industry ,that died hard with 
its old methods. Most of the charcoal-burning furnaces had 
ceased to function in the 'seventies, the last closing down in xgoo. 
But the old smelters survive as foundries and enamel works, using 
Waldenburg coke and pig-iron from the Ruhr. This area is to
day dominated by the two new industries of glass and brown-coal. 
The glass industry is very ancient in Silesia in both the Sudetes 
uplands and in the lowland heaths. Like the early iron smelting, 
it was closely tied to its raw materials, sand and charcoal, and 
at first was shifted from site to site. Fixation came in the seven
teenth century with the eStablishment of glass smelters (most of 
the workers hailing from Bohemia), especic;tlly in the valleys where 
running water could be used. The chief districts became the· 
Glatz uplands, Riesengebirge and Hirschberg, where the industry 
is still located, producing high-quality goods~ though it ' is 
subordinate to textiles. The dominance of glass-making in 
Lower Lusatia is based on the occurrence ofbrown-coal deposits, 
whose exploitation began in the 'forties. But this was of no use 
as a fuel for producing high temperatures until after the advent 
of the briquetting process at the end of the century. Then, 
both brown-coal and glass production forged ahead. Brown-

. coal supplied not only the glass industry, but also brick-making 
and ceramics (through the occurrence together of brown-coal 
and clay). Aluminium smelting was also introduced during the 
last war and great electric power plants were established. 

III 

Silesia figures regularly as a umt m nation-wide divisions, 
with occasionally a division into Upper and Lower Silesia, the 
former being grouped around the coalfield. This division is 
found, for instance, in the new arrangement of the Nazi Party 
districts, Upper Silesia including the whole of the coalfield area, 

· German and Polish. 1 

Breslau is the historic and modem capital of Silesia. It is 
the main railroad centre and the dominant collecting and distri
buting centre. In 1933 the numbers engaged in the twb large 

' 1 The Prussian Province of Silesia has been extended since the outbreak of war 
to include all the Upper Silesian industrial' area, including Teschen and the frontier 
carried into south-west Poland beyond the 1 914 frontier. Thus, it is important to note 
·carefully, this area is incorporated by the Nazis into the Reich and its organization. 
This new province assuming its historic -outline falls into two Nazi Gatu, Upper and 
Lower Silesia. 
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groups of industry and of commerce were the same ; moreover, 
since 1907 there has been a decrease in industrial employ
ment (due probably in the main to the depression in the early 
'thirties), but a large increase in commercial employment. 
Industries are mixed and there is no dominant group. They 
are evidently concerned in very large measure with catering for 
this extensive regional market, for which, as a great prolongation 
of German territory to the south-east, Breslau, on the main lines 
to Upper Silesia, occupies a dominating geographical position. 
Clothing occupies I 2 ·7 per cent. of its workers, engineering 
8·3 per cent., food and drink 8·2 per cent., and the building 
trades 7·3 per cent. 

That Breslau's economy has primarily a regional orientation 
is revealed by rail and water traffic stat:iStics.1 

RAILWAY AND WATER TRAFFIC OF BRESLAU IN 1932 IN TONS 

Railway . Waterway (Oder). 

Despatch. . Receipt. Despatch. Receipt. 

Upper Silesia • 101,000 826,ooo 20,000 19,000 
Lower Silesia • 271,000 761,000 7,000 500 
Reich 94,000 238,ooo 3o8,ooo 233,000 

Receipts from Lower Silesia were mainly foodstuffs, stones and 
earths, and coal. From Upper Silesia coal , dwarfed all other 
products. The dispatches are, as for all big cities, much smaller 
in bulk than the receipts. They are very varied and evenJy · 
balanced. Metal wares, machinery, foods, are outstanding. 
Nearly all this traffic is effected by rail. But, on the other hand, 
exports to and imports from other parts of the Reich by river 
are high, indicating the importance of the city as a break-of
bulk point-only third in importance on the Oder after Stettin 

' at the mouth and Kosel at the head of navigation. The majority 
of Breslau's traffic with the Reich by rail and 'water is "with 
Saxony, Brandenburg and Berlin. • 

Thus, in conclusion, while Silesia, until the cession of the 
Upper Silesian areas in 1919, has been a permanent political 
unit for centuries, there was a marked geographical diversity 
within it, even before the development of the coalfield added a 
further complicating element. J}efore the development o( the 

1 From Paul Driske, Der Wirtsch<ift.ror~:anismus Gross-Breslau, pp. 147-62. 
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coalfield, it is true to say that the most populous· and indus
trialized districts, of no mean importance at that time, lay in 
the Sudetes uplands in Silesia and their continuation in Upper 
Lusatia and Saxony and across the Bohemian border. The 

' most fertile lands lie between the Oder and the Sudetes, while 
agriculturally poor lands lie on the heaths and woods to the 
east of the Oder and to the north ilcross the province. Breslau 
is the dominant historic and modern focus, but the growth of 
modern industry in Upper Silesia and Lower Silesia and Lower 

,Lusatia has caused some measure of reorientation and decen
tralization in its regional association. In the case of Upper 
Silesia, this has given rise to problems affecting not oilly Silesia, 
but also the vital economic interests of east-central Europe. -
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· About I5.r. net 

PLAN FOR RECONSTRUCTION 
by W.H. HUTT 

Professor of CommeTce in the University of Capetown 
"Professor Hutt argues cogently that security, peace and prosperity all depend 

on the creation of a new order from which the right to restrict production has 
been banished, and this belief is the foundation of the plan for reconstruction 
which he outlines in detail in his book." Nature. Second Impression. 18s. neti 

THE IMPLICATIONS of ECONOMIC PLANNING 
by K. MANDELBAUM, Dr.Phil., and E. F. SCHUMACHER, Dr.Phil. 
A popular study of the economics of a social system that is neither capitalist 

nor totalitarian. The first half of the book describes the Planning without a Plan 
which characterized the pre-1939 system. The authors then pass to a critical 
examination of such Reform tendencies in present-day theory and practice as 
the Keyoesian Diagnosis, the New Deal, the Corporate State, the Socialists. 

'The final chapters offer constructive suggestions on the new range and meaning 
of Freedom in a Society which makes full use of its resources. About 7s. 6d. net 

DANGER SPOTS IN THE NEW ECONOMIC 
CONTROLS 

by Dr. F. BURCHARDT and G. D. N. WORSWICK, Institute of Statistics, 
University of Oxford 

The survival of democracy depends upon our ~twareness of the main changes 
which are going on in the economic field. Among the recent transformations the 
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most important onea are the eatablishment of war-time contr~ls in our industrial 
life. Thia book does not only give a thorough survey of these changes but 
discussea the political and social implicati01111 of the transformation which took 
place. About 151. net 

RETAIL TRADE ASSOCIATIONS 
A New Form of Monopolist Organization in Britain · 

I 
by HERMANN LEVY, author of The Nefll Industrial Syste111 

"A signal contribution to the economica of demoaacy ••• the very stuff of 
democratic freedom is involved." &Of!omist. Second Impression. 151. net 

THE PRICE OF SOCIAL SECURITY 
by GERTRUDE WILLIAMS, Lecttuer in Economics, UnifJersity of London' 

Afur a general discussion of the dynamic nature of economic society, and the 
growing rigidity in the economic system, Mrs. Williams considers the new social 
security policiea embodied in the Beveridge Report and other plans for the post
war industrial world, shows how various problems involved have been tackled 
in Russia, U.S.A., and Germany, and deduces the lessons to be learned from 
war-time labour controls. . Second Impression. 121. 6d. net 

THE CHANGING .PATTERN OF DEMAND 
by CHARLES MADGE 

As the industrial masses rise above subsistence level new social phenomena 
appear. A falling birth rate, a change in attitude towards political and religious 
institutions and shifts in the priority of consumer preference: these facts have 
been widely observed and to some extent measured. Mr. Madge, on the basis 
of ascertained facts, states the case for regarding these social trends as part of 
an integral process. To understand and control this process, research into the 
correlation between its }iifferent aspects must be greatly extended. About ISS· net 

THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ·oF THE 
MIDDLE EAST 

An Outline of Planned Reconstruction 
. by A. BONNE 

Director, Economic Research Institute of Palestine, Dr. oec. publ. 
A thorough and detailed survey of the basic economic facts of the Middle East 

and a constructive plan for the development of these areas. About 1 ss. net 

THE REGIONS OF GERMANY 
by ROBERT E. DICKINSON, M.A., Ph.D., Reader in Geography, University 

CoUege, London 
If lasting changes are to be brought about in Germany after the war it is 

imperative to recast the principles of her regional organization. Dr. Dickinson, 
making use of German research in this field, develops a proposal which tends 
to paralyse the over-emphasis on Prussia and suggests a regional redistribution 
which lays the geographic foundations for democratic co-operation. 

· With numerous Maps and Diagrams. Demy 8vo. About lOS. 6d. net 

THE DANUBE BASIN AND THE GERMAN 
' ECONOMIC SPHERE 

by ANTONIN BASCH, Dr.Phil. 
A fully docurnentPd economic history of the Danubian area {Austria, Czecho

slovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Rwnania and Greece) between the two wars. The 
author maintains that no permanent solution of the problems of this area is poS
sible without a thoroughly planned integration of its economy with an expanding 
world economy and he makes other positive recommendations for agrarian avd 
industrial reconstruction and the regional organization of foreign trade. t8s. net 
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FEDERALISM IN~!CENTRAL AND EASTERN 
EUROPE 

by RUDOLF SCHLESINGER, Dr. rer. pol. 
An historical study of the experiments made with Federal f:onstitutions in 

Germany, Austria and the U.S.S.R., with a thorough analy'sis. of the social 
and political factors which fostered or thwarted the experiments. Dr. Schlesin
ger's findings are a challenge to those who discuss constitutional proposals in 
the abstract without reference to the social and historicai setting in which_..they 
are e~ected to work. Demy 8vo. About zss. n~t 

Town and 
Country 

Planning, 
Human 
Ecology 

CREATIVE DEMOBILIZATION 
Vol. I-PRINCIPLES OF NATIONAL PLANNING 

by E. A. GUTKIND, D.I17g. 

Vol. II-CASE STUDIES IN NATIONAL PLANNING 
Edited by E. A. GUTKIND, D.Ing. 

"Dr. Gutkind is certain that we are witnessing the birth-pangs-of a new era, 
and it is this certainty which makes his closely written and important book 
almost exciting." Profusor C. H. Reilly in the Observer. 

Second Edition. 211. net each 

THE JOURNEY TO WORK . 
by K. LIEPMANN, Ph.D. (London) 

With an Introduction by A. M. CARR-SAUNDERS, M.A., Director of the 
London School of Ecorwmics · 

The first thorough mvestigation to be published in this country of a problem 
of great topical interest. The author bas collected valuable data and statistics 
concerning methods and distance of travel, sick absence and other social factono 
in relation to the joumey, from the management and employees of such repre
sentative firms as Carreras, Austin, Morris, Achille-Serre, etc. The significance 
of this research will be readily realized by those concerned with Transport, Town 
Planning and Public Health, as well as by all students of sociology and those 
interested in the practical problems of reconstruction. / 

Illustrated with plans and diagrams. 151. nC"t 

Anthropology PEASANT LIFE IN CHINA 
and Colonial by HSIAO TUNG FEI, Ph.D. (London) 

Policy Of great value as a portrayal of China's rural difficulties and potentialities' 
These lie at the centre of her tasks of reconstruction, first because the bulk of 
her population is dependent for it:S existence upon fanning; secondly because 
this dependence is complicated, and in some respects rendered desperate, by 
IIDlladjustments long neglected by reason of the traditions which sanction them; 
and thirdly because in the innumerable villages of which China consists are to 
be found qualities and aptitudes which make her one of the biggest reservoirs 
of moral strength and practical capacity in-the world." Spectator. 

Third Impression. Illustrated. 15s. net 

THE MALAY PEASANT 
An Economic Survey of Past Conditions and Future Problems 

by RA YMOND.FIRTH, Reader in Anthropology in the University of London, and 
A.E.P.COLLilVS · 

The result of documentary research and field study, this book analyses the 
position of the Malayan population, which bas hitherto received little careful 
and systematic attention. A work of considerable significance for the determi
nation of future colonial policy. It is illustrated from photographs and with 
maps and diagrams. About 211. net 

MALAY FISHERMEN: THEIR PEASANT ECONOMY 
by RAYMOND FIRTH, Reader in Anthropology in the University of London 

This study, carried out mainly on the east coast of Malaya in 1939-40, gives 
for the first time a survey of the fishing industry of that important region, 
fot!owed by-a detailed analysis of the economy of a community of peasant fisher-
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men in a sample are~ on the coast of Kelatan. To complete the picture, a brief 
review is also given of sea fishing in Malaya and Indonesia. 

Illustrated. About zu. net 

DIAGNOSIS OF OUR TIME Sa&iolcgj and 
by KARL MANNHEIM, Dr.Phil., Lecturer in Sociology in the University of Psychology of tk 

London Present Crisis 
"No man is doing more to illumine with thought the darkness of our 

time and to point the way to a new social order based un the democratic 
concept." The Tima Educational Supplement. 

Seeond Impression, ro.. 6d. net. 

THE FEAR OF FREEDOM 
by Dr. ERICH FROMM 

"Here in this book is an attempt-perhaps the first important work of its 
kind-to link up psychological and sociological factors, to study profoundly the 
cha.racter structure of modem man, and reply to the most crucial question for 
man to-day: the meaning of freedo1p!' Listener. znd Impression. x ss. net 

PSYCHOLOGY AND THE SOCIAL PATTERN Sa&ialPsychology 

by jULIAN BLACKBURN, Ph.D., B.Sc. (E:on.), Lecturer on Social Psychology and Ps_Jcho-
at the London.School of Economics and Political Science analysu 

The first attempt to link General Psychology with Psycho-Pathology and with 
Social Psychology. The usual topics of General Psychology are discussed, but 
especially in their Social and Psycho-pathological aspects. The emphasis is laid • 
on normal mechanisms, with a view to investigating how far these are similar in 
kind though different in degree from those described by the psycho-pathologist. 
Finally the influence of the cultural pattern on emotional behaviour is discussed. 

This book will be followed by two independent volumes by the same author: 
The Framework of Human Behaviour and Individual Development in Society, 
the three volumes together serving as ground work to the study of Psychology 
and Sociology. About ISS. net 

SOCIAL LEARNING AND IMITATION 
by NEAL E. MILLER and. jOHN DOLLARD, of the Institute of Human 

Relations, Yale University 
This book begins .with a brief r~sum6 of the fundamentals of a theory of 

social learning. The social conditions and psychological principles of learning 
are exemplified in experiments on imitative behaviour. The utility of learning 
theory as an integrative instrument in sociology is shown by applications to 
problems such as those of social attitudes, social status, crowd behaviour, and 
diffusion. About ISS. net 

FRUSTRATION AND AGGRESSION 
by jOHN DOLLARD, LEONARD W. DOOB, NEAL E. MILLER, 

0. H. MOWRER, ROBERT R. SEARS, etc., of the Institute of Human 
Relations, Yale University 

The authors of this volume attempt to explain aggressive behaviour in tenns 
of prior frustrations. With this hypothesis they are able to interpret some of the 
findings of the clinician, the experimentalist, and the field worker, and to offer 
an analysis of child training, adolescence, criminology, race prejudice, democracy, 
fascism, communism, and a primitive African society. The hypothesis cuts 
across a segment of human behaviour that has implications for all the social 
sciences. ro.r. 6d. net 

THE IDEAL FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMIC 
THOUGHT 

Philosophical and 
Social Foundations 

Three Essays on the Philosophy of EcOIIOmia, by W. STARK, Dr. ret" pol., Dr.jur. of Thought 
•• A book of real interest and considerable distinction ••• what in substance he 

baa done ia to examine and compare the philosophic foundation& of clasaic 
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General Sociology 

Foreign Classics 
of Socwlogy 

political economy, on the one h~nd, and of modem economics, on the other .•. 
in part an historical, in part lin ethical investigatiOn." Harold :J. Laski in ThE 
New Statesman. . · Second Impression. ISS. net 

THE HISTORY OF ECONOMICS IN ITS 
RELATION TO SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

by W. STARK, Dr. rer. pol., Dr. :Jur. 

Dr. Stark's great knowledge of the historical material and his subtle inter
pretations provide not only a challenging outline of the development of economic 
theory but also a realistic explanation of its history. 7s. 6d. net 

·A HANDBOOK OF SOCIOLOGY 
by W. F. OGBURN, Profess~; of Sociology, University of Chicago, 
and M. F. NIMKOFF, Professor of Sociology, Bucknell University 

Basing their conclusions on the large body of empirical research done in 
recent years in England and the U.S.A., the authors view social life as the 
interaction of four factors: The biological organism, geographical environment, 
group processes and cultural heritage. They discuss the principal conclusions of 
biology, psychology, geography, and other disciplines insofar as they ar~. 
relevant to sociology, and then proceed to the presentation of the fundamental 
.facts, basic concepts and theories which form the body of sociology proper. 

About 251. net 

DIL THEY. An Introduction 
Selected Readings from his Works and an Introduction to his Sociological and 
Philosophical Work by H. A. HODGES, Professor of Philosophy in the 

University of Reading 

A comprehensive account of Dilthey's work, followed by translations of 
selected passages from Dilthey which illustrate and amplify the main text. 

101. 6d. net 

MAX WEBER: SCIENCE, POLITICS, POWER 
' . 

Selected Essays, translated and edited, uith an Introduction 

This volume provides the most important of Max Weber's writings in each 
of the many fields in which he was active. It is divided ipto three main sections: 
-I: Science and Ethics; II: Politic•; and I II: Power ana Social Structure. There 
is also a penetrating introduction presenting the salient features of Max 
Weber's life and work in relation to his time and to contemporary social 
science and politics. 'About au. net 
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